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1
Introduction
In this thesis, a study of the texture of thin films of silicides or germanides, that are
formed on single crystal silicon or germanium wafers, with a specific orientation
(i.e. (100), (111) or (110) ) is presented. This research was started in Septem-
ber 2005, and results obtained up to September 2010 are included. As relatively
little literature concerning this topic was available at the start of the research, the
choice was made not to focus this thesis on one particular metal/semiconductor
system, but to try and study texture in a variety of different systems, in the hope
of getting a better understanding of the importance of the naturally occurring (i.e.
non-epitaxialy grown) texture of thin films on single crystal substrates. Of course,
as is the case for many research projects, the direction of this research has been
heavily influenced by the successes or failures that where obtained in the different
metal/semiconductor systems, and by observations in specific systems that were
both surprising and intriguing. As a result of this, an important fraction of the
work described here will concern the Ni/Si system, for which several unexpected
results have been obtained in our research group during the last years. In addition,
nickel silicides are important from a technological point of view.
The work described in this thesis was only possibly thanks to the collaboration
with the researchers at the IKS KULeuven, IBM Research, E´cole Polytechnique
de Montre´al, the TEM characterization group at Imec and ASM Europe.
1-2 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Outline
This thesis is divided into three parts. The first part consists of an introduction
to texture, an overview of the state-of-the-art of thin film texture research and de-
scribes measurement, visualization and analysis strategies. Relatively little new
results will be presented in this part. The main goal however is to provide a self-
contained overview of the practicalities of thin-film-texture research, as no one-
stop reference books are currently available. In addition, literature on the texture
measurement techniques often skip over the basics, making it difficult to follow the
reasoning. In my experience, one really needs to understand these fundamentals
to arrive at a correct interpretation of the data, and I believe that only by under-
standing all of the arguments, including all of the implicit assumptions, one can
accomplish this. The goal of the first part is to resolve this. In this section, a de-
scription of the software developed to make the analysis possible of texture data
of thin films on single crystal substrates is also provided.
The second part will focus on the identification of texture in different silicide and
germanide systems. The technological relevance of these materials will be pointed
out and the texture of 3 metal/semiconductor systems will be investigated and de-
scribed. The goal here is to gain insight into what the important texture compo-
nents are and whether one can rationalize their origin.
In the final third part, the impact of texture on the properties of the silicides and
germanides will be investigated. In particular, the thermal stability of NiSi will be
linked to the microstructure, and effects of downscaling and different methods of
increasing this thermal stability will be discussed.
Part I
Texture: measurement and
analysis techniques

2
Crystallographic texture in materials
The concept of texture is used in a variety of different fields, such as computer
graphics, materials science or textile. In each of these fields, it is used to in-
dicate properties with little or no relation to one another. In the context of this
thesis, texture is used to indicate the crystallographic texture: it describes how,
in a poly-crystalline material, the orientation of the grains is distributed, i.e. with
what frequency a specific grain orientation occurs in the sample.
The goal of this chapter is to present a short overview of the concept of crystal-
lographic texture in materials and establish the commonly used terminology. The
focus will then move to thin films, and more specifically to thin films on single
crystal substrates, where the texture originates from a solid state reaction. This is
the type of material under investigation in this work. For this system, an overview
of the state-of-the-art concerning the determining factors in texture selection and
the most commonly used theories in explaining and/or predicting texture will be
given.
2.1 Texture and anisotropy
A poly-crystalline material consists of a large number of small crystallites, called
grains, which can be considered as being perfect single crystals. Each of these
grains can have a different orientation in the material, which is displayed in figure
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2.1, where the grains were given a color, corresponding to one of the unit cells
that show the orientation of the crystal in the grain. Because many materials have
anisotropic properties on the crystal lattice level, this anisotropy might be mani-
fested on the macroscopic scale as well, depending on how the individual grains
are oriented and interact. In one extreme case, the sample might consist of only
one grain, and will thus exhibit the same anisotropy as the crystal lattice, while in
the other extreme case, a sample might consist of a large number of grains with
a completely random orientation distribution. This will average out the different
anisotropic properties of the crystal lattice, resulting in macroscopic isotropic be-
havior. Where the grains touch one another, grain boundaries are formed, which
are crystal defects that separate the regions of perfect crystals. Depending on the
relative orientation of two grains, and the orientation of the contact plane, these
grain boundary will have different properties, and will influence the macroscopic
properties of the material as well.
Figure 2.1: A top view of a sample with the grain in a different color. The corresponding
orientation of the unit cell is displayed, showing the different grain orientations.
A good understanding of the structure of a poly-crystalline material is essential to
understand and/or predict its properties. One aspect of this structure is the texture,
which describes the grain orientations and their frequency of occurring within the
sample. Typically, no spatial information (the location where the specific orienta-
tions of the grains occur within the sample) is provided when the term “texture” is
used. If this spatial information is provided, the most common designation is the
“micro-structure” instead of texture.
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The concept of texture is well studied within the field of metallurgy, as various
deformation treatments, such as rolling and drawing, or heat treatments give rise
to a variety of textures in metals. In these materials, texture often originates from
processing that is done on an initially textureless (i.e. random textured) sample:
the existence of a preferential direction, for example the rolling direction, results
in the destruction of the isotropy of the sample, as a preferentially oriented force is
applied to the grains, which will cause the formation of a preferential orientation
of the grains in the material and thus texture. In general, texture always originates
from a source of anisotropy, either during the formation of the material itself (e.g.
anisotropy in surface or interface energies, in thermal expansion and elasticity), or
from an anisotropy in a processing step carried out on the material. In geology,
crystallographic texture is studied as well, as it can provide information on the
origin or history of a rock.
2.2 Mathematical description
Texture describes the statistics with which a specific grain orientation occurs, and
the mathematical tools used to represent it are borrowed from the mathematical
representation of rotations. Every orientation of a grain can be specified by defin-
ing a reference orientation and an additional rotation to go from the reference ori-
entation to the observed one (figure 2.2a). The problem of describing texture thus
reduces to describing the probability of a specific rotation occurring, and defining
the reference orientation in a meaningful way.
For the reference orientation, one can in principle make any choice one wishes.
In practice, a natural reference orientation often arises from the geometry of the
sample or from the geometry of the process that induced the texture in the sample.
For example, in a rolled metal, it makes sense to give the rolling direction a special
significance, and to incorporate it into the reference orientation.
For the choice of the representation of the rotation itself, one can choose any rep-
resentation of the special orthogonal group in 3 dimensions, SO(3), which consists
of the proper rotations, but in practice the Euler angles are used most often. Here,
the rotation is specified by three angles. These angles define the angles of rotation
of three consecutive rotations about a predefined choice of axes, and one can end
up in any orientation by doing this. This can be seen in figure 2.2b, where one gets
from the reference orientation to the observed orientation by a rotation about Z,
then about X and finally again about Z.
Alternatively, one can use an axis/angle representation, where the desired orienta-
tion is reached by rotating from the reference orientation about a specified axis, for
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Figure 2.2: A unit cell with attached X (blue), Y (red) and Z (green) axes. Subfigure (a)
shows the reference orientation on the left, and an observed orientation on the right. In
subfigure (b), the Euler angle description of the rotation to go from the reference to the
observed rotation is shown, as a series of 3 rotations, about the Z, X and Z axes. Subfigure
(c) show how to go from the reference orientation to the observed one using one rotation
about a specific rotation axis (drawn in orange).
a specified angle. This is displayed in figure 2.2c, where the rotation axis is indi-
cated in orange. In some cases, quaternions, 4-dimensional extensions of complex
numbers, are used, as any rotation in 3D can be represented by a unit quaternion.
In computer based calculations, the orthogonal matrix (with positive determinant)
representation is most often used. All of these representations have in common
that they have three degrees of freedom, which all need to be specified to uniquely
define the rotation.
2.3 Thin films
The occurrence of texture is of course not restricted to bulk materials: any crys-
talline material can exhibit it. In this thesis, the materials under investigation will
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be thin films on single crystal substrates. For this reason, the remaining discussion
in this chapter will be focused on texture in thin films.
Most thin films originate from a deposition of a thin layer of one material, on top
of a substrate of another material, and one ends up with a heterophase system,
as more than one phase exists in the sample. Common deposition techniques are
thermal evaporation, sputter deposition or molecular beam epitaxy. Tuning of the
deposition parameters, in addition to the properties of the substrate, will influence
the properties of the resulting thin film, including its texture. After deposition, the
sample can be given a heat treatment, which might change the texture, and cause
solid-state reactions to occur, leading to the creation of new phases. As these
phases can have radically different crystallographic properties, this will have its
effect on the texture in the sample.
The texture in thin films can be classified into different types. A first case is simply
the absence of any preferential orientation: all of the grains have a completely
random orientation, and this is designated as random texture. This is shown in
figure 2.3a. There are no constraints on the possible orientations of a grain.
In a second case, the orientation of the grains in the film is uniquely defined with
respect to the substrate: only one single orientation (and the symmetrical equiva-
lent orientations) of the grains occur. When the substrate is a single crystal, one
uses the term epitaxy. It typically occurs when the crystal lattice of the film mate-
rial has a special relation to that of the substrate, such as being very similar in size,
or the ratios of the lattice constants being rational, so that a “natural” orientation
exists for the film grains to be oriented with respect to the substrate. Figure 2.3d
displays this. In this case, the grain boundaries no longer correspond to a change
in orientation, but defects can still exist, such as steps, that separate different areas.
A typical example of an epitaxial film is the chemical vapor deposition growth of
Si1−xGex on silicon substrates, where the Si1−xGex has almost identical lattice
constants as pure Si, and the thin layer of Si1−xGex is grown in a way as if it
continues the silicon substrate structure. Another example is the growth of NiSi2
on Si(111) substrates, where the epitaxy is not achieved during deposition, but
where a nickel layer reacts with the substrate during a heat treatment, to form NiSi2
which is epitaxially oriented on the Si(111) substrate [1]. When the substrate is
not a single crystal, but poly-crystalline or amorphous, the term “biaxial texture”
is more commonly used to indicate a well defined orientation of the film grains. In
practice, the designation biaxial texture is used in a more relaxed way, as it often
includes a larger spread around an average orientation, when compared to epitaxy.
In a third case, the orientation of the grains is no longer uniquely constrained to
one orientation, but a series of related orientations is observed. In this case, all of
the grains have the alignment of one crystal plane in common, but no additional
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Figure 2.3: The 4 types of texture in thin films: (a) random texture, (b) fiber texture, (c)
axiotaxy, (d) epitaxy
constraints on the orientation exist. Rotations which have the rotation axis perpen-
dicular to this crystal plane will leave the alignment of this special plane invariant,
so that all of the grains can have an additional random rotation about this axis,
and no single unique, well defined orientation is observed. In many cases, this
occurs when a plane in the film material has special properties related to the sur-
face energy (e.g. a closest packed plane). Energetic constraints will then force the
grains to have a specific crystal plane parallel to the interface of the substrate or
the surface of the sample. The resulting texture is called a fiber texture and is
designated with the index of the plane which has the preferential orientation. The
rotation axis perpendicular to the aligned planes is then called the fiber axis, and
is typically perpendicular to the interface or surface, as can be seen in figure 2.3b.
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Depending on deposition parameters, such as the direction of the incoming flux, a
small tilt of the fiber axis can be caused. An example of fiber texture is observed
after the deposition of copper on glass, where the closest-packed copper planes
are preferentially parallel to the surface plane, which is claimed to minimize the
surface energy. On single crystal substrates, one can observe this when depositing
Ni on Si(100), where a Ni (111) fiber texture is typically formed.
In some cases, the crystal plane that is aligned is not (nearly) parallel to the in-
terface or surface, but has a large tilting which causes this plane to be (almost)
parallel to a specific plane of the substrate. This is an off-normal fiber texture,
which is called axiotaxy. It was first observed in NiSi on Si(100) [2], where it
was found that a number of NiSi planes are aligned to the Si {101} planes of the
substrate. Even though there is a similarity between a traditional fiber texture and
axiotaxy, the origin is clearly different. While a fiber texture is typically the results
of a stacking or plane-on-plane matching at the interface, axiotaxy is caused by a
matching of planes across the interface. For this reason, axiotaxy can be best con-
sidered as a separate, fourth type of texture in thin films. Figure 2.3c shows what
the orientation of the grains can be in such a case: all of the grains are related to
one another by a rotation about the same off-normal axis.
If we go back to the mathematical representation of texture, the difference of these
types of texture becomes very clear. For a random texture, for every possible ro-
tation, one can find some grains that have this orientation, so all three parameters
(e.g. the Euler angles) can have a random value. This means that the random
texture is described by 3 degrees of freedom. For the case of a fiber texture or ax-
iotaxy texture, the direction of one plane is fixed for all of the grains, but each can
have a variable rotation about the plane normal, resulting in 1 degree of freedom
(i.e. the rotation angle about this normal) in the texture. Finally, for epitaxy, the
orientation of the grains is completely fixed, so no degrees of freedom exist any-
more: in the epitaxial texture, all 3 parameters of the orientation are completely
fixed, and 0 degrees of freedom exist.
2.4 Thin films on single crystal substrates with solid-
state reactions
In the description of the texture of thin films, little regards was given to the type
of substrate used, which could be amorphous (e.g. glass), poly-crystalline (e.g.
a steel sheet), or single crystal (e.g. Si (100) ). In this thesis, the focus lies on
the texture of thin films on single crystal substrates, where both the film and sub-
strate can be complex materials containing covalent bindings. There are two main
reasons for using single crystal substrates. A first one is due to choice of inves-
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tigating silicides and germanides. Without going into details (which will be done
in chapter 6), one of the main technological applications of these materials is as
electrical contacts in CMOS technology, where a single crystal substrate is used.
Secondly, the use of a single crystal substrate has the fundamental advantage of
making one part of the problem, i.e. the substrate, reproducible, making thin films
on single crystal substrates ideal model systems to study the mechanisms behind
texture selection. Because texture originates from the peculiarities of the inter-
face between two phases or grains, in general one needs to characterize both the
film and the substrate on a local scale, resulting in the difficulty of acquiring large
datasets and making reliable conclusions. In the case of a single crystal substrate,
one part of the problem (the substrate) is identical for all of the grains in the film,
and can be easily characterized, making it much easier to get to statistically sound
conclusions, as all attention can be focused on the film.
The samples under investigation in this thesis not only have a single crystal sub-
strate, but the method by wich the film itself is fabricated is not random either. The
films are not simply produced during the deposition process, but only part of the
material to form the desired phase in the film is deposited. A subsequent thermal
annealing induces a solid state reaction between the deposited material and the
single crystal substrate to form a layer of a new phase. This phase originates from
a reaction between two components, and the typical processes of nucleation of a
new phase and growth will be observed and will influence the texture. In this way,
an important difference exists with traditional as-deposited coatings, where the
texture often results from directionality of the deposition process or is dependent
on the mobility of the deposited atoms at the time of deposition.
Fundamentally, the texture selection during the formation of a new phase is similar
to the generation of precipitates in a matrix, and for the reasons mentioned before,
thin films on single crystal substrates can thus make an ideal model system to
try and understand precipitation reactions. Another reason for the study of solid
state reactions is again the technological relevance of the technique for the micro-
electronics industry in the fabrication of electrical contacts.
2.5 The physical origin of texture
In section 2.3, an overview of the 4 types of textures in thin films was presented,
and one can wonder why a specific type of texture will occur in one sample, and
not in another. Fundamentally, one can split this question into two parts.
First of all, one can wonder how a specific grain orientation is initially formed. In
our case, where a new phase is formed on a single crystal substrate, this means
that the nucleus of the new phase must be allowed to nucleate with the specified
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orientation. Essentially, this is a thermodynamical argument, as this considers a
trade-off between interface, strain and bulk energy.
Secondly, even when a specific orientation can be formed, we have to wonder if
the grain will grow, and how fast? There can be competition between the different
texture components, and one or more of these can become dominant by growing
much faster than the others. The growth of the new phase in a solid state reaction
is indeed often a competition between different nuclei with a variable speed of
growth. This is a kinetic argument, as it is linked to the speed or kinetics of the
different reactions that are occurring.
In principle, if one could calculate the thermodynamics and kinetics of the system,
one could ab-initio calculate which phases would form and predict their texture. In
practice, this is not possible, as this depends both on local parameters (i.e. bonding
between the atoms), and global parameters such as stress and strain, diffusion
through grain boundaries and bulk. A simulation that is both accurate on a atom-
level scale, as well as on a macroscopic scale of thousands of grains is currently
not feasible.
Most models focus on the thermodynamical aspect, as the effect of anisotropy
on the interface energy is generally much more outspoken than its effect on the
kinetics through the diffusion. Methods of trying to understand or predict texture
components then reduce to the rationalization of observed interface structures, or
their prediction. However, the problem of merging the local atom interactions with
the long range strain effects largely remains unsolved, and the ab-initio calculation
of interface structures remains a problem for non-trivial materials. Simplifying the
problem even more, one can focus on just the crystallography of the problem, and
consider the matching of the crystallographic lattices as a qualitative measure of
the interface energy. While one has to admit that this is a long way from describing
the original problem, it is the basis of most theories on texture. Ultimately, the only
measure of the validity of these theories, is applying them to real cases and testing
their power of predicting or explaining observations.
In the following sections, a short overview of some common crystallographic the-
ories used to explain texture selection will be presented.
2.5.1 Coincidence site lattice
If one first considers a substrate and a film material with an identical crystal struc-
ture, then an obvious way to align a grain of the film material to the substrate, is to
orient the film grain in a way that it continues the crystal structure of the substrate.
If we take one unit cell of both materials and put them together in this way, we
will get a good matching at their interface, as chemical bonds between the film
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and substrate will be saturated, and the interface energy will be low, much lower
than when we would put the film grain on the substrate in a way that two non-
similar crystal planes would make contact. When both film and substrate material
have the same lattice constants, this matching will be repeated in every direction,
and more importantly, within the interface plane as well. This extends the good,
local matching of the unit cells to an arbitrarily large area at the interface, and the
total interface energy will thus be low. In this case, only one orientation is expected
in the film, and we get an epitaxial texture.
Figure 2.4: Two lattices with a different orientation, and the resulting coincidence site
lattice. In (a), the combination of the red and black lattices generate a coincidence site
lattice in blue. In (b), the orientation of the black lattice is slightly changed from (a),
resulting in the lack of a coincidence site lattice, while in (c), the black lattice has a
slightly smaller lattice constant compared to (a) and (b), also resulting in the lack of a
coincidence site lattice.
In addition to putting the film grain on the substrate so that it continues the sub-
strate structure, one can wonder what the results would be if it had a different
orientation. In general, a random orientation between the two grains will not lead
to a good matching, but there might be special orientations which do exhibit some
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repeating structure. This idea is the basis of the coincidence site lattice theory,
which aims to investigate the interface structure between two similar materials
with a specific orientation, by determining the periodicity of the combination of
the two lattices. In practice, a new lattice is defined, that is called the coincidence
site lattice (CSL), which is the smallest lattice that can reproduce the combination
of the two lattices. If both film and substrate lattices are the same, and have an
identical orientation, the CSL is identical to the lattice of the film and the sub-
strate. In other cases, e.g. when the film and substrate lattice have some arbitrary
tilt to one another, the coincidence site lattice quickly becomes very large. For
some special orientations, one obtains a CSL which is of reasonable size, typically
a few times the size of the lattice of one of the phases, indicating a reasonably low
interface energy and thus a possibly occurring orientation. An example of this is
shown in figure 2.4a. The lattices (red and black) are identical, but rotated with
respect to one another. For the specific rotation angle used in figure 2.4a one can
define a CSL (in blue) . The ratio of the volume of the CSL to the lattice of the
crystallographic phase itself, is called the Σ number. In the 2D example of figure
2.4a, we find a Σ5 grain boundary. The CSL theory is most often used for the
case of homophase interfaces, e.g. for grain boundaries within one phase. Specific
Σ numbers correspond to specific types of grain boundaries (such as twin bound-
aries). While in principle the extension can be done to heterophase systems like
thin films, it has proven to be difficult to make meaningful conclusions in those
cases. A more detailed overview of the CSL theory can be found in [3].
While the CSL theory has proven useful in the analysis of homophase grain bound-
aries, there is a fundamental problem with the theory. We go back to the example
where we started with a substrate and film with identical lattice and had oriented
the film grain in a way that we get a reasonably small coincidence site lattice. We
can now depart from this situation in two ways. First, let us introduce a small
additional rotation to one of the grains. We would expect to go in a smooth way
from the good matching to a situation of a little worse matching. However, a very
small rotation completely changes the CSL lattice, and it becomes extremely big,
which seem to indicate a discontinuous change in interface energy. This is shown
in figure 2.4b, where no CSL points can be found anymore. Secondly, if we keep
the orientation of film and substrate the same, but take a film material with a crys-
tal lattice that is slightly larger, we once again see that the CSL expands from very
small to extremely large, as shown in figure 2.4c. This second situation is even
worse than the first case, since it is well know that slight differences in lattice size
can be tolerated and still lead to epitaxial textures. The reason for this discrepancy
between the CSL theory and these observations, is that the CSL theory assumes a
completely rigid lattice and does not allow for any strain or dislocations. Attempts
to resolve this issue have been made, resulting in the near-CSL theory [4], which
extends the matching of the lattice points to include near-coincidence sites as well,
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and the 0-lattice theory [5], which takes a fundamentally different approach to the
same problem, eliminating the aforementioned problems.
2.5.2 The 0-lattice
The 0-lattice theory was developed by Bollmann and starts from the observation
that matching between unit cells does not necessarily need to be limited to the
matching of lattice points, as was the case in the CSL theory. The 0-lattice theory
postulates that, if there is a repeated matching between points within the lattices
of the two grains, we still get a low-energy interface.
The method of determining the 0-lattice works in 2 steps. First, an equivalence re-
lation between the two lattices, taking into account their orientation, is established:
x(2) = A.x(1)
where x(1) is the vector in the first lattice, x(2) the vector in the second lattice,
and A the matrix that describes the linear, non-singular transformation between
the two lattices. In case both lattices are identical, A reduces to the rotation matrix
which rotates lattice 1 to the same orientation of lattice 2. If the lattices are not
identical, A will contain a scaling and/or shearing component. It is important to
note that A is not unique: any transformation A that relates the two lattices in a
one-to-one way, can be used from a mathematical point of view.
Secondly, we consider one point in the first lattice: the grain, which consists of
a large number of these lattices, stacked one next to another, will contain a series
of equivalent points, originating from the chosen point and found by adding a
translation vector of the lattice. Any such point can be described as:
x′(1) = x(1) + t(1)
where t(1) is any translation vector of the first lattice. To fulfil the 0-lattice crite-
rion, a vector x(2) thus needs to fulfil:
x(2) = x(1) + t(1)
m
x(2) = A−1.x(2) + t(1)
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If we give the points that match this equation the index 0, we can write this as:
x(0) = A−1.x(0) + t(1)
m
(I −A−1).x(0) = t(1)
m
x(0) = (I −A−1)−1.t(1)
As the translation vectors form a lattice, the x(0) vectors will form a lattice as well.
This lattice is called the 0-lattice.
The interpretation of this 0-lattice is not straightforward, and presenting all of the
details would cover a book by itself. Bollmann’s magnus opus, “Crystal Defects
and Crystalline Interfaces” [5] provides an excellent and detailed description of the
theory. The most important conclusion is that the 0-lattice points can be described
as points of best matching, and that the 0-lattice is in fact closely related to the
dislocation distribution in the material. One can show that it is an extension of
Frank’s formula which describes the dislocation content of subgrain boundaries.
Indeed, the minimum-strain points, obtained using Frank’s formula can be shown
to be special 0-lattice points.
While no fundamental proof is given by Bollmann for the special importance of
the 0-lattice points, it is reasonable to accept its interpretation in so far that it al-
lows the explanation or prediction of observed orientation relations. This is indeed
the case, as the 0-lattice theory has been used to explain the type and shape of
multiple phase boundaries. In addition, the 0-lattice theory does not exhibit the
same problems as the CSL theory: a slight change in misorientation between two
grains, will lead to a continuous change in the 0-lattice itself, indicating a smooth
change in interface energy. The same is true when considering very similar, but
non-identical lattices: the 0-lattice has the expected behavior of being only slightly
different from the one obtained for truly identical lattices.
Even though the 0-lattice theory has its clear merits, the application of the theory
to the systems under investigation in this thesis is problematic at best. The main
problem is the choice of the transformation matrix A. While Bollmann provides
a set of rules in choosing the right transformation, they ultimately rely on an in-
trinsic similarity of the two crystal structures, as the transformation should relate
those atoms that will bind. If one investigates the interaction of two completely
dissimilar phases, e.g. NiSi and Si, there simply is no physical foundation to base
the choice of the transformation on. As a different transformation leads to a dif-
ferent 0-lattice and thus different predictions, it has proven to be difficult to get
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meaningful results from it for our film/substrate systems.
2.5.3 Alternative theories - recent advances
In addition to the CSL and 0-lattice theories, a variety of rules-of-thumb, obser-
vations and guidelines where established in different fields of material science to
explain different observed orientation relationships.
From the study of precipitations, the invariant-line criterion [6] was put forward,
which proposes that there should exist a line of atoms in the matrix and the pre-
cipitate which is invariant during the precipitation, and is located in the interface
between the matrix and the precipitate. The difficulty with this is, just as in the
case of the 0-lattice, that this assumes that there is a special, known relation be-
tween the precipitate lattice and the matrix lattice, which is not the case if we study
the interface between two randomly chosen materials.
When studying TEM electron diffraction images, it was observed that specific re-
ciprocal space vectors g of the two phases were often aligned in a way that the
difference, ∆g = g1 − g2 is perpendicular to the interface plane. If two indepen-
dent ∆g’s could be found, one can combine the respective g vectors, resulting in
even more ∆g’s being perpendicular to the interface plane. If we look at the full
reciprocal space, the fact that ∆g is perpendicular to the interface plane actually
means that the planes corresponding to g1 and g2 will have the same projected
d-spacing on the interface plane. The ∆g criterion thus means that an orienta-
tion will occur if we have a repeated matching of planes at the interface in two
independent directions. In practice, this theory is mostly used to explain observed
orientation relations, by identifying ∆g’s in TEM diffraction images.
Figure 2.5: (a) Matching of atom rows in the edge-to-edge model (taken from [7]). (b)
Cross section view of the matching planes. Notice that, while the d-spacing of the 2 sets of
planes is not identical, the effective d-spacing at the interface is.
The edge-to-edge matching theory [8] postulates that a matching of rows of closest-
packed atoms between the two materials is the determining factor for the interface
energy, and thus the occurrence of a specific orientation relationship. This match-
ing can be accomplished by tilting the planes, which contain the closest-packed
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atom rows, so that the effective d-spacing of the plane in the first grain, at the in-
terface with the second grain, matches the effective d-spacing of the plane from
the second grain. The advantage of this theory, compared to the invariant-line or
∆g theory which are more explanatory than predictive, is that it was formulated in
a way that provides a formal method, based on the structure of the two materials,
to predict orientation relations. It has had moderate success, e.g. in explaining the
texture of TiSi2 on Si (100) [9], but fails to explain the observed axiotaxy, e.g. in
NiSi on Si (100) [10].
As pointed out by Kelly and Zhang [11], the edge-to-edge matching, the ∆g cri-
teria and the invariant line method are fundamentally equivalent. They ultimately
revolve around the matching of atom lines or planes at the interface.
Figure 2.6: Effect of a curved interface on the edge-to-edge matching and axiotaxy model.
The effective d-spacing is dependent on the curvature of the interface. If the sets of planes
are not nearly parallel, this will cause the matching at the interface to be lost.
In the original report on the observation of axiotaxy [2], a rationalization of the
occurrence of axiotaxy was made based on a plane-to-plane matching at the inter-
face between film and substrate, which is similar to the concept of edge-to-edge
matching and ∆g. The main difference is that in [2], a limit is imposed on the
tilting angle to reach the edge-to-edge matching, based on the argument that this
matching needs to be preserved even when the interface is not completely flat.
This is reasonable, as it is likely that an initially forming nucleus will not have a
perfectly flat interface with the substrate, and it shifts the main idea from matching
at the interface, to matching across the interface. The effect of a curved interface
for the axiotaxy and edge-to-edge matching model is shown in figure 2.6.
In addition, the observation of axiotaxy clearly showed that the ∆g criterion is
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too strict. Even when matching only occurs along one direction, the orientation
relation seems to be preferred to a completely random orientation. The fact that
this was missed in the ∆g theory is most likely caused by its TEM origin, where
only limited statistics can be collected.
While all of the theories discussed in this section have been used to get important
insights in the origin of specific orientation relationships, it is clear that none of
them provides a complete, ab initio technique for the prediction of the observed
orientations. What all of the theories have in common, is the fact that a local
matching is not sufficient for a low energy interface: the matching needs to be
repeated within a sufficiently large area. This can only be accomplished if there is
some shared periodicity between the structure of the film and the substrate within
the interface, and it is this idea that will be the rule-of-thumb when interpreting the
measurements described in this thesis.
3
Measurement techniques for texture
A whole range of measurement techniques that can provide information concern-
ing the texture of a sample is nowadays available. They all make use of fact that
the crystal structure of the material will interact with an incoming beam and create
an orientation dependent diffraction pattern. The interpretation of this diffraction
pattern will then result in information concerning the local or global texture, de-
pending on the interaction volume of the beam within the sample.
In this chapter, an overview of a selection of these techniques will be given. Elec-
tron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) will be dis-
cussed in detail, as these are the techniques that were used to characterize the
samples in this thesis. The use of a linear detector for X-ray diffraction will be
described, as a way to speed up data acquisition and gather more information.
Commonly used alternative techniques such as neutron diffraction and transmis-
sion electron microscopy diffraction will be briefly discussed, including their ad-
vantages or disadvantages for the study of thin films on single crystal substrates.
3.1 Electron Backscattered Diffraction
In the last decade, EBSD, short for Electron Backscattered Diffraction, has become
a popular technique for the analysis of the grain size and crystallographic texture
of many materials. It allows for the identification of the local crystal orientation
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in a material, and by carrying out this technique on a rectangular or hexagonal
measurement grid, one can identify areas with the same orientation (i.e. grains).
From this data, one can deduce or calculate a large number of properties of the
material, for example grain size, types of grain boundaries, the statistical texture
or precipitation orientation relationships.
3.1.1 Principles
Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the generation of an EBSP in an SEM.
A typical EBSD setup consists of a focused electron beam in a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and a CCD camera with a phosphor screen in front of it (see fig-
ure 3.1). The SEM is used to focus an electron beam which then hits a sample. The
interaction of the incoming electrons with the nuclei of the sample will result in the
generation of backscattered electrons in the irradiated area. These backscattered
electrons, which have an energy very close to the energy of the incoming elec-
trons, are generated within the sample, in a small volume, resulting in the creation
of what can be best described as a point source of backscattered electrons. Af-
ter being backscattered, they continue to interact with the surrounding atoms, and
part of the electrons will eventually leave the sample again, after several of these
interactions. It is this fraction of the backscattered electrons that will generate the
Electron Backscattered Diffraction Pattern (EBSP). One can view its generation in
two ways: the source of backscattered electrons can be described as a source of
Bloch waves, which interact with the crystal lattice, and the resulting diffraction
of these waves with the crystal lattice results in a variable amount of backscattered
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electrons leaving the sample at different positions and angles. An alternative, sim-
plified view on this process is to view the surrounding crystal lattice as a medium
with “channels”, through which the backscattered electrons move preferentially,
thus generating a non-uniform spatial distribution of the outgoing backscattered
electrons. From either view, it is clear that this distribution will be closely related
to the local crystal structure and orientation of the crystal. The full mechanism of
the generation of this backscattered electron distribution is quite complicated, and
to be able to predict all of the intensity variations (such as the occurrence of higher
order Laue zones), one needs to use the dynamical diffraction theory. However,
based on the simpler kinematical theory, one can already qualitatively explain the
location and width of the maxima and minima in this distribution. A full discussion
of the generation of EBSP’s can be found in [12].
Figure 3.2: (a) Raw EBSP. (b) Background. (c) Processed EBSP. (Images by Oxford
Instruments)
From a practical point of view, the EBSP first needs to be acquired, which is ac-
complished by using a CCD camera and a phosphor screen which converts the
incoming electrons into light. This photographic image of the electron distribution
is then collected by the CCD. An example of such a pattern can be seen in figure
3.2. It shows a circular shaped gray area, in which bands of different intensity can
be seen. The image can be decomposed into two parts. Firstly, there is the circular
shaped area, with a high intensity in the middle, which slowly diminishes towards
the edges. Secondly, there is a series of bands superimposed. These bands have
a relation to the crystallographic planes of the sample: their location, width and
orientation are used in the EBSD technique to gather information on the crystal
structure and orientation. The total amount of backscattered electrons contained
in the whole circular area, is related to the mass of the elements that exist in the
sample. This information is in general not used in the EBSD technique, and this
radial non-uniform intensity distribution of the EBSP is actually filtered out of the
EBSP by subtracting either a calculated, physical model of the non-uniformity, or
an experimentally measured “background” image, which is the average of a series
of EBSP’s. This background image no longer shows any bands, but only the shape
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and intensity distribution of the circular area.
Figure 3.3: An overview of the different steps during an EBSD measurement. (taken from
[12])
In practice, the process of carrying out an EBSD measurement consists of a series
of steps, which are summarized in figure 3.3. Firstly, the electron beam is focused
on a specific area, and an EBSP is generated on the camera. This EBSP is digitized
and collected by a computer, which carries out the correction for the non-uniform
intensity distribution by subtracting the background signal or the model. Next,
the location and width of a number of bands is identified using a software algo-
rithm, most commonly the Hough transform, closely related to the Radon trans-
form, which is an image analysis technique to identify lines in an image by doing
a polar transformation, converting lines into spots which are straightforward to de-
tect by computer. The width of the bands is related to the d-spacing of a crystal
plane, and the angles at which the bands intersect provide information on crys-
tal plane angles. This information can be used to select the corresponding crystal
phase from a list of potential candidates. The exact location and orientation of the
bands, relative to the microscope reference frame, allows to deduce how the crys-
tal that generated the EBSP, is oriented. A simulation of the EBSP is then made
for this crystal phase and its orientation, which is shown and compared to the mea-
sured data. In the end, the crystal phase (ID), location of the beam on the sample
(X,Y), and orientation of the crystal (Euler angles) are stored, together with some
description of the goodness-of-fit, and the quality of the collected pattern. Until re-
cently, it was not common to store the EBSP images themselves during automated
EBSD, due to storage constraints.
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3.1.2 Spatial resolution
State of the art field emission gun SEM’s can focus the electron beam to a spot size
in the nanometer range. This results in a very high spatial resolution for standard
SEM imaging, since most secondary electrons are generated in an area roughly the
same size as the electron spot, very close to the surface of the sample (depend-
ing on the energy of the incoming electrons). However, alternative measurement
techniques carried out with the same electron beam can have an intrinsic lower res-
olution, when the signal of interest originates from a much larger area. A typical
example of this is the spatial resolution of Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX): since the X-rays, which are characteristic for the elements that occur in the
sample, are generated in an area much larger than the directly irradiated area of the
sample, and originate from a significant depth below the sample surface, the re-
sulting compositional information has a much lower spatial resolution, compared
to SEM imaging. This also applies to the EBSD technique, since the backscattered
electrons which make up the pattern, originate from an area which is significantly
larger than the spot size of the incoming electron beam. This area, combined with a
specific penetration depth of the beam, defines the interaction volume of the beam
for the generation of the EBSP.
Figure 3.4: Close-up of the size of the electron beam on the sample. Due to the tilt of the
sample, the irradiated area is much larger than the beam cross-section.
Several factors influence this interaction volume, and thus the resolution of EBSD.
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First of all, since EBSD is carried out with the sample titled with respect to the
beam, the effective spot size on the sample will be much larger than the width of
the electron beam (see figure 3.4). This will automatically lead to a lower spa-
tial resolution compared to traditional secondary electron imaging. Secondly, the
EBSD pattern is generated from the diffraction of backscattered electrons, which
are electrons of the incoming electron beam that are backscattered by atoms of the
irradiated sample. The volume in which these are generated, is even larger than
the spots size of the beam on the sample. In practice, three main factors govern the
size of this interaction volume: the size of the electron beam, its energy and the
composition of the sample.
The first factor, electron beam size, can be optimized by focusing the beam as
small as possible. To reach this goal, a field-emission SEM is instrumental, as
the spot sizes can be an order of magnitude smaller than in the cases of W or
LaB6 tips. In addition, one can opt for a lower beam current, but this also has the
effect that less electrons hit the sample and thus less backscattered electrons are
generated, lowering the intensity of the EBSP, whose features quickly get lost in
the background noise. There is little use in focusing the beam smaller than a few
nm, as the interaction volume is then no longer limited by the electron beam size.
Secondly, the beam energy also influences the interaction volume. Because the
energy of the beam depends on the acceleration voltage used in the SEM, this
can easily be tuned. In contrast to standard SEM imaging, where a higher resolu-
tion is obtained at higher acceleration voltages due to the better focussing of the
beam when the acceleration voltage is increased, the spatial resolution of EBSD
shows the inverse relation when using a FEGSEM: as the backscattered electrons
have the same energy as the incoming electrons, a high acceleration voltage will
lead to longer interaction lengths of the backscattered electrons within the sample.
While lowering the energy therefore increases spatial resolution, decreasing the
acceleration voltage below 10 kV has a severe impact on the electron-to-photon
conversion efficiency of the phosphor screen, so that the measurement time needs
to be increased significantly.
Finally, the composition of the sample, more precisely the mass of the atoms, heav-
ily influences the generation of the backscattered electrons, as the backscattering
coefficient for electrons increases with increasing atomic number. Of course, this
is not something which is tunable in the measurement.
Taking these three factors into account, Humpreys [13] reported the interaction
volume as having a minimum size of 50 nm in the direction of the tilt axis for an
aluminum sample, and roughly 1/3 of that in the direction perpendicular to the tilt
axis, when the SEM is tuned for a maximum spatial resolution and one still obtains
usable EBSP’s.
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While the size of the interaction volume represents a fundamental limit for the
EBSD technique, one cannot simply translate this into the effective spatial reso-
lution. This becomes clear if one considers the impact of the interaction volume
on the EBSP generation: as long as the interaction volume is contained within
one grain, a clean EBSP will be produced, and in most cases the analysis of this
pattern will result in the correct determination of the local grain orientation. If the
interaction volume is spread out over 2 or more grains however, the EBSP will
consist of the convolution of the separate patterns of each of the grains, each with
a low intensity, resulting in an unclear EBSP. This can lead to an unindexed EBSP,
or even worse, to an incorrectly indexed pattern. However, even when an EBSP
is collected which contains convoluted patterns, the software can deconvolute the
patterns and try to identify them. In practice, this only works when the convoluted
EBSP contains one relatively strong component, and one or more much weaker
ones, but it does show that measurements with a higher spatial resolution than de-
termined by the interaction volume, can be carried out. Humpreys [14] determined
an effective spatial resolution of 20 nm for aluminum, 10 nm for α-iron and 9 nm
for brass, which is indeed significantly better than what would be expected from
the interaction volume.
It is important to note that the determination of the effective spatial resolution re-
lies on human intervention, as the currently available automatic EBSD systems
will often fail when feeding it EBSP’s of poor quality, where a human operator
would otherwise succeed. In practice, it is of course not possible to manually
intervene during an EBSD measurement on samples where tens of thousands of
points are recorded. This means that the effective spatial resolution of run-of-the-
mill measurements is currently limited by the analysis software, especially when
working with materials that exhibit a low symmetry. The automatic indexation
software will often introduce errors into the data when working on small grained
materials, so one needs multiple data points to make sure that the determined grain
and its orientation are in fact correct. This lowers the spatial resolution of auto-
matic measurements to 2 or 3 times the values reported by Humpreys.
As a way to partially work around this problem, the EBSD measurements in this
thesis which were carried out on small grained materials, where manually checked
in those locations where the automatic indexation provided inconsistent results.
This was made possible thanks to the use of the GUSTAV software (see chap-
ter 5), which allows for an interactive re-analysis of selected data points by the
user, something which was not possible with the currently commercially available
EBSD software.
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3.1.3 Angular resolution
The purpose of an EBSD measurement is to determine the crystal orientation of
a number of grains. The precision with which this orientation can be determined
is the angular resolution and signifies the minimum misorientation that must exist
between two grain orientations to be able to distinguish between them. Because
the determination of the orientation relies on the identification of the location and
the orientation of the bands in the EBSP, it is clear that the image resolution and
quality of the EBSP will be the main determining factors for the angular resolu-
tion. The use of high beam currents, long acquisition times and a high resolution
CCD camera will thus improve the angular resolution, but at the expense of spa-
tial resolution, measurement time and cost. The absolute angular resolution in
commercially available systems is typically 1-2◦. The relative angular resolution
can be much higher (order of 0.1◦ [15]), if EBSP’s from the same area would be
compared, however this technique is not yet commercially available.
3.1.4 Practical limitations
The EBSD technique comes very close to being the ideal technique for texture
determination. In most materials, the limits on spatial or angular resolution present
no problem, so one can get a complete characterization of the microstructure of the
material. For the thin films under investigation in this thesis, some problems did
show up.
As the grain sizes in very thin films can be quite small, one ends up close to the
spatial resolution limit. This makes it necessary to be careful when automatically
analyzing the data, as pattern quality can be quite poor. One way to overcome
this problem is by increasing the measurement time, but this is limited due to the
surface contamination of the sample and SEM: as the electron beam is hitting the
sample, the electron beam will start to decompose any residual hydrocarbon and
leave a trail of deposited carbon behind. As the EBSD pattern is a diffraction
pattern, any surface contamination will influence the quality of the pattern. This
results in a trade-of between increasing measurement time to increase the amount
of collected diffracted electrons, and decreasing it to lower surface contamination
with carbon. In many cases, these two constraints cannot be fulfilled at the same
time in an ordinary SEM and no reliably EBSD measurements are possible. This
is especially the case when working with nickel containing samples, as the nickel
will have an additional catalytic effect on the decomposition of hydrocarbons. A
thorough cleaning of both the sample (e.g. with an oxygen-plasma treatment)
and the SEM chamber can alleviate this problem, but ultimately, only the switch
to ultra-high-vacuum systems will allow the use of EBSD on very small grained
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materials.
3.1.5 Determining volume fractions of texture components
EBSD is ideally suited for quantitative texture analysis, as one readily obtains a
number of data points, each with a specific orientation. By assigning a fraction of
the data points to a specific texture component and comparing it to the total number
of points, one finds the volume fraction of this specific texture component. Most
commonly, a data point is assigned to a texture component if its misorientation to
this component is less than a predefined value. This leaves the question however,
what a reasonable value is for this maximum misorientation. It makes little sense
to choose it below the spatial resolution of the measurement technique, i.e. 1-2◦
for EBSD, as the noise within this range will then start to influence the volume
fraction. Also, a lot of commonly occurring textures do not consist of exactly
defined orientation, but are intrinsically quite broad (e.g. deformation textures).
This results in the use of arbitraty cut-off values, like 5 or 10◦ of misorientation,
where there is often no physical reason behind this choice.
While the focus in this thesis will not lie on quantitative texture analysis, in some
cases volume fractions will be determined. As a way to eliminate the need to
choose an arbitrary cut-off angle of misorientation, we will present volume frac-
tions as a function of misorientation degree. This has the added advantage that
one can immediately see whether a specific texture component consists of a very
sharply defined orientation or is in fact rather broad. Based on this information,
one can then make a reasonable choice for the maximum misorientation that de-
fines a particular texture component.
3.2 Kossel Lines
When a sample is hit by an electron beam, not only backscattered electrons are
generated, but characteristic X-rays are emitted as well. These will form a diffrac-
tion pattern due to their interaction with the surrounding crystal lattice. If one
collects the resulting spatial distribution of the characteristic X-rays coming out
of the sample, one obtains a Kossel line pattern. An example of this is shown in
figure 3.5. The image consists of a mostly uniform background, on which curves
of different intensity are superimposed. These curves are the equivalent of the
EBSD bands, and again, information concerning crystal structure, symmetry and
orientation can be extracted from this.
An important problem of the Kossel lines technique is the low intensity of the lines
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Figure 3.5: (a) Kossel line pattern generated by a CuAlBe sample and (b) the simulation of
the Kossel lines. Images taken from [16].
with respect to the background. This makes a sensitive detection mechanism nec-
essary. In addition, as the X-rays are generated by the atoms in the sample, the
X-ray wavelength is determined by the composition of the sample. Characteristic
X-rays are generated in a volume of about 1 cubic micron around the beam posi-
tion, making the spatial resolution of the technique much lower than EBSD. The
main interest in Kossel lines originates from the fact that the technique has a very
high angular resolution of about 5.10−5 ◦ [16]. This makes it perfectly suited for
the study of epitaxial growth and the determination of local strain.
3.3 X-ray diffraction
The discovery of X-ray rays by Ro¨ntgen in 1895 and the observation that a crystal
lattice can act as a diffraction grid for these waves by Knipping and von Laue in
1912, opened the possibility of studying the atomic structure of crystals. A change
in orientation of a grain corresponds to a rotation of the crystal lattice, and this
will influence the interaction with the X-ray and the resulting diffraction pattern,
making it possible to study crystallographic texture.
3.3.1 Principles
X-ray diffraction techniques use the interaction of X-rays with a the crystal lat-
tice as a way to extract information about this crystal. The most commonly used
technique is the θ-2θ scan in Bragg-Brentano geometry, where a sample is titled
towards an X-ray beam over an angle θ and a detector is rotated over the angle 2θ
so that the Bragg diffraction criterion is fulfilled for planes that are parallel to the
sample stage, if they have the correct d-spacing determined by the wavelength of
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Figure 3.6: 2D construction of the Ewald sphere for a θ-2θ setup where the crystallite has
3 different orientations. Only in the (b) orientation will diffracted intensity be measured by
the detector, as a reciprocal lattice point lies on the detector vector.
the X-rays and the 2θ angle of the detector through the Bragg rule 2d sin θ = nλ.
While θ-2θ scans have become a run-of-the-mill technique, it is important to be
aware of the limitations, as the used geometry will result in a signal which only
depends on the crystal planes parallel to the sample stage surface, and thus any
information on the occurrence or orientation of other planes is lost. For the study
of materials which can be provided as a powder, this raises no problems, as the sta-
tistical distribution of the plane orientations will be uniform (resulting in random
orientation of the crystal planes), but for textured samples a lot of information will
be missed.
If one carries out a θ-2θ measurement on a textured thin film, the results will not
necessarily apply to the whole film, since only grains with the “right” orientation
contribute to the measured diffracted intensity. The construction of the Ewald
sphere for the case of a single crystal or epitaxial film in figure 3.6 makes this clear.
The vector B is the beam vector, indicating the direction of the incoming beam and
the wavelength (by its length of 1/λ). The detector vector indicates the location
of the detector with respect to the beam: one can see the 2θ angle it makes with
the beam. If one chooses the origin of the reciprocal space opposite of the origin
of the beam vector, it follows from the Bragg diffraction criterion that one will
only measure diffracted intensity if a reciprocal lattice vector exists that connects
the origin of the reciprocal space with the end point of the detector vector. This
vector will be called the diffraction vector S, and bisects the beam vector B and
the detector vector D, if we move it to the center of the Ewald sphere. Figure 3.6
shows 3 cases with identical crystal phases (and thus identical reciprocal lattices
as well). One can notice that only for the second case (figure 3.6b), the orientation
of the crystal results in a reciprocal space point coinciding with the detector vector
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end point on the Ewald sphere, so that diffracted intensity will be measured. In the
other cases, the θ-2θ measurement will fail to provide any information.
In the θ-2θ measurement, a series of points in the reciprocal space is sampled, as
θ and 2θ are moved through their respective ranges. The result is a measurement
of the reciprocal space along one line, which corresponds to the sample holder
normal, and going through the origin of the reciprocal space. In reciprocal space,
distance from the origin is inversely related to d-spacing, so a range of d-spacings
will be sampled this way. However, this is limited to only one point per d-spacing,
and this point corresponds to planes that are parallel to the sample holder surface.
As the standard θ-2θ scan only depends on planes of one orientation, it is clearly
not suited to study texture, and different techniques have to be used. The X-ray
texture data presented in this thesis was collected using two different methods. Ini-
tially, the Schultz method for pole figure measurements was used, using a photon
counting point detector. During the work on this thesis, a linear detector became
available and part of the goal of this research was to use this detector for tex-
ture measurements by developing the required measurement strategies and analysis
software. Both of these techniques will be be discussed in the following sections.
3.3.2 The Schulz method
The most common way to study texture in thin films using X-ray diffraction is
based on the methods described by Schultz [17, 18]. Here, a sample is placed on
a four-circle diffractometer, which allows to tilt and rotate the sample, and choose
the inclination of the sample with respect to the incoming X-ray beam. Also,
the angle between the incoming X-ray beam and an X-ray point detector can be
chosen. For the choice of the name for the angle of tilting and the rotation of
the sample about its normal, a variety of conventions are used. In this thesis, χ
will be used to indicate the tilting of the sample and φ to indicate the rotation
about its normal. The inclination of the sample with respect to the incoming beam
corresponds to the θ angle, and the angle between beam and detector will always
be chosen as twice this value, so 2θ, to fulfill the Bragg diffraction condition.
A schematic of this setup is shown in figure 3.7. By choosing the 2θ angle, one
selects one or more crystallographic planes from which the diffracted intensity will
be recorded. Because both the beam and the detector remain in a fixed position
during the measurement, the diffraction vector has a fixed orientation, regardless
of the choice of the χ and φ rotation angles. We define χ = 0 as the tilt angle
which brings the normal of the sample surface onto the diffraction vector. φ = 0
is typically defined with respect to a specific feature of the sample, in our case it
will be related to the orientation of a crystal plane of the single crystal substrate.
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Figure 3.7: A four-circle diffractometer. The beam vector, detector vector and the
diffraction vector which bisects them, are indicated in green. The four different axes of
rotation (χ, φ, θ, 2θ) are indicated in black, with the θ and 2θ axis coinciding. The
resulting rotation is indicated in red.
The purpose of the χ and φ rotation is to bring all reciprocal space points corre-
sponding to the selected d-spacing onto the diffraction vector. If we consider the
reciprocal space of the sample, we can define a coordinate system in spherical co-
ordinates, using two angles α and β, and a distance from the origin r. The Z-axis
is then chosen to coincide with the normal to the sample holder. Every point in
the reciprocal space is characterized by its distance from the origin r, the angle it
makes with the Z-axis α, and an angle within the plane of the sample holder β.
Figure 3.8 shows this situation where we consider a randomly oriented plane (col-
ored green) in the sample. The corresponding reciprocal lattice vector is indicated
in green, and its coordinates r, α and β are indicated. In the initial situation, with
χ = 0 and φ = 0, the φ rotation axis coincides with the sample holder normal as
well as the diffraction vector. The χ rotation axis is perpendicular to it. From the
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picture, it is clear that if we rotate the sample over an angle β about the χ axis,
and about the angle α about the φ axis, the reciprocal lattice vector ends up on the
diffraction vector S. Because χ and β, and φ and α are so closely related, one often
does not distinguish between the rotation angles χ and φ of the diffractometer, and
the orientation angles α and β in the reciprocal space.
Figure 3.8
One can see an example of the effect of these rotations in figure 3.9, where a 3D
view of the Ewald sphere is shown. On the left side, the initial situation is drawn
(φ = 0, χ = 0) and one can see that none of the reciprocal space points lie on
the detector vector, resulting in no diffracted intensity being recorded. By rotating
the sample over the appropriate χ and φ angles, we end up in a new situation,
displayed on the right. Here, a reciprocal space point does hit the detector vector
and we will measure a specific intensity, depending on the structure factor of the
crystallographic plane.
By scanning the whole χ (-90 to 90 ◦) and φ range (0 to 360 ◦) in small steps, one
obtains the diffracted intensity for every possible orientation of the investigated
crystallographic plane. The use of X-ray diffraction results in the introduction
of centrosymmetry, even if the material under investigation does not exhibit it by
itself (Friedel’s law), making it sufficient to measure χ from 0 to 90◦. Additional
symmetry in the sample might exist, e.g. due to a symmetry of the substrate,
which will of course be reflected in the reciprocal space. This will further reduce
the range of χ and φ one needs to measure. Typically, the result of such a scan of χ
and φ is then displayed on a pole figure, where the measured intensity is converted
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Figure 3.9: The 3D Ewald sphere construction, with the beam vector in red, the detector
vector in blue, and the resulting diffraction vector in yellow. The rotation axes for χ and φ
are shown in the same reference frame.
to a color scale. This is then marked on the disc using polar coordinates, where
the angle corresponds to φ, and the radial distance is a function of χ. The result is
called a pole figure and its properties will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.
Because the result of a measurement using the Schulz method only provides in-
formation about the orientation of one type (i.e. one d-spacing) of crystal plane, it
does not provide complete texture information. First of all, the orientation of one
plane does not fix the orientation of a grain, as one degree of freedom (an addi-
tional rotation about the plane’s normal) remains. It therefore makes sense to use
the Schulz method not for just one d-spacing, but to select a series of d-spacings
corresponding to the phase under investigation and carry out the measurement for
each of these. Secondly, there is not a one-to-one connection between the recip-
rocal space of a sample and its texture distribution. This means that one cannot
readily get the texture distribution from the acquired pole figures. For textures
which are not too sharp and materials which are relatively high in symmetry (e.g.
cubic, hexagonal), the calculation of a texture distribution based on the pole fig-
ures can be carried out quite successfully using the spherical harmonics technique
[19] or iterative techniques [20] which propose a discretized texture distribution,
calculate the pole figures from this, and then compare it with the measured results.
The difference between calculation and measurement can then be used to improve
the proposed texture distribution until convergence is reached. One important note
here is that the discretization of the texture distribution is arbitrary and bears no
relation to any physical reasons for the occurrence of texture. In cases where one
has a rather sharply defined texture, this necessitates the use of a very finely spaced
discretization grid, resulting in a huge increase in calculation time and often con-
vergence can no longer be reached.
An alternative way to analyze the pole figures is by considering the texture dis-
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tribution as consisting of a series of texture components, where these components
are parameterized descriptions of physically occurring texture components. One
can then simulate what regions of the pole figures would have a high intensity
if these texture components were real and compare to the measurements. In this
case, one mainly focuses on a qualitative agreement with the pole figures, and this
is especially useful when dealing with materials that exhibit a series of uniquely
identifiable texture components. This is often the case for thin films, where one
can break down the texture as a combination of epitaxy, fiber, axiotaxy and ran-
dom. The samples investigated in this thesis are all thin films, so this technique
was the analysis method of choice.
3.3.3 Pole figure measurements with a linear detector
As pointed out in the previous section, a measurement using the Schulz method
and a point detector only provides information about one crystallographic plane.
One can repeat the measurement for additional d-spacings, changing the θ and
2θ angles in the diffractometer, but the required measurement time quickly be-
comes prohibitive. In addition, the Schulz method is only practical if one knows
in advance which phases to expect, and thus at which 2θ angles one will measure
diffracted intensity. If this is not the case - and this is to be expected when investi-
gating unknown samples - one can only make an educated guess for the d-spacings
to measure. In practice, this can easily lead to an incomplete characterization of
the sample, as the fraction of the grains that have an unexpected phase, will leave
no trace in the measured pole figures.
These problems can be resolved when using a linear detector. The experimental
setup is exactly the same as in the case of the Schulz method, but instead of a
point detector located at an angle 2θ, we now use an array of detectors located in
the plane perpendicular to the θ rotation axis. In effect, this means that all of the
detectors are positioned at different 2θ angles. A schematic overview of such a
setup can be seen in figure 3.10.
Each of the detectors has its own detector vector D1 to Dn and since the diffraction
vector bisects the beam vector and the detector vector, a whole array of diffraction
vectors S1 to Sn now exists. For a given orientation of the sample, this means
that a line in the reciprocal space is sampled. When the detectors are placed in
the plane perpendicular to the θ/2θ rotation axis, each of the detectors will collect
intensity for a different 2θ value. For the sample however, one has to choose one
specific θ angle. Only one of the detectors will thus make an angle with the beam
direction that is twice this θ angle. In this discussion, it is assumed that this is the
case for the center of the linear detector. For this central detector pixel, nothing
has changed compared to the Schulz method. As we scan the χ and φ ranges,
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Figure 3.10: Linear detector mounted on a 4-circle diffractometer and the resulting
detector, diffraction and beam vectors
we acquire all of the data to draw the pole figure for the plane corresponding to
the 2θ angle of this detector pixel. While moving χ and φ, the intensity in the
other detectors is recorded as well, but it is no longer straightforward to plot this
information on a pole figure.
Figure 3.8 showed the location of the different rotation axes and the diffraction
vector in the Schulz geometry. Due to the fact that the diffraction vector coincided
with the φ rotation axis, the χ and φmotor angles were identical to the α and β ori-
entation angles. In figure 3.11 the same situation is drawn for the case of a detector
pixel which no longer has its diffraction vector coinciding with the φ rotation axis.
A consequence of this is that it has become impossible to measure complete pole
figures with the detector pixels that are off-center. Figure 3.11 makes this clear.
A reciprocal lattice vector is rotated to coincide with the diffraction vector in two
steps: first a φ rotation is applied, and then a χ rotation. The last part, the χ ro-
tation, can only move a reciprocal lattice vector onto the diffraction vector if it is
already located on the χ-rotation circle through the diffraction vector (visible as
the large circle in the figure). This means that the purpose of the φ rotation is to
rotate the reciprocal lattice vector onto this large circle. However, if one considers
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a vector that has its end point within the region between the diffraction vector and
the φ rotation axis (i.e. the red-colored disc), this is impossible to accomplish,
and this reciprocal space vector will thus never be measured during the χ,φ scan.
Using the linear detector setup, a small fraction of the sphere can therefore not
be measured if one only rotates χ and φ, and a small hole in the pole figure will
result from this. The size of this hole depends on the angle between the diffraction
vector of the detector pixel and the φ rotation axis. The problem can be solved by
adding an additional series of scans where one changes the θ angle, but this has
the problem that it significantly affects the irradiated volume of the sample and
the background signal. One could correct for this if one has a good model for this
background and the change in interaction volume, however this was not considered
in this work.
Figure 3.11: Origin of the “dead zone” for non-Bragg-Brentano detector pixels
Another problem is that in the case of an off-center detector pixel, there is no
straightforward connection between χ, φ and α,β anymore. We can see that in
figure 3.11, even though φ = 0 and χ = 0, the crystallographic plane with α = 0
and β = 0 would not have its reciprocal lattice point on the diffraction vector. On
the figure, we can estimate that a plane with α = 5◦ and β = 90◦ would in fact
have the right orientation to be detected by the detector pixel. It is clear that the
relation between the motor angles χ and φ and the orientation angles α and β has
become more complex and depends on the orientation of the detector vector.
The use of an array of X-ray detectors, either as line or area detectors, is not new,
but the amount of information in literature is remarkably limited. Heizmann et
al. [21] investigated the simultaneous measurement of several X-ray pole figures
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using multiple detectors, as well as Wcislak and Bunge [22, 23], however, the
proposed relations between χ, φ and α, β do not agree with one another, and only
limited information is available in the papers on the method they used to get to
those results. For this reason, a detailed calculation based on the representation of
rotations with matrices will be made in the following paragraphs.
Figure 3.12: Schematic view of diffractometer, vectors and axes
Figure 3.12a shows a schematic cross section of the diffractometer setup perpen-
dicular to the θ rotation axis and through the linear detector. One can see the
sample, being hit by the beam B. The directions of two detectors D1 and D2 are
indicated, and D1 is assumed to be the center of the linear detector, corresponding
to the traditional θ-2θ setup. The resulting diffraction vector for D1 is called S1
and is perpendicular to the sample holder.
A second detector pixel D2 of the linear detector is also considered, and the angle
between this detector pixel and the central detector pixel D1 is ∆. As a result
of this, the corresponding diffraction vector S2 is titled back over an angle ∆2
with respect to S1. An orthonormal basis (X,Y,Z) is introduced, where the Z-axis
coincides with the S1 diffraction vector, normal to the sample holder, and thus
coinciding with the φ rotation axis. The X-axis is defined as lying within the plane
of the drawing (i.e. going through the Z-axis and the linear detector) making it
coincide with the χ rotation axis, and the Y-axis is then added as going within
the paper, perpendicular to both X and Z, to result in a right-handed, orthonormal
basis. This Y-axis then corresponds to the θ-2θ rotation axis as well.
In figure 3.12b, a view along the Z-axis towards the sample is shown. The (arbi-
trary) choice of the starting position of the β angle is defined as the angle with the
Y-axis. The α angle is still defined as the angle with the Z-axis. A plane normal
with direction specified by α and β will thus have cartesian coordinates:
N1 = (− sinβ sinα, cosβ sinα, cosα)
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We will only measure its diffracted intensity in detector D1 if we can rotate this
plane normal N so that it coincides with diffraction vector S1. From figure 3.12b,
one readily obtains that a φ-rotation (Z-axis) of −β, followed by a χ-rotation (X-
axis) of α accomplishes this.
If we normalize all vectors to unit vectors, we get the following coordinates:
B = (cos θ, 0,− sin θ)
D1 = ((cos θ, 0, sin θ)
D2 = ((cos(θ + ∆), 0, sin(θ + ∆))
S1 = (0, 0, 1)
S2 = (− sin ∆
2
, 0, cos
∆
2
)
The aforementioned rotation can then be expressed as:
 1 0 00 cosα −sinα
0 sinα cosα

︸ ︷︷ ︸
χ rotation
.
 cosβ sinβ 0−sinβ cosβ 0
0 0 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ rotation
.
 −sinβ sinαcosβ sinα
cosα

︸ ︷︷ ︸
plane normal
=
 00
1
 = S1
This indeed rotates the plane normal onto the diffraction vector S1. When applying
this rotation, a different plane normal N2 will have been rotated onto S2. If we
consider a general φ and χ rotation, we can obtain the cartesian coordinates of N2
using the orthogonality of the rotation matrices:
 1 0 00 cosχ −sinχ
0 sinχ cosχ
 .
 cosφ −sinφ 0sinφ cosφ 0
0 0 1
 .N2 = S2
m
N2 =
 cosφ sinφ 0−sinφ cosφ 0
0 0 1
 .
 1 0 00 cosχ sinχ
0 −sinχ cosχ
 .S2
m
N2 =
 −cosφ.sin∆2 + sinφ.sinχ.cos∆2sinφ.sin∆2 + cosφ.sinχ.cos∆2
cosχ.cos∆2

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Going back to the representation in spherical coordinates, one then gets:
α = arccos(cosχ. cos ∆2 )
β = arctan 2
[
cosφ.sin∆2 − sinχ.sinφ.cos∆2 , sinφ.sin∆2 + sinχ.cosφ.cos∆2
]
which indeed reduces back to:
α = arccos(cosχ) = χ
β = arctan 2 [−sinχ.sinφ, sinχ.cosφ] = −φ
for the case ∆ = 0, i.e. the central pixel of the detector.
These equations show how to calculate the orientation of the plane normal that will
cause the diffracted intensity in a detector of the linear array, when the diffractome-
ter is in a specific χ and φ position. For the case ∆ > 0 they corresponds to those
provided in [21], which where however found to be incorrect when ∆ < 0. In
addition, the method using rotation matrices makes it easy to extend the reasoning
to area detectors, as pointed out in [24].
3.3.4 Irradiated area
The area of the sample that gets irradiated by the X-ray beam depends on the
beam size, but also on the orientation of the sample with respect to this beam.
Because this area has an influence on the statistics (i.e. the larger the area, the
more grains will be sampled), and can cause problems when the irradiated area
becomes bigger than the sample, resulting in the irradiation of the sample holder
which will introduce spurious diffraction in the recorded data, one needs to get an
idea of the size of this area.
If one considers a beam of width w and height h, one can introduce the vectors
A1 = (0, w, 0) and A2 = (h. sin θ, 0, h. cos θ), both perpendicular to the beam
vector B. The sample initially has its normal N located at (0, 0, 1), but a φ, χ
rotation brings this to the N = (0,− sinχ, cosχ) orientation. The irradiated area
of the sample is now determined by the projection of the A1 and A2 vectors onto
the sample, along the beam direction B, resulting in the A1,p and A2,p vectors:
A1,p = A1 + k1.B with A1,p ◦N = 0⇒ k1 = −A1 ◦N
B ◦N = −
w. tanχ
sin θ
A2,p = A2 + k2.B with A2,p ◦N = 0⇒ k2 = −A2 ◦N
B ◦N = h. cot θ
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One obtains in components:
A1,p = w.(− cot θ. tanχ, 1, tanχ)⇒ |A1,p| = w.
√
1 + tan2 χ.(1 + cot2 θ)
A2,p = h.(
1
sin θ
, 0, 0)⇒ |A2,p| = h
sin θ
The area of the irradiated sample is then:
S = |A1,p ×A2,p| = w.h
cosχ. sin θ
The obtained relation for the irradiated area is plotted in figure 3.13, and shows that
for low θ and high χ angles, the irradiated area can become very large, making it
important to work with a sufficiently large sample.
Figure 3.13: Size of the irradiated area of the samples as a function of χ, for different θ
values.
3.3.5 Irradiated volume
The intensity of a diffraction peak is significantly influenced by the amount of ma-
terial contributing to the diffraction, i.e. the irradiated volume. In a thin film, there
is a significant influence of the film thickness and the direction of the incoming
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Figure 3.14: Effect of layer thickness (t) on the distance the incoming beam travels
through the layer (tB) as well as the diffracted beam going towards the detector pixel (tD).
For the sake of simplicity, t, tB and tS are drawn in the same plane, but in general this is
not the case.
X-ray beam on this volume, which is for example exploited in the case of grazing
incidence geometry to increase the contribution of the thin film to the signal.
In figure 3.14, a schematic cross section of a thin film with thickness t is shown, as
well as the incoming and diffracted beam. The length of the path that the incoming
or diffracted beam travels through the film (tB and tD) is clearly dependant on the
orientation of the sample (defined by the sample normal N). One obtains for these
lengths:
tB = − t
N ◦B =
t
sin θ. cosχ
tD =
t
N ◦Dk =
t
sin ∆ + θ. cosχ
In the previous section, the projected beam vectorsA1,p andA2,p where calculated
and the total irradiated volume can then be calculated using the mixed product with
gives the volume of the parallelepiped described by tB , A1,p and A2,p:
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V = |tB ◦ (A1,p ×A2,p)| = t.w.h
Rather surprisingly, there is no dependence on the geometry or orientation of the
sample. However, even though the irradiated volume is always the same, the inten-
sity that arrives at different parts of this volume is not constant, because the X-rays
are also absorbed when passing through the film. In the same way, diffracted in-
tensity will be partially absorbed on its way out of the sample towards the detector.
If we split up the total volume in small slabs of thickness ds (along the beam),
then the intensity that arrives at such a slab (with volume ds.w.h) after the beam
has travelled a distance s through the film is I = I0. exp(−µ.s). The produced
diffracted intensity in this slab is then ID = F.I0. exp(−µ.s) (with total structure
factor F ), which still needs to leave the sample and which will cause absorption.
Since the slab is located at a distance s along the beam, beneath the surface, the
relation between the layer thickness t, and the tB / tD distances can be used to
calculate the absorption of the diffracted intensity. One obtains:
ID = F.I0. exp(−µ.s). exp(−µ.s. sin θ
sin(∆ + θ)
)
The total diffracted intensity ID,t can be obtained by integrating over the whole
layer, i.e. s = 0...tB :
ID,t =
∫ tB
0
F.I0. exp(−µ.s). exp(−µ. sin θ
sin(∆ + θ)
.s) ds
= F.I0.
sin(θ + ∆)
µ.(sin(θ + ∆) + sin θ)
.
(
1− exp
[
−µ.t.(sin(θ + ∆) + sin θ)
sin(θ + ∆). sin θ
.
1
cosχ
])
For a point detector, ∆ = 0, one obtains the simplified expression:
ID,t = F.I0.
1
2µ
.
(
1− exp
[
−2.µ.t
sin θ
.
1
cosχ
])
In figure 3.15, ID,tF.I0 is plotted for a nickel film and Cu k-α radiation (µ= 401/mm),
showing the influence of the layer thickness and the effect for the non-central de-
tector pixels (∆ 6= 0). The color scale is logarithmic with base 2, so that an
increase of 1 unit corresponds to a double X-ray intensity. Contour lines indicate
this doubling of intensity. The absorption effect is most outspoken in the cases
where θ is small and χ is large, i.e. in grazing incidence geometry. This can in-
crease the intensity by 26. The dependence on the ∆ angle is smaller, but as ∆
is increasing, an increase in intensity is observed for small θ and large χ angles,
while the reverse is true for large θ and small to medium χ angles.
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Figure 3.15: ID,t
F.I0
for 20 nm and 500 nm nickel films and ∆ = 0, 15or30◦.
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3.3.6 Defocusing
In a lab based setup, the X-rays originating from an X-ray tube do not consist of a
perfectly parallel bundle, but have a slight divergence. In addition, the bundle often
has a considerable spectral width and does not correspond to an ideal point source,
but has a specific size. These factors contribute to the defocusing of the diffracted
X-rays, which means that the diffracted intensity is spread out in a region around
the 2θ value.
When using a synchrotron source, the defocusing is much lower because both the
divergence of the beam and the spectral width can be orders of magnitude lower.
There is still an effect of the finite X-ray source area, because the irradiated area
depends on this, as was pointed out in the previous section. This also determines
the width of the diffracted X-ray beam.
Figure 3.16: Defocusing effect due to finite beam size
In figure 3.16, a schematic side view of the beam interacting with the sample and
producing the diffracted beam is shown. Here, only the “height” h of the beam is
considered, i.e. the size of the beam along the A2 vector. Projected onto the sam-
ple, one obtained the A2,p vector. If one considers diffracted intensity produced in
the Dk detector direction, the “height” hd of this beam can be calculated as:
hd = |A2,p ×Dk| = h. sin(θ + ∆)
sin θ
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For the case ∆ = 0, one observes h = hd. This corresponds to the Bragg-Brentano
geometry where no peak broadening from the setup is expected. On the other hand,
for ∆ > 0, the beam gets wider, resulting in a reduction of the 2θ resolution. For
∆ < 0, the beam gets more focussed. This is presented in figure 3.17 for various
θ values.
Figure 3.17: Defocusing effect in a linear detector.
3.4 Peak broadening due to size effects in thin films
In thick samples with large grains, X-ray diffraction can be described as Bragg
reflection on crystal planes, because the corresponding reciprocal space image of
the crystal planes in these samples contains only very well defined spots, due to
the large number of these crystal planes and their lateral extension, resulting in pe-
riodicity over a large volume. However, in the case of thin films, both the limited
thickness of the films, as well as the small grain sizes, make this view inappropri-
ate. In figure 3.18, the combinations of large/small grain sizes and think/thick films
on the reciprocal space image is represented. For the case of a thick film with large
grains, one observes a spots in reciprocal space. The distance of this spot to the
origin determines the 1/d value and its location corresponds to the orientation of
the plane normal. One can observe that for a thick film with large grains, diffracted
intensity will be observed for only one 2θ, χ,φ combination.
When the layer gets thinner, i.e. the dimension along the periodicity of the plane
stacking gets smaller, one obtains a line shaped peak, going through the origin of
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Figure 3.18: Effect of layer thickness and grain size on the peak shape (of 1 selected peak)
in reciprocal space, calculated for 1 step of planes. X marks the origin of the reciprocal
space.
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the reciprocal peak. This corresponds to the peak broadening in 2θ typical for thin
films. However, the peak is still located at one χ,φ locations.
One the other hands, if the dimension perpendicular to the periodicity get smaller,
as in the case of very small, columnar grains in a thick films, one observes a line
shaped feature in reciprocal space, perpendicular to the plane normal. This results
in a more complicated diffraction image when collecting pole figures, as each point
on this line corresponds to a different 2θ, χ,φ triplet.
If both the film thickness and the grain size are small, the reciprocal space image
becomes a broad blob and one observes a high intensity region in the pole figures
in a large 2θ interval.
It is important to remark that the examples of thin/thick films and small/large grains
are just examples, and that it would be better to describe the length scales along
or perpendicular to the periodicity of the planes. This is very clear when one
considers a thin, but large grain: if one is investigating diffraction by crystal planes
that are aligned parallel to the interface, only a limited number of these planes will
be stacked due to the limited film thickness, but their lateral extension will be large.
On the other hand, in the same grain, planes that are perpendicular to the interface
can also exist, but in this case, the lateral extension of the planes is limited by the
layer thickness, while the number of stacked planes will be very high, and one
obtains the reciprocal space image of the small grain/thick film example. As the
planes parallel to the interface are measured at χ = 0◦, and those perpendicular at
χ = 90◦, diffraction spots of the same grain can have a dependence on χ in the
pole figure.
3.4.1 Practical aspects of pole figure collection using a linear
detector
We have established that the data coming out of the linear detector needs some
processing before it can be interpreted. If, for every detector pixel, we know the
angle it makes with the central pixel, we can use the correction equations from the
previous sections. In practice, this angle is determined by sweeping a narrowly
focused beam through the detector pixels. For example, one can use a diffraction
peak of a well aligned single crystal, and move all of the detector pixels through
this diffraction peak by changing the 2θ motor position, resulting in a calibration
scan.
Based on this calibration scan, and a log file providing the read-out of the linear
detector for every χ,φ motor position, one can then calculate the pole figures. In
the context of this thesis, a Python program was developed for this goal, which out-
puts the pole figures either as individual pole figure files, or as pole figure movies,
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where the displayed d-spacing is changing as a function of the running time. This
provides a quick overview of the data. Based on the data, the program can also
calculate a simulated powder diffraction scan: by discarding the orientation in-
formation and summing all of the collected intensity for one detector pixel, one
ends up with a signal as function of the 2θ values of the detectors, which is no
longer influenced by the texture of the sample. This is an easy way to do phase
identification based on powder diffraction reference data. However, a phase that
occurs as a relatively small volume fraction might not be visible in this calculated
powder diffraction spectrum as the statistical noise (
√
n) might be higher than the
signal coming from this phase. This is especially true if the phase occurs in a small
amount and is epitaxial. This results in a small number of sharp peaks, with low in-
tensity due to the limited amount of material in the phase, but still distinguishable
from the local statistical noise in the pole figure. However, by adding all of the
intensity in the pole figure to get the corresponding simulated powder diffraction
intensity, the total number of count increases proportionally to the number of data
points in the pole figure, while the signal from the epitaxial phase only increases
by the amount of peaks it has in the pole figure. The signal-to-noise ratio thus
changes by a factor M√
N
, with M the multiplicity of the epitaxial peak in the pole
figure, and N the number of data points. In general, N is much larger than M2,
resulting in a significantly lower signal-to-noise level.
The resulting pole figure data can then be analyzed using the same techniques used
for pole figures recorded with a point detector, e.g. the GUSTAV software, which
will be described in chapter 5.
3.4.2 Mapping of the reciprocal space
In the previous sections, the technique of recording pole figures as a way to study
texture has been described. It was shown how the use of an array of detectors, i.c.
a linear detector, can significantly speed up the acquisition and even provide much
more information. Still, the approach was to use the linear detector to collect more
pole figures and analyze them separately.
However, as the linear detector setup samples whole lines in reciprocal space, we
can skip the conversion of the data to pole figures and analyze the results directly in
reciprocal space. This has the advantage that effects which are typically not visible
or difficult to analyze on pole figures, become much more clear. For example,
the effect of small grain sizes and the thickness of the layer is clear, as it has
a direct correlation to the size and shape of the corresponding reciprocal space
features. Additionally, defects in the crystalline structure often also have a very
specific signature in the reciprocal space, extending the scope of the measurement
technique beyond just phase and texture identification.
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The main problem with this technique is the availability of data-analysis tech-
niques. Recently, a collection of Matlab routines has been developed by S. Gaudet
[25, 24] which provides a series of tools to help with this. In this thesis, the data is
still analyzed using the traditional pole figure analysis techniques.
3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) uses a well focused electron beam to
probe a thin sample. The interaction of the electron beam with the local crystal
lattice will result in diffraction. Techniques such as selected area diffraction (SED)
or convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) allow both local phase and orien-
tation determination. In addition, Kikuchi lines can be generated in a TEM as well,
which, similarly to EBSD, allow for the determination of the local orientation.
While the unique high spatial resolution of TEM sets it apart from the other tech-
niques for nano-scale materials, this advantage also has a drawback: the statistical
reliability of claims regarding texture, based on only TEM measurements is low:
because only a handful of grains can be measured in reasonable time, a mate-
rial with a complex texture will only be partially characterized. To make reliable
claims concerning the global texture of a sample, a complementary technique such
as EBSD or X-ray diffraction should be used.
3.6 Neutron Diffraction
In neutron diffraction, a high intensity source of neutrons is used and is allowed
to interact with the crystal lattice of a sample. Just as was the case with X-rays,
the resulting diffracted intensity will provide phase and texture information. The
main advantage of neutrons is their high penetration depth. For large bulk samples,
this makes it possible to get reliable information on the whole volume of the sam-
ple. In addition, neutron diffraction has, compared to X-rays, different interaction
cross sections for most elements. Especially for light elements, it can provide in-
formation which cannot be obtained with X-rays. For thin films, it is seldom used,
because the interaction with the limited amount of material in the film is far too
low. In addition, the need for a high intensity neutron source makes access to this
technique much more difficult than lab-based X-ray sources or even synchrotron
facilities.
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3.7 Summary
In this chapter, an overview of the most common techniques to measure texture was
presented. It is clear that two of these techniques, EBSD and X-ray diffraction,
are especially suited for the measurement of texture in thin films, which is why
these techniques were given special attention in this chapter. The method of using
multiple X-ray detectors (i.c. a linear detector) for the simultaneous recording of
multiple pole figures, or for a full reciprocal space mapping, was discussed, and
the relation between the diffractometer reference frame (χ and φ angles) and the
sample reference frame (α and β) was established.
4
Visualization of texture data
The texture or microstructure of a material concerns the grain orientations that
occur in this material. A measurement of the texture typically results in a large
data set containing a numerical description of these orientations. To be able to
interpret the data, it is necessary to get a clear and concise representation of this
data. In this chapter, a number of these representations will be discussed, with the
focus of orientation maps and pole figures, as these are the most common ways
to display respectively EBSD and X-ray diffraction data. The Rodrigues-Frank
visualization will be discussed in detail, showing its advantages and particularities
when used to display the texture of thin films on single crystal substrates.
4.1 Orientation maps
An orientation map, which displays the texture information as a function of the
location where it was measured, provides the most straight forward and complete
representation of the microstructure of a material. It is a function f(x, y, ...) →
(R,G,B) which depends on the position of the measurement within the sample
and which associates with every orientation a unique color. Because the orienta-
tion of a crystal is defined by three degrees a freedom, a unique relation between
orientation and color can be defined. Typically, the three degrees of freedom for
the orientation are chosen to be the Euler angles, and these three angles are con-
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Figure 4.1: Orientation map of θ-nickel-silicide on Si (100). Figure (a) shows a band
contrast map, clearly showing the individual grains. Figure (b) is using Euler coloring,
showing that the largest part of the film consists of grains with only 4 different orientations.
verted to red, green and blue intensities, which combined make up a unique color.
Evidently, alternative mappings between texture information and color can be de-
fined as information in addition to, or replacing the Euler angles can be used, e.g.
local crystallinity or the chemical composition.
In the case of data obtained from an EBSD measurement, all of the information
needed to produce an orientation map is readily available, since for each EBSP,
the location of the electron beam was recorded, and the analysis of the EBSP
resulted in the determination of the local crystal orientation, which was stored as
the three Euler angles. In addition to this, information such as goodness-of-fit
or band contrast of the EBSP is typically stored as well. In particular, the band
contrast, which quantifies the contrast in the EBSP and which is high for a good
quality EBSP, is a fast and reliable way to get a first estimate of grain size. Because
the contrast is high when the electron beam is hitting only one grain - all of the
backscattered electrons then contribute to one single diffraction pattern - and this
contrast becomes much lower when hitting a grain boundary, due to the lower
local crystallinity and the convolution of EBSP’s from neighbouring grains, there
is a clear difference in signal between grain and grain boundary. Two examples
of orientation maps, obtained on a thin film of θ-nickel-silicide, are displayed in
figure 4.1. The first one shows an orientation map, showing band contrast, while
the second one is using Euler coloring.
Data obtained from X-ray diffraction does not lend itself to being displayed as
orientation maps. The spot size of the X-ray beam is typically much larger than the
grain size in thin films, which results in a loss of spatial information. As spot sizes
of X-ray beams become smaller and smaller in the new generation synchrotrons, it
might become feasible to do microdiffraction on thin films with grain sizes in the
order of tens of nanometers. However, during the time the research described in
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this thesis was carried out, no such setups were available.
4.2 Pole figure
A pole figure is a statistical representation of the orientation distribution of one
specific family of crystal planes. An easy way to visualize this, is shown in figure
4.2a, where a sample is positioned in the center of a sphere and its grains have
been given individual colors. One specific family of crystal planes is chosen, e.g.
{100}, and for every grain in the sample, the orientation of these crystal planes is
identified. The plane normals of these crystal planes are then determined and the
intersections of the plane normals with the sphere are marked. After this has been
carried out for all of the grains, the density of markings on the sphere is converted
to a color or gray scale. This sphere is projected onto a flat surface. This projected
image, which has the shape of a disc, is the pole figure.
An example of these different steps is shown in figure 4.2, where for the sake of
simplicity, no symmetry (i.e. space group 1) is assumed, so that the {100} family
of planes consists only of the (100) planes, and each grain only has one plane
normal associated with {100}. If the symmetry is higher, every grain will cause
multiple spots to appear on the pole figure, e.g. one for each plane of the list (100),
(010), (001).
As there are multiple ways to project a sphere onto a disc, one needs to specify
the choice one makes. In practice, the stereographic and the equal area projection
are most often used. In the stereographic projection, one uses a projection plane
through the center of the sphere. A point on the sphere is then projected onto this
plane, by connecting the point on the sphere with the south pole of the sphere. The
intersection of this line with the projection plane gives the location of the projected
point. If one defines the location on the sphere using spherical coordinates, with
α the angle with respect to the Z-axis through the pole, and β the angle in the
XY-plane, one can define the relation between the spherical coordinates of a point
on the sphere, and the polar coordinates ρ, θ of the projected point on the disc as:
ρ = tan
α
2
θ = β
While the stereographic projection is angle preserving, its disadvantage is that, in
case the distribution of poles on the sphere is uniform, the projected distribution
does not reflect this and the pole figure will have a non-uniform intensity. This
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Figure 4.2: Construction of a pole figure, showing (a) the sample in a sphere, (b) the
orientation of the plane normals, (c) the intersection of these normals with the sphere and
(d) the resulting pole figure.
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can give the impression of the occurrence of a non-random texture, even though
in reality, the sample has a random texture distribution. Another commonly used
projection is the equal area projection, which does not have this problem. Here,
the distance from a point on the sphere to the north pole of the sphere is used as
the value for ρ on the pole figure, so one gets:
ρ = sin
α
2
θ = β
This equal area projection will result in a uniform intensity on the pole figure, if
there is a uniform distribution on the sphere, and is therefore preferred if one wants
to make statistically relevant conclusions. It lack of angle preservation is in most
cases of less importance.
The description of the projections in the previous paragraphs is only valid if one is
projecting the upper half sphere onto the projection plane, however, nothing was
said about the lower half sphere. The most commonly used techniques to measure
pole figure data are X-ray and neutron diffraction and will automatically result in
the appearance of centrosymmetry in the data, so both the upper and lower half
sphere will be identical. If one would use a technique that does not destroy the
non-centrosymmetry of a material, one could project both halves on two different
pole figures, and display this pair of pole figures.
The orientation of a grain is always defined in respect to a reference frame, so
the choice of the reference frame will influence the visual appearance of the pole
figure. A different choice of the reference frame will lead to a rotation of the
sphere, or alternatively, will lead to the choice of a different projection plane to
project the colored sphere onto.
Pole figures are often used to display X-ray diffraction data collected using the
Schulz method, as this method measures the diffracted intensity caused by one
family of crystal planes, as a function of the orientation of the plane. This cor-
responds exactly with the definition of a pole figure. In practice, there are some
additional aspects that can influence the diffracted intensity, such as a change in
irradiated volume, absorption of X-rays in the sample and changes in the back-
ground signal due to a change in geometry or fluorescence of the sample. In some
cases, these influences can be corrected for, however in many publications, one
will find the raw diffraction data plotted. If the analysis is limited to a qualitative
analysis, this presents no problems. For a reliable quantitative determination of the
texture, these aspects need to be taken into account.
From an EBSD measurement, one can construct the orientation matrix for every
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Figure 4.3: Pole figures for typical thin film textures: (a) random texture, (b) fiber texture,
(c) axiotaxy, (d) epitaxy
data point, and based on the unit cell of the phase, the orientation of the plane
normals can easily be calculated. Using the technique described in the previous
paragraphs, one can thus calculate a pole figure from the EBSD data.
4.2.1 Pole figures for thin film textures
As pointed out in chapter 2, texture in thin films typically consists of a combination
of 4 fundamental types: random, fiber, axiotaxy and epitaxy. As many of the
samples investigated for this thesis exhibit a complex combination of these types,
it is useful to first establish the signature of these basic components in the pole
figures.
A random texture corresponds to a uniform distribution of the grain orientations.
This means that, when looking at a specific plane normal orientation, every pos-
sible orientation in space will have the same probability. The pole figure sphere
will thus have a uniform density distribution, which is translated into a pole figure
of one single uniform color if one used the equal area projection. An example of
such a pole figure can be seen in figure 4.3a.
When looking at a sample which exhibits a fiber texture, we have to distinguish
between 2 possibilities. A fiber texture is defined by the constraint that one plane
normal in all of the grains is perpendicular to the interface, so this specific plane
normal has only one possible orientation and we get one single spot of high inten-
sity on the pole figure sphere, which translates to one single spot on the projected
pole figure. In general, the reference frame of the pole figure is chosen so that the
normal to the interface corresponds to the center of the pole figure, and the spot
will thus end up here.
For the other plane normals, which do not coincide with the fiber axis, their orien-
tation is not constrained to one single possibility. As the grains in a fiber texture
have one rotational degree of freedom about the fiber axis, a specific plane normal
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will describe a circle around the fiber axis due to this rotation, resulting in a cir-
cular shaped pattern on the pole figure after projection, centered around the fiber
axis, which is most commonly the center of the pole figure. This is shown in figure
4.3b.
In practice, most pole figures contain contributions from multiple symmetrically
equivalent planes. Therefore, even when the pole figure was collected for the plane
normal that coincides with the fiber axis and thus gives rise to a spot in the center
of the pole figure, contributions from additional symmetrically equivalent planes
will also show up as rings in the same pole figure.
When axiotaxy is present in the sample, the pole figures are similar to the case of
fiber texture, as axiotaxy is an off-normal fiber texture. Since it is off-normal, the
spot or circle changes location on the pole figure and will coincide or be centered
around the off-normal fiber axis (figure 4.3c).
In the case of an epitaxial film, all of the grains have the same orientation, so for
any choice of crystallographic plane, the plane normal will have a unique orienta-
tion. This leads to one or more spots on the pole figure, as can be seen in figure
4.3d.
4.3 Inverse pole figure
In a pole figure, the orientation of a direction or plane normal of the crystal is visu-
alized in the reference frame of the sample, e.g. the single crystal reference frame
in the case of thin films on single crystal substrates. An inverse pole figure reverses
the role of the crystal lattice frame and the sample reference frame by giving a vi-
sual representation of the probability of finding a direction of the sample reference
frame having a specific orientation with respect to the crystal lattice frame. This
is particularly useful when one wants to determine a macroscopic property of the
sample, e.g. the tensile strength along a specific direction of the sample. In the
case of thin films, inverse pole figures are seldom used. While it is in principle
possible to directly measure an inverse pole figure using X-ray diffraction, most
of the inverse pole figures are calculated, either from EBSD data, or from regular
pole figures (by first calculating the ODF, see next section).
As a regular pole figure and an inverse pole figure are so closely related and only
differ in the choice of reference frames, the same remarks concerning symmetry
and projections apply. In practice however, for a pole figure the whole pole figure
is shown, while an inverse pole figure is typically reduced to its “fundamental”
zone: only the unique part of the inverse pole figure is plotted (depending on the
symmetry of the crystal this can be 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, ...). An example of an inverse
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Figure 4.4: Inverse pole figure for 60 nm NiSi on Si(100), calculated from an EBSD
measurement. The Si (100) direction (normal to the wafer) is shown in the reference frame
of the NiSi crystal lattice. Individual EBSD measurement points are visible on the left, and
total intensity is shown on the right.
pole figure calculated from an EBSD measurement on 60 nm NiSi on Si(100) is
displayed in figure 4.4. Only the unique 1/4 part of the total inverse pole figure is
plotted due to the NiSi symmetry.
4.4 Orientation Distribution Function
Texture is the statistical distribution of the occurrence of grain orientations. We
can define a function that gives the probability of finding a grain in a specific
orientation f(G) where G is the three-parameter representation of the orientation.
This function is called the Orientation Distribution Function (ODF).
While the choice of the parametrization of G is not strictly defined, one will find
that in literature the term ODF is almost only used when the Euler angle repre-
sentation is chosen. In practice, this means that the ODF is defined as a func-
tion f(φ1,Φ, φ2), depending only on the three Euler angles. If this distribution is
properly normalized, so that
∫
Σ
f(G) dG = 1, with Σ the whole Euler space and
G = (φ1,Φ, φ2), then the chance to find a grain within an orientation range ∆G
is p =
∫
∆G
f(G) dG.
The ODF describes the complete texture in the sample. As it is a function that
relates a density to a triplet of real numbers, it makes sense to try and visualize
this function in 3D: the density is converted to transparency, with complete trans-
parency meaning f(G) = 0 and the maximum value of f(G) corresponding to
opaque. An example of this can be seen in figure 4.5. In practice, one will often
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Figure 4.5: Two views of the orientation distribution function of NiSi on Si (100). A
combination of higher intensity regions (black) corresponding to epitaxy and curves
corresponding to axiotaxy can be observed.
construct planar cuts of the ODF and display these.
The ODF can provide a quick idea of the most important features of the ODF and
makes it possible to compare samples, but it is difficult to interpret it on its own for
two reasons. First of all, the texture components do not have a well defined shape
in the Euler space. Fiber and axiotaxy texture components have 1 intrinsic degree
of freedom, which is visible in their representation in the ODF as a line, but this
line can have any shape and curvature, which even depends on the choice of the
reference orientation. Epitaxy corresponds to a spot in the ODF.
Secondly, it is difficult to represent symmetry in the ODF. Due to the crystallo-
graphic symmetry of the film and substrate materials, different triplets of Euler
angles can correspond to the same physical grain orientation, so that one texture
component can be visible in the ODF multiple times. A symmetry operation that
exists in the film or substrate material will thus generate spurious copies of texture
components in the ODF. To make interpretation of the ODF straightforward, the
reduction of the ODF to a region where the texture components occur only once is
necessary. To accomplish this, one has to decide which one of the symmetrically
equivalent Euler angle triplets one chooses to represent the physical orientation.
The standard choice is choosing the representation which involves the smallest
total rotation from the reference orientation. If one carries this out for every pos-
sible orientation, one ends up with a region of the ODF which represents all of
the physically different orientations only once. While conceptually this sounds
easy, in practice it is very difficult due to the definition of the Euler angles. Every
symmetry operation will result in the rejecting of part of the ODF, but the 3D sur-
faces that defines the edges of these parts can have a very complex shape. For the
study of thin films on single crystal substrates, where a large number of symmetry
elements can occur, this makes the ODF visualization a poor choice.
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4.5 Rodrigues-Frank space
The Rodrigues-Frank space [26] is an alternative to the Euler space and is based
on the representation of rotations by the Rodrigues vector. Any rotation can be
described by a unit rotation axis N = (N1, N2, N3) and the rotation angle θ about
this axis. One can combine this into one, non-unit 3D vector:
R = (N1, N2, N3). tan
θ
2
This is the Rodrigues vector. All possible Rodrigues vectors describe a space,
and when used to represent orientations in materials science, this space is given
the name Rodrigues-Frank space, whose origin represents the chosen reference
orientation. θ is limited to the range 0◦ . . . 180◦ and the Rodrigues-Frank space
thus covers the whole R3 space.
The definition of the Rodrigues vector, using tan θ2 as a way to introduce the
rotation-angle-dependence into the vector representation might seem arbitrary. In-
deed, one can combine the rotation axis and the rotation angle into one vector using
many functions of θ, but this specific choice results in some interesting properties
of the Rodrigues-Frank space.
A first aspect is that the combination of two rotations can be calculated efficiently.
In [27], it is shown that the total rotation R, resulting from a first rotation R1
followed by a second rotation R2, is given by:
R =
RA +RB −RA ×RB
1−RA ◦RB (4.1)
It is immediatly clear that a series of orientations, all related to the reference ori-
entation through a rotation about the same axis but with a different rotation angle,
will be represented in the Rodrigues-Frank space as a straight line through the ori-
gin, as these orientations are described by the vectors λ.R. From the combination
formula, it also follows that any group of orientations, not including the reference
orientation, that can be connected to one another through rotations about the same
axis, will also describe a straight line. If we consider a first orientation R1 and
apply the rotation λR2 to it, with λ any real number, we find:
R =
RA + λ.RB −RA ×RB
1− λ.RA ◦RB (4.2)
Reordering leads to:
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Figure 4.6: Example of the Rodrigues Frank space showing the texture of NiSi on Si (100).
Straight lines in black corresponding to axiotaxy and spots corresponding to epitaxy can
be observed.
R = RA +
λ
1− λ.RA ◦RB .(RA ◦RBRA +RB −RA ×RB) (4.3)
This is the parametric equation of a straight line, through RA, as the second part
of the formula is just a real number times the direction vector of the line.
The consequence of this is that fiber and axiotaxy texture components will be
immediatly recognizable as straight lines if one visualizes the Rodrigues-Frank
space. Epitaxy will be visible as a small dot, just as was the case for the ODF.
The second advantage of the Rodrigues-Frank space becomes clear if we consider
the effect of the symmetry operations that exist in the crystal lattice. Let us first
consider a pure rotational symmetry operation, i.e. a proper rotation. A random
orientation R will be converted into a new, symmetrically equivalent orientation
RS by applying the symmetry operation S. If we want to limit the Rodrigues-
Frank space to the zone where only those orientations exist that have the smallest
rotation angle of all of the symmetrically equivalent ones, then we either have to
reject R or RS depending on which one has the largest rotation angle. Since this
angle is directly related to the length of the Rodrigues vector, tan θ2 , we reject the
point in the Rodrigues-Frank space which is the farthest away from the origin and
end up with the region where |R| ≤ |RS |. The edge of this region is defined by
|R| = |RS |, which can equivalently be expressed as (R − RS) ◦ (R + RS) = 0.
Using the expression 4.3 for combining rotations, with λ = 1, we can write this
as:
[(R ◦S).R+S−R×S] ◦ [2(1−R ◦S).R+ (R ◦S).R+S−R×S] = 0 (4.4)
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Expanding this formula, using the Lagrange identity, one obtains:
(1 +R ◦R)[(2−R ◦ S)(R ◦ S) + (S ◦ S)] = 0 (4.5)
As (1 + R ◦ R) is always strictly positive, the second part of the equations needs
to be zero:
(2−R ◦ S)(R ◦ S) + (S ◦ S) = 0 (4.6)
[(R ◦ S)− 1]2 = (S ◦ S + 1) (4.7)
R ◦ S = 1±√S ◦ S + 1 (4.8)
R ◦ uS = 1|S| .(1±
√
S ◦ S + 1) (4.9)
This final equation gives the geometrical location of all Rodrigues vectors R that
fulfil the initial criterion. It describes two planes, both perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the S vector, and with a distance from the origin given by the value of the
right hand side of the equation. Considering that |S| = tan θ2 , with θ the rotation
angle of the symmetry operation, we can simplify this expression and end up with
two cases:
R ◦ uS =
{
cot θ4
− tan θ4
Every symmetry operation that is a pure rotation will thus divide the Rodrigues-
Frank space in 3 regions, due to the introduction of 2 cutting planes perpendicular
to the rotation axis of the symmetry operation. Because the symmetry operations
form a mathematical group, S and its inverse S−1 will occur in pairs, resulting in
4 planes: 2 at a distance tan θ4 from the origin and 2 at cot
θ
4 . As θ is limited to
0...180◦, we can discard the planes at cot θ4 , since there will always be a plane at
tan θ4 nearer to the origin. Every proper symmetry operation thus gives rise to a
cutting plane in the Rodrigues-Franks space at tan θ4 .
Until now, only the proper symmetry operations were considered. In many case,
improper symmetry elements also exist, in which case there are 2 possibilities:
either the crystal is centrosymmetric, or it is not.
If the crystal is centrosymmetric, the improper symmetry operations correspond to
one of the proper symmetry operations followed by the inversion. This means that
starting from the random orientation R, these symmetry operations still generate
the same symmetrically equivalent orientations as the proper symmetry elements,
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but followed by an inversion. Since the crystal in centrosymmetric, this inversion
makes no physical difference, so no additional symmetrically equivalent orienta-
tions are generated, and the Rodrigues-Frank zone is not additionally divided up.
All of the cutting planes are defined by the proper symmetry operations.
On the other hand, when no centrosymmetry is present, the improper symmetry
elements are not related to the proper ones through an inversion, but can be de-
composed as a proper rotation, not part of the symmetry group of the crystal, fol-
lowed by an inversion, also not part of the symmetry group. Again starting from
a random orientation R, the improper symmetry operations will generate symmet-
rically equivalent orientations or R, by applying the proper rotational part of the
symmetry operation, followed by an inversion which changes the “handedness”
of the crystal. If we associate with every point in the Rodrigues-Frank space two
options, i.e. left- and right-handed, the improper symmetry S operations thus in-
troduce additional cutting planes, again at a distance tan θ4 of the origin, as if the
corresponding proper symmetry 1¯.S operation would exist in the crystal symme-
try, at the expense of making it necessary to associate a handedness with every
point in the Rodrigues-Frank space.
In summary, the symmetry operations that exist in the crystal lead to a division
of the Rodrigues-Frank space. These cutting planes are generated by the proper
rotations in the symmetry group of the crystal, as well as those additional proper
rotations that correspond to the rotation part of the improper symmetry elements.
In many cases, these cutting planes will identify a closed volume around the ori-
gin, which is called the fundamental zone. Any physically distinct orientation is
represented by a point in this zone. It should be noted that translation symmetry
elements have no impact on the orientation, and thus have no influence on the fun-
damental zone. It thus suffices to limit the symmetry operations to those of the
point group.
For the case of the orientation or misorientation of grains in bulk, mono-phase
samples, the fundamental zone is determined by enumerating the symmetry ele-
ments of the point group of the crystal. There are 6 distinct, bounded fundamental
zones, displayed in figure 4.7, for the point groups 222, 32, 422, 622, 23 and 432.
In four cases, the fundamental zone is bounded in only 1 direction, for 2, 3, 4 and
6, and in the case of the point group 1 with no symmetry elements, there is no
subdivision of the Rodrigues-Frank space.
When using the Rodrigues-Frank space to visualize bulk phase transformations, 2
different crystal structures are involved, and the symmetry elements of both crys-
tals need to be taken into account. The relevant fundamental zones were calculated
and reported in [28], for one choice of the reference frame.
When working with thin films on single crystal substrates, the symmetry elements
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Figure 4.7: Fundamental zones in Rodrigues-Frank space for the different proper point
groups, determined using GUSTAV. Arrows indicate directions in which the fundamental
zone is unbounded.
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Figure 4.8: The fundamental zones for 3 thin film on single crystal substrates. In red, the
fundamental zone of the film crystal is displayed. In green, the fundamental zone caused by
the substrate and the choice of habit plane is shown. On the right side, the fundamental
zone of the combination of film/substrate is presented.
originate from the symmetry of the film and substrate crystal lattice, but are re-
duced due to the introduction of a preferential direction, the normal to the sub-
strate. This means that, for the substrate, only symmetry operations that leave the
interface invariant, will contribute to the construction of the fundamental zone. In
addition, the choices one makes for the reference frame will influence the shape of
the fundamental zone, so to be able to use the Rodrigues-Frank space visualization
as a routine technique, a fast method for the determination of the fundamental zone
was devised and implemented in the GUSTAV program (see chapter 5). Some ex-
amples of fundamental zones of thin films on single crystals can be seen in figure
4.8, for the cases of Si or Ge substrates.
At the moment, the Rodrigues-Frank representation has been mainly used for
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the represention of misorientations [29], as the construction of the fundamental
zone makes an unambigious representation of the misorientation relation between
the two crystal lattices possible. In other fields, e.g. thin films, bulk texture or
phase transformations, this visualization has received relatively little attention,
most likely due to a lack of commercially or freely available tools that calculate
fundamental zones and plot texture distributions in them.
5
GUSTAV
GUSTAV, short for Ghent University Software for Texture Analysis and Visualiza-
tion is a software package developed in the course of this thesis. During the initial
stages of the research, it became clear that the available analysis tools (both com-
mercially as well as free/open-source) were unable to handle the type and amount
of data needed for the detailed analysis of texture in thin films on single crystal
substrates. In addition, the particularities of texture on single crystal substrates
made the use of traditional texture analysis tools impractical. This made it neces-
sary to develop custom software.
This chapter provides a short overview of the workings of GUSTAV, its advantages
compared to other software, and discusses the main design choices.
5.1 Goals
GUSTAV was developed to fulfil 3 tasks:
1. Processing
The data used in this thesis comes from two sources. Either EBSD data, recorded
in the lab in Ghent, or X-ray diffraction data, recorded at the X20A beam line in
Brookhaven, using a point or linear detector. As pointed out in chapter 3, when
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using a linear X-ray detector, the raw data needs significant processing based on
the geometry of the experimental setup. This is implemented in the GUSTAV
software. In addition, a stand-alone tool was developed for a quick inspection of
the data at the beam line.
2. Visualization
Multiple ways to visualize the data are implemented. For X-ray diffraction data,
one can plot pole figures. In the case of EBSD data, orientation maps can be plot-
ted, pole figures can be calculated, and the orientation distribution function, as
well as Rodrigues-Frank space can be plotted in the fundamental zone appropriate
for the specific combination of film/substrate/sample symmetry. All of the visual-
izations are fully interactive, and are displayed in 3D where this provides benefits
(pole figures and ODF / Rodrigues Frank).
The main difference with already available software is the high resolution with
which pole figures and ODF / Rodrigues Frank space are displayed. This allows
for a more clear visualization of sharply defined texture components, such as axio-
taxy. For the ODF / Rodrigues-Frank space visualization, this made it necessary to
implement a recent volumetric visualization algorithm [30] that runs on the GPU
of the graphics card.
3. Analysis
The final goal of the software is to make it possible to identify the different texture
components in the sample. In GUSTAV, this works by building a texture model,
which is a combination of parametric texture components. This allows the user
to fit the experimental data by adjusting the texture component parameters in an
interactive way: any change in the texture model is immediately reflected in the
simulations, which are shown on top of the experimental data. In addition, the
visualizations are interactive, letting the user select interesting features on them,
which can then be used as the basis for the texture components.
5.2 Advantages for singly crystal substrates
GUSTAV is designed to make use of all the information the user provides about
the film and the substrate. This means that, in case the substrate is a single crystal,
GUSTAV will take this into account when texture components are defined, and the
variants, caused by the symmetry of the substrate, will automatically be calculated.
In addition, since the space groups of the film and substrate materials are known to
the program, it can, based on the Hall symbols [31] calculate the symmetry matri-
ces and take these into account when the user is trying to fit a texture component.
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This reduces the amount of fitting work for the user, especially if high symmetry
materials are used. For example, when analyzing a film of CoSi2 (cubic, space
group Fm3m) on Si(100) (cubic, space group F 4¯3m) and trying to fit an epitaxial
texture component, just indicating the high intensity regions on the pole figures
will allow GUSTAV to try every combination of all of the symmetrical equivalent
planes of the film, and all of the symmetrical equivalent planes of the substrate,
reduced by the decrease in symmetry originating from the sample symmetry. For
example, when a CoSi2 {112} plane is found to be aligned with a Si {110} plane,
and a CoSi2 {011} plane is found to be aligned with a Si {102} plane, on Si(100),
one obtains 768 geometrically allowed combinations of all of the different sym-
metrically equivalent planes of CoSi2 and Si(100). These are reduced to 16 unique
CoSi2 orientations, as the other 756 ones can be constructed from these 16 by
symmetry operations of the CoSi2 point group. In addition, the 16 can be further
reduced to only 4 if one considers the symmetry of the substrate, as each of the
4 orientations has 3 additional variants due to the Si(100) 4-fold symmetry. From
this example, it is clear that a manual determination of these orientations would
be very impractical, as each of the 768 possible combinations would have to be
constructed manually.
5.3 Technical background
The software was developed in a combination of technologies. It consists of a
calculation back-end in C++, a user-interface in .NET (C# and Managed C++),
and a package in Python (NumPy, SciPy) for data processing.
C++ was the language of choice for the calculation back-end due to the required
speed. The central idea of the software was to make it possible to follow a “what-
if” approach: let the user try different scenarios and give immediate feedback on
what the simulations look like. This was only possible in C++, using optimized
algorithms. As a example of this, the calculation of high resolution pole figures
from EBSD data takes less than 0.5 s in GUSTAV, while in the standard commer-
cial EBSD software, this takes more than 10 s. In addition, much larger data set
can be processed with GUSTAV, and the resulting figures show more detail, which
was instrumental for the correct analysis of the data.
The choice for a .NET GUI was based on the speed of development using C#,
the good integration of accelerated 3D drawing through Direct3D, and the prefer-
ence of the users for the Windows platform. The managed C++ layer provides a
translation layer between the C++ backend and the C# interface.
A separate set of processing tools were also developed in Python (SciPy, NumPy),
making it possible to run these tools at the synchrotron beam line (UNIX based),
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and allowing for a first inspection of the data during measurements.
5.4 An overview of GUSTAV for the NiSi/Si(100) case.
GUSTAV works in a project-based fashion. Initially, all of the different crystal-
lographic phases need to be defined, as well as their reference orientation. An
example for Si(100) and NiSi is shown in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Material and reference orientation definition
Next, experimental data needs to be loaded. In figure 5.2, a NiSi {202}+{211}
pole figure has been loaded and is shown.
By loading multiple pole figures and identifying region on interest (i.e. high in-
tensity), one can then start to identify the different texture components. GUSTAV
shows a simulation of the identified texture component as an overlay on the pole
figures, making it easy to compare the texture model and the experimental data
(figure 5.3),
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Figure 5.2: XRD pole figures.
Figure 5.3: Interactive identification and simulation (yellow) of axiotaxy.
Alternatively, texture components can be created by specifying their crystallo-
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graphic origin, e.g. the matching of different NiSi and Si planes. GUSTAV allows
to take symmetry into account in both the construction of the texture component,
as well as in reducing the texture components to those that are unique up to a
symmetry operation. In figure 5.4, this is shown for an epitaxial NiSi texture com-
ponent.
Figure 5.4: Identification and simulation (red) of an epitaxial texture component based on
its crystallographic definition.
To help with the understanding of the origin of specific texture components, visu-
alizations of the reciprocal space of the substrate and film orientation are provided.
On the left hand side of figure 5.5, the stereographic projection of the reciprocal
space is given. On the right hand side, the projection of the reciprocal space vec-
tors onto the interface plane is shown. This makes the identification of matching
planes across the interface possible as they will produce matching points in this
projection.
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Figure 5.5: Reciprocal space visualization of identified texture components
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the different visualization options of GUSTAV: both 2D
and 3D visualization, as well as zooming capabilities on the pole figures allow to
get a quick idea of the relative importance of different texture components.
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Figure 5.6: 2D and 3D visualization of pole figures
Figure 5.7: Zooming and the identification of features.
Large EBSD data set can also be loaded into GUSTAV, and maps (Euler coloring,
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band contrast) can be shown. One can calculate high resolution pole figures from
this data, as shown in figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: EBSD data and visualizations
For any substrate and film crystal symmetry and orientation, the fundamental zone
of the Rodrigues-Frank space can be calculated and interactively visualized. Fig-
ure 5.9 demonstrates this.
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Figure 5.9: Fundamental zone of the Rodrigues-Frank space for NiSi / Si(100). In red, the
fundamental zone of NiSi is shown, black represent the fundamental zone of the
combination of NiSi on Si(100).
Part II
Texture of silicides and
germanides

6
Silicides and germanides: formation
and texture
Silicides and germanides are compounds consisting of a metal and silicon or ger-
manium. As most metals will react and form one or more silicides or germanides,
there is a huge collection of these materials and their study has shown that they
can exhibit a wide range of different interesting properties.
Silicides have many different applications. For this thesis, the main interest is the
use of silicides in micro-electronic devices, where their compatibility with the sili-
con semiconductor is a huge advantage. But silicides can also be used as coatings,
e.g. to improve corrosion resistance [32, 33] and they are of special interest to
very high temperature applications such as in jet turbines [34]. They can be used
in sensor application, e.g. as thermoelectric materials [35] and even the nuclear
industry has a keen interest in silicides, as the uranium-silicides can be used as
nuclear fuel material with favorable properties [36].
In the case of germanides, the main interest is in their use as contacting materi-
als for next-generation micro-electronics. As the silicon-based technology is get-
ting closer to the fundamental limits regarding the speed of its devices, alternative
semiconductors are considered. Germanium is one of the top-candidates and ger-
manides are the natural candidates as contacting materials. There is also consider-
able interest in germanides as contacting materials on GaAs based devices, due to
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the similarity between the crystallography of Ge and GaAs.
In this chapter, an overview of the state-of-the-art of silicide and germanide re-
search for micro-electronic applications will be presented and the importance of
texture for silicides and germanides will be established.
6.1 Silicides and germanides in micro-electronics
6.1.1 Silicides
Constant miniaturization is a driving force for the success of the micro-electronics
industry. Through downscaling, the speed and complexity of VLSI devices has
increased orders of magnitude in a couple of decades. As silicon has been - and
still is - the semiconductor of choice for the production of most integrated circuits,
a huge amount of research has been carried out on silicon-based devices and the
reduction of their size.
A modern chip consists of up to a few billions of individual transistors, which
need to be connected to one another in a specific way to end up with an IC that
carries out the required function. Interconnecting of silicon-based devices started
with pure metals i.e. aluminum in direct contact with the silicon. Due to electro-
migration and pit formation problems, Al/Si and Al/Si/Cu alloys replaced pure Al.
As feature sizes became smaller and speeds increased, the contact resistance could
only be kept low enough by introducing silicides in the areas where the intercon-
nections make contact with the devices. While initially a variety of silicides, such
as PtSi, Pd2Si, MoSi2, WSi2, TaSi2 or TiSi2 were studied and used, the continued
downscaling forced a change from TiSi2, which was used when feature sizes were
in the range of 250 nm, to CoSi2, and for deep-submicron (65 nm or less) devices,
NiSi is now typically used. More details about the history of silicides can be found
in [37] and [38].
The replacement of pure metals by silicides has also made it possible to use a
self-aligned approach to form electrical contacts. In this way, the electrical contact
area no longer needs to be defined using photolithography, the so called polycide
technique, but instead metal is deposited everywhere and will only react with the
regions where the silicon has been exposed, forming the required phase to make a
good electrical contact. The unreacted metal is then etched away while the silicide
is resistant to the etching process and remains. This is the salicide-process, short
for self-aligned silicide, and in this process the silicide contact is generated on
source, drain and gate regions in one process step. The resulting contacts can be
seen in figure 6.1. It is this salicide process that forms the backbone of the current
contacting process in silicon CMOS technology.
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Figure 6.1: A cross section of n- and p-MOSFETS. The silicide layers on source, drain and
gate region are clearly visible. Figure taken from [38].
The silicide contacts are formed in the salicide process through the reaction of a
metal with the exposed silicide. As most metals react with silicon and will form
one or more silicide phases, the list of candidate materials is huge. Even though
this results in hundreds of potential contacting materials, the requirements that a
contacting material has to fulfill are huge and diverse. In [37], these requirements
were listed:
1. low electrical resistivity
2. good adhesion to silicon
3. low contact resistance
4. appropriate barrier height
5. high thermal stability
6. good morphology
7. corrosion resistance
8. adhesion to and minimal reaction with SiO2
9. low stress
10. compatibility with processing steps
11. low metal penetration
12. low electromigration
13. low formation temperature
Not many silicides meet these criteria. Even when the fundamental bulk material
properties of the silicide are acceptable, it is often a big challenge to form the
required phase in the small contacts. Three silicides have found extensive use in
production.
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6.1.1.1 TiSi2
When dealing with - to modern standards - large feature sizes of 250 nm or more,
TiSi2 meets the criteria. It was the first silicide to be used on a large scale with the
salicide process. As feature sizes became smaller, the so called “fine-line effect”
became insurmountable: in very fine lines, it was no longer possible to keep the
resistivity of the TiSi2 contacts low. This is caused by the polymorphism of TiSi2:
it exists in two crystal structures, the C49 and C54 phases, of which only the
C54 phase has the required low electrical resistivity. However, during the reaction
of the thin film of Ti with the Si of the contact area, C49-TiSi2 will initially be
formed and will only be converted to C54 through a nucleation-controlled process
at elevated temperatures. As the nucleation will start at triple points of C49-TiSi2
grain boundaries, the reduction in the amount of grains one obtains when the line
widths get small, will prevent the conversion to the required C54 phase. This made
a shift to new materials necessary as feature sizes dropped below 250 nm.
6.1.1.2 CoSi2
In the range of feature sizes between 180nm and 65nm, CoSi2 can be used as
it does not suffer from the C49 to C54 conversion problem of TiSi2, since only
one crystal structure of CoSi2 exists and the nucleation of CoSi2 from CoSi poses
no problems. When the line widths reach 50nm or less however, the formation
of low resistivity CoSi2 becomes problematic, most likely due to void formation.
Additionally, the high silicon consumption for the formation of a CoSi2 contact
become problematic on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates, where the active Si
layer is very thin. The increased use of Ge, e.g. to stress the channel of the
transistor, also limits the use of CoSi2, as no CoSi2−xGex phases can be formed,
hindering the formation of low resistance contacts, which made the success of
CoSi2 relatively short-lived.
6.1.1.3 NiSi
Starting with the 65nm node, NiSi has become the contacting material of choice
in the salicide process. The low formation temperature of NiSi, its low resistiv-
ity, compatibility with SiGe, low silicon consumption and the lack of fine-line ef-
fect make it the currently preferred contacting material for deep submicron silicon
technology.
However, in contrast to TiSi2 and CoSi2, NiSi is not the most silicon-rich sili-
cide phase of the corresponding metal/silicon system. This means the NiSi contact
can react further with the Si substrate, resulting in the formation of NiSi2. This
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would both consume much more silicon and result in a higher sheet resistance,
resulting in a poor contact. In addition, as the NiSi contacts get thinner and thin-
ner, the morphological stability of the contact becomes an important problem: the
NiSi layer will start to break up into small island, destroying the low resistivity
in the process. It was shown [39] that this presents a more important problem for
very thin (< 30 nm) NiSi contacts than the conversion to NiSi2, as it occurs be-
fore the thermodynamically driven transformation to NiSi2 can take place. A lot of
research was carried out on ways to stabilize NiSi, both with respect to the thermo-
dynamical instability (NiSi2 formation), as well as the morphological instability.
It was shown that Pt addition (10-15%) to the as-deposited Ni can alleviate these
problems [40, 41], resulting in the use of Ni1−xPtxSi contacts.
6.1.2 Germanides
The use of self-aligned silicides has been one of the enabling technologies in
the production of current deep-submicron silicon based electronic devices. How-
ever, for applications where even higher switching frequencies are required than
are possible with silicon, other semiconductor such as germanium (Ge), silicon-
germanium (SiGe) or gallium-arsenide (GaAs) have an intrinsic advantage due to
their higher carrier mobility. On Ge, germanides are a natural choice for the pro-
duction of self-aligned contacts.
In comparison to the huge amount of literature on silicides, germanides have re-
ceived relatively little attention. Recently, an extensive review of the phase for-
mation of metals with Ge (100) and amorphous germanium was published [42],
which provides an excellent starting point in the search for germanides that can be
used as contacts. The main candidates were identified as NiGe, PdGe and CoGe2,
based on their formation temperature, stability and low electrical resistivity.
6.2 Formation of silicide and germanide contacts
The use of the salicide process for the formation of contacts results in the occur-
rence of a solid-state reaction between the deposited metal film and the semicon-
ductor substrate. Since the metal thickness layer is much smaller than the wafer
thickness, the amount of metal is tiny when compared to the amount of semi-
conductor material. The phases expected to have formed when thermodynamic
equilibruim has been reached, can be found in the metal/semiconductor phase dia-
gram on the semiconductor-rich side. For example, for the Co/Si case, this would
be CoSi2 in contact with Si, and for the Ni/Si system, it would be NiSi2 and Si.
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6.2.1 Diffusion and nucleation
As the initial situation of pure metal on semiconductor is not a thermodynamically
stable situation, the system will move towards the equilibrium. However, the speed
at, and path through which this equilibrium can be reached depends on the exact
properties of the system and the environment. There are 2 main phenomena that
will occur.
Firstly, there is the diffusion of metal and semiconductor atoms, due to the chemi-
cal potential gradient which is initially very high. This diffusion can be described
by the Nernst-Einstein relation and relates material transport to the diffusion coef-
ficient D, the concentration and the chemical potential gradient.
Secondly, there is the driving force for phase changes to occur through the nu-
cleation of a new phase. The driving force for this process is the gain in free
energy that can be accomplished by the phase change, if at a specific temperature,
a new phase has a lower free energy per unit of volume than the existing phase.
However, this gain in free energy can be offset by the generation of the new inter-
face area, with its associated interface or surface energy, the introduction of elastic
strain energy due to a crystallographic misfit between the different phases or the
energy associated with defect generation (e.g. dislocations) for the relaxation of
this strain. In the classical nucleation theory, the trade-off between these different
contributions is translated into a critical nucleus sizeR∗, which is the minimal size
a nucleus has to have to be able to grow instead of being consumed and disappear.
These two different phenomena, diffusion and nucleation, are of course not iso-
lated from one another. For a new phase to nucleate, the local composition must
meet that of the new phase, which means that material transport has to occur. The
introduction of a grain of the new phase through nucleation will change the diffu-
sion coefficient, as this is dependent on the phase. Additionally, microstructural
evolution, such as grain growth will influence the environment in which the dif-
fusion and nucleation takes place, resulting in a generally extremely complicated
situation. In some cases, one of the two processes will occur at a significantly
higher rate than the other, resulting in the net effect that the solid state reaction
is controlled by the speed of the slowest process, i.e. a diffusion or nucleation
controlled reaction.
This thesis does not aim to study the complete phase formation through its kinetics
and thermodynamics, but focuses on how anisotropy, through the microstructure
or texture, will influence certain aspects of this phase formation and the properties
of the resulting phases. For this purpose, it is interesting to investigate how texture
and microstructure will influence nucleation and diffusion.
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6.2.2 The role of texture and microstructure
In most discussions on solid state reactions, the influence of the texture or mi-
crostructure is hardly discussed, even though both diffusion, through the orienta-
tion of the grains, the grain size, the type of grain boundaries and the orientation
of the grain boundaries, as well as nucleation through the interface energy and the
strain energy, will depend on it.
Diffusion is related to the material properties through the diffusion coefficient.
However, the diffusion can occur in multiple ways: either atoms move through
the bulk material, but they can also move through grain boundaries, along the
free surface or the interface. For the case of material transport in thin films, to-
wards the interface, the surface and interface diffusion contributions are of less
importance. Therefore, the effective diffusion coefficient depends mainly on the
crystallographic phase the atoms are diffusing through, whose bulk diffusion prop-
erties are described by the lattice diffusion coefficient and on the microstructure
through the grain boundary diffusion coefficient which describes transport of ma-
terial through the grain boundaries.
Grain boundary diffusion is most often described using the Fisher model [43],
which assumes that the grain boundary can be modelled as a slab of certain thick-
ness, i.e. the grain boundary thickness, which makes up a volume in the material
with a local high diffusion coefficient, i.e. the grain boundary diffusion coefficient.
Based on this model, an approximate relation between the effective, the lattice and
the grain boundary diffusion coefficients can be written as:
D = Dl +
δ
2.a
.DGB
where D is the effective diffusion coefficient, Dl the lattice diffusion coefficient, δ
the grain boundary thickness, a the grain size and DGB the grain boundary diffu-
sion coefficient. D,Dl and DGB are in general tensors and describe the diffusion
anisotropy in the material. In addition, DGB can depend on the type of grain
boundary as well and can thus depend on the specific location within the sample.
This immediately makes the effect of the microstructure and texture clear. A dif-
ferent phase and/or orientation of the grains will lead to different diffusion coeffi-
cients and grain boundaries. Changes in microstructure, e.g. grain size, will also
shift the relative contributions of lattice and grain boundary diffusion. An addi-
tional complication arises from the fact that diffusion coefficients are temperature
dependent throughD = D0exp(−Q/kT ), with an activation energyQ that can be
significantly higher for lattice than for grain boundary diffusion. In practice, this
generally results in a dominance of grain boundary diffusion at low temperatures
and a mixture of both lattice and grain boundary diffusion at higher temperatures.
An example for FCC metals is shown in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Self diffusion coefficients of FCC metals in the lattice (D), along grain
boundaries (Db), along the surface (Ds) and in the liquid phase (l). Image taken from [44]
For the case of germanides and silicides, a fairly limited amount of quantitative
information on self-diffusivity is available in literature. For nickel diffusion in
Ni2Si, Ciccariello et al. [45] determined the activation energies for lattice and
grain boundary diffusion as respectively 2.48 eV and 1.71 eV, and D0 as 3.54
cm2/s vs. 18.16 cm2/s in the temperature range of 500-900◦C, however, no in-
formation on the anisotropy of these coefficients is provided. This confirms that
in this system and temperature range, grain boundary diffusion will be the most
important mechanism in nickel redistribution.
In many cases, grain boundary diffusion will indeed be dominant, but this is cer-
tainly not always the case. For example, in the case of As diffusivity in Ni2Si [46],
the activation energy was found to be higher for grain boundary than for lattice
diffusion. It is also important to note that even when grain boundary diffusion has
a lower activation energy, the net effect on the diffusion still depends on on the
D0 coefficient: if this is orders of magnitude smaller for grain boundary than for
lattice diffusion, one can still end up with a system where the effective diffusion is
dominated by the lattice diffusion.
While this provides a qualitative idea of the importance of grain boundaries and
texture for diffusion, to make practical use of this information, one would need
quantitative information. This is problematic for 2 reasons. First of all, the mea-
surement of grain boundary diffusion coefficients is complicated. It typically in-
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volves radioactive tracer experiments and the measurement of resulting penetra-
tion profiles in the grain boundaries. To make things worse, the values for grain
boundary diffusion obtained in this way cannot simply be used as a general grain
boundary diffusion coefficient, because there is both an additional dependence on
the type of grain boundary as well as the fact that the grain boundary diffusion
coefficient can exhibit strong anisotropy. The large difference for grain boundary
diffusion between large- and small-angle grain boundaries in metals [47, 48] (see
figure 6.3), and the experiment by Hoffman [49] where for the grain boundary dif-
fusion coefficients in small angle grain boundaries, a ratio of 15 could be found
between the principal values of the grain boundary diffusion tensor illustrates this.
In [50], a difference in nickel grain boundary diffusion in Ni2Si was measured de-
pending on the type of grain boundary, resulting in a factor 5 difference in grain
boundary diffusion between small and high angle grain boundaries. These results
demonstrate both the impact of the specific atomistic structure of the grain bound-
ary and the large anisotropy for diffusion within one type of grain boundary.
Figure 6.3: Self diffusion of silver metals in [001] symmetric tilt grain boundaries as a
function of misorientation, at 771 K. Image taken from [48]
Secondly, even the limited amount of quantitative information regarding grain
boundary diffusion in silicides and germanides is difficult to use, because a com-
plete characterization of the microstructure during the whole solid state reaction
needs to be available. As limited attention has been given to texture in silicides and
germanides, this second aspect is not fulfilled either. While the averaged diffusion
coefficients that are available for silicides and germanides have already provide
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many insights into the growth of thin films, a complete understanding of the effect
of microstructure and grain size on the different reaction steps will require more
detailed information on the anisotropic material transport in these materials.
The importance of texture is also clear, more obviously, when considering the
nucleation of a new phase. As the classical theory of nucleation is essentially a
trade-off between volume effects (reduction due to the ∆G for the new phase) and
interface effects (creation of new interface area with its associated energy), it is
clear that the type of interface will affect this second contribution. There are many
examples of epitaxial stabilization of phases in thin layers [51, 1, 52], as the low
interface energy due to the epitaxial relation between the film and the substrate
will prevent a new phase to nucleate if the gain in free energy between the old and
the new phase is not sufficiently large. Strain effects can also play a role, due to the
large anisotropy that some materials exhibit in their Young’s modules and thermal
expansion. The nucleation and growth of a new phase in an orientation that causes
a large strain energy can then be significantly hindered.
Again, one of the main problems is the lack of quantitative information on inter-
face energies and material properties. The interface energy is closely related to
the chemical structure at the interface. In principle, one could try to calculate this
using density functional theory, but the large number of possible orientations of
the film grains with respect to the substrate, and the additional dependence of the
interface energy on the habit plane, result in a large parameter space, which makes
it currently not possible to predict low energy interfaces ab-initio. Concerning
the material properties, the picture is less dramatic, as both the Young’s modulus
and the thermal expansion tensor are in principle accessible using experimental
methods and theoretical calculations. An example of this is the experimental de-
termination of the thermal expansion of NiSi [53, 54] and the calculation of its
Young’s modulus [55]. However, at the moment, no systematic report in literature
of these properties for silicides and germanides is available.
In summary, one can identify two problems related to the microstructure, when
trying to apply diffusion and nucleation theory to silicide and germanide forma-
tion: firstly, the limited availability of detailed material properties that describe the
anisotropy for the different phases and their grain boundaries, and secondly the
limited information on the microstructure itself. In this thesis, an attempt is made
to resolve part of this second problem through the identification of the texture of
a number of silicides and germanides and by rationalizing their occurrence. If
possible, the connection to the phase formation will be made.
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6.2.3 Texture of silicides
The interest in the texture of silicides is not new, but has been focused on the
growth of epitaxial silicide films on single crystal silicon substrates, e.g. using
molecular beam epitaxy. If one looks at literature, there has been a pre-occupation
with the epitaxy of contacting materials, since it was assumed that the epitaxial
interface between substrate and contact would lead to better electrical properties.
Epitaxy is expected when the silicide and the silicon substrate have a matching
structure. In general, this means that there is a correspondence between the sur-
face plane of the single crystal substrate and a specific crystal plane in the silicide
lattice. A maximum lattice mismatch of 3 % between the silicide and silicon is
considered as a rule-of-thumb for allowing epitaxy. Figure 6.4 shows an overview
of different silicide phases, their lattice mismatch to Si (100), (110) and (111) sub-
strates, and the unit cell area. Silicides with a low mismatch and small unit cell
area will results in the best epitaxy. While a substantial list of silicides is shown in
this figure, only the bottom left part will actually lead to epitaxial silicides when
grown through a simple metal on silicon deposition and subsequent annealing. For
the other silicides, more complicated techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy
need to be used. Also, the majority of all silicide phases does not show up in figure
6.4: for those silicides, which have a larger mismatch, little regard has been given
to their texture, or it has been implicitly assumed to be random.
This classification, of either epitaxial or random texture for silicides was found to
be incomplete in the case of NiSi on Si(100) [2]. A new type of texture, axiotaxy,
was shown to occur in these films. Since then, axiotaxy was reported in a number
of other silicides as well, e.g. CoSi2 on Si (100) [57], α-FeSi2 [58], all using the
same high resolution pole figure setup at the X20A beam line. This thesis is a
continuation of this work, and aims to investigate this texture and relate it to the
properties of the material.
6.2.4 Texture of germanides
The amount of research carried out on germanides is tiny when compared to that
on silicides. As a result, even less information on the texture of the different ger-
manide phases is available. On can find TEM results on the texture of Co5Ge7 on
Ge (100)[59], of CoGe2 on GaAs [60] using low resolution pole figures, however
the low statistical reliability of these results and the quality of the measurements
makes it risky to consider this information as a complete description of the texture
in the germanide film. One recent article on the texture of germanides, i.c. NiGe,
has been published and provides high resolution pole figures: it shows the complex
texture, consisting of axiotaxy and epitaxy, of the NiGe phase on Ge (100) and Ge
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Figure 6.4: Overview of silicides that can be grown epitaxially on Si(100), Si(111) or
Si(110), as a function of the lattice mismatch between the film and substrate, and the
unit-cell-area of the matching area between film and substrate. Figure taken from [56]
(111) [61]. For the other germanide phases, the microstructural characterization is
largely unexplored.
6.2.5 Observed textures in silicides and germanides
In figure 6.5, a series of pole figures collected on a wide variety of silicides and
germanides films on different substrates, is shown. The complex textures, consist-
ing of epitaxy, axiotaxy and fiber texture make it clear that a non-random texture
is very common and the assumption of a random texture when no perfect epitaxy
can be achieved, is often wrong.
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Figure 6.5: Pole figures for various silicides and germanides on different substrates. In
many cases, a complex texture can be observed.
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6.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, the importance of silicides and germanides for the micro-electronics
industry was discussed. It was shown that the salicide technology results in the use
of a solid-state reaction between a metal film and a semiconductor single crystal
substrate. The problems related to the microstructure and texture, and their influ-
ence on diffusion and nucleation of new phases were discussed.
7
An EBSD study of the texture of NiSi
on Si(100)
The reaction of thin nickel films with single crystal silicon substrates has received
a lot of attention in literature. Many groups, using a variety of techniques such
as Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy [62, 63], X-ray diffraction [64, 65],
and especially transmission electron microscopy [66, 67, 68] have reported on
the phase formation in this system. It became more or less accepted that the
phase formation sequence of the thermally induced reaction of nickel with Si (100)
consisted of pure nickel, followed by δ-Ni2Si, then NiSi and finally NiSi2, how-
ever this phase sequence failed to explain all of the reported observations on the
Ni/Si(100) reaction, in particular some extra XRD peaks that show up at low tem-
perature. In addition, little attention has been given to the texture of the different
nickel-silicides, with the exception of the final NiSi2 phase and its epitaxial orien-
tation.
In this chapter, a short overview of the Ni/Si(100) reaction will be given, with
the purpose of pointing out the importance of characterizing the texture of the
different phases. Next, the qualitatively reported texture of NiSi will be described,
and a quantitative EBSD study of this texture will be presented.
The results discussed in this chapter have been published in:
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De Keyser K., Detavernier C., Van Meirhaeghe R.L., Characterization of the tex-
ture of silicide films using electron backscattered diffraction , Applied Physics
Letters, 90(12), 121920 (2007)
7.1 An introduction to the Ni/Si system in thin films
on Si (100)
If one studies X-ray diffraction data, both in-situ XRD describing the phase forma-
tion of Ni/Si(100), as well as θ-2θ scans or pole figure scans on the resulting NiSi
film, one can observe two problems in the description of the Ni/Si(100) reaction.
Firstly, at low temperatures, the observed XRD peaks do not match with the tran-
sient occurrence of only δ-Ni2Si. An in-situ XRD spectrum is shown in figure 7.1,
and one can notice a complex reaction taking place in the temperature window
250-350◦C. Gaudet et al. [69] recently identified this reaction at relatively low
temperatures as a combination of 3 phases, δ-Ni2Si, θ-nickel-silicide and an addi-
tional currently unknown phase, given the preliminary designation X-phase, each
occurring with strong epitaxial or fiber textures. Even though their compositions
are all in the range of Ni2Si to Ni3Si2 [70], their difference in crystal lattice and
texture are important for the understanding of the Ni/Si(100) reaction. This makes
it clear that even though a consensus was more or less reached on the phase forma-
tion, only part of the reaction was understood and this problem was only resolved
due to the attention to the crystal structure (i.e. δ-Ni2Si vs. θ-nickel-silicide) and
texture (i.e. epitaxial phases) of the phases occurring during the reaction.
Secondly, if one studies the NiSi phase, which follows the metal-rich phases during
the annealing, the abundance of XRD peaks visible in a θ-2θ scan might give the
impression of little or no preferential orienation. However, a closer look at the
intensities of the different NiSi Debye rings shown in figure 7.2, make it clear that
NiSi does not have a random texture on Si(100): the difference with the uniform
intensity of these rings when NiSi is formed from the reaction of a nickel film with
an amorphous silicon layer is clear. This preferential orientation of NiSi on Si
(100) was investigated and identified in [2] as axiotaxy.
From these results, it is clear that one should consider the texture of the different
phases that occur in the Ni/Si(100) reaction, if one wants to work towards to com-
plete understanding of this system. In this chapter, the texture of NiSi on Si(100)
will be described, and results concerning the quantitative determination of the vol-
ume fractions of the different texture components will be presented.
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Figure 7.1: In-situ XRD (λ = 0.18 nm) on 10 nm Ni on Si (100) showing the XRD peaks as
a function of temperature. Phase are identified following [69].
Figure 7.2: Photographic image of the Debeye rings produced by a NiSi film on
amorphous silicon (left), exhibiting a random texture and thus a uniform intensity along
the rings, and produced by a NiSi film formed by annealing a nickel film on Si(100) (right),
where the variable intensity along the Debeye ring demonstrates the non-random texutre.
(Image taken from [71])
7.2 The texture of NiSi on Si (100): axiotaxy
The texture of NiSi on Si(100) was systematicaly investigated using synchrotron
pole figures in [2]. These pole figures and their analysis is shown in figure 7.3 and
resulted in the identification of 4 major texture components:
• {202} axiotaxy: the preferential alignment of the NiSi {202} planes with
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the Si {202} planes due to the similar d-spacing (0.1921 nm vs. 0.19201
nm)
• {211} axiotaxy: the preferential alignment of the NiSi {211} planes with
the Si {202} planes due to the similar d-spacing (0.1919 nm vs. 0.19201
nm)
• {112} axiotaxy: the preferential alignement of the NiSi {112} planes with
the Si {202} planes due to the similar d-spacing (0.1978 nm vs. 0.19201
nm)
• {103} axiotaxy: the preferential alignement of the NiSi {103} planes with
the Si {202} planes due to the similar d-spacing (0.1778 nm vs. 0.19201
nm)
• Epitaxial component: NiSi {100} // Si {010} and NiSi {029} // Si{001}
The origin of the axiotaxy texture is proposed to originate from a 1-dimensional
matching at the interface. Indeed, if one draws the interface structure of the NiSi
{202} or {211} planes, arriving at the interface (figure 7.4), one can notice that
their d-spacing projected onto the interface plane (dp), matches the projected d-
spacing of the Si {202} planes. This leads to the repeated matching of the NiSi and
Si planes along a <100>-type direction within the interface plane. For the {103}
and {112} axiotaxy, there is a difference in d-spacing with the Si {220} planes
of a couple of percent. This difference, which would destroy the 1D matching, is
resolved by tilting the grain a couple of degrees: this results in the matching of
the projected d-spacing, as can be witnessed in figure 7.4. This is indeed observed
in the data, as the fiber axis corresponding to the {103} and {112} axiotaxy is no
longer perfectly aligned with the Si {202} poles, but is slightly tilted.
If the tilting of one set of planes can compensate for a difference in d-spacing,
why does this not happen to different sets of planes, with even larger differences in
d-spacing? The main argument here is that the tilting should be small. Indeed, if
the tilting is small, a slight curvature of the interface will not disturb the matching.
If the tilting is large however, then any deviation from a perfectly flat interface
causes the destruction of the matching of the planes, as illustrated in figure 7.5. As
the initial formation of a grain occurs through nucleation of a small nucleus in an
area where the local composition has reached the required ratio, it is unlikely that
the interface of the nucleus with the substrate will be perfectly flat.
In summary, axiotaxy in NiSi is caused by a matching of planes from the NiSi film
to the Si substrate. These planes have a similar d-spacing, resulting in a matching
at the interface in one direction. A slight difference in d-spacing can be accomo-
dated by tilting, but this tilting has to be small to prevent interface roughness from
destroying the matching.
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Figure 7.3: Pole figures recorded on a 60 nm NiSi film on Si (100), showing the (a) {112}
pole figure, (b) {103} pole figure, (c) {202}+{211} pole figure, with the simulation of the
axiotaxial and epitaxial texture components overlaid in (d), (e) and (f). (taken from [2]).
7.2.1 Transrotational structures
In addition to the occurrence of axiotaxy, a different microstructure in thin NiSi
films on Si (100) has been reported. Alberti et al. [72, 73] observed transrotational
structures, both in Ni2Si and NiSi films. The structures correspond to large grains
with many small subgrain boundaries, resulting in the observed bending of specific
crystallographic planes. This bending can either be spherical or cylindrical. At
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Figure 7.4: 1D matching of planes from NiSi and Si, leading to the observed axiotaxy. If
the d-spacing of the NiSi plane is significantly different from that of the Si {202} plane,
tilting of the NiSi grain is observed which results in a matching of the projected d-spacing.
Figure taken from [2]
Figure 7.5: The effect of interface curvature on the 1D matching of axiotaxy. As the tilt
angle increases, the maximum interface curvature becomes very small. Figure taken from
[2].
the moment, it is unclear in which conditions either axiotaxy or transrotational
structures will form. It might depend on the sample prepartion technniques, such as
cleaning or deposition method, or on the way of annealing: in the case of samples
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where transrotational structures were observed, isothermal anneals in vacuum were
used, while axiotaxy is reported in samples using ramp anneals or rapid-thermal-
anneals in nitrogen, helium or forming gas environments. It was reported that there
is a critical Ni film thickness for the occurrence of transrotational NiSi [74], and
another influence might come from the dopants in the silicon substrate. However
as pointed out in [69], axiotaxy was observed in a wide range of experiments,
including Si (100) substrates with different types and concentrations of dopants.
Based on the amount of data available on the occurrence of axiotaxy, compared
with the sporadic reports on transrotational structures, it is likely that axiotaxy is
the natural microstructure, while a combination of specific sample preparation,
metal thickness, annealing and dopant concentration will induce the formation of
transrotational structures.
7.3 Quantitative texture determination using EBSD
In the scope of this thesis, it was the goal to corroborate the existence of axiotaxy,
as only limited reports were available on this texture, all with data collected using
the same technique (X-rays) as well as the same setup (X20A beam line). A second
point of interest was the quantification of the importance of the different texture
components to establish if axiotaxy is in fact the main texture component, or rep-
resents only a secondary effect. For both of these goals, EBSD measurements are
ideal since it is a fundamentally different technique compared to X-ray diffraction,
and volume fractions for the different texture components can be readily extracted
from an EBSD data set.
7.3.1 Experimental
For the purpose of the EBSD measurements, films of 45, 30 and 12nm of Ni were
sputter deposited onto HF-cleaned Si(100) substrates. After deposition, NiSi was
formed by annealing in N2 for 30 seconds at 550◦C, resulting in NiSi films of 90,
60 and 24nm. The measurements were performed on the FEI Quanta 200F field
emission SEM, using typical settings of 12.5 up to 20 kV acceleration voltage,
2nA-7nA beam current and a working distance of 12 mm. Special consideration
was given to the long term stability of the microscope, as EBSD measurements
can take multiple hours or even days. The orthorhombic unit cell of NiSi is nearly
tetragonal, and this pseudo-symmetry makes a careful optimization of the pattern
recognition parameters necessary. Carbon contamination can build up in signifi-
cant quantities during the EBSD measurement, especially on NiSi, and ultimately
blocks the backscattered electrons from reaching the detector. To remove this con-
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tamination the samples were cleaned in a Ar/O2 plasma. A test sample was mea-
sured before and after the plasma cleaning, showing no difference in texture infor-
mation, only a faster deterioration of the pattern quality for the uncleaned sample.
Analysis of the EBSD data was performed using the HKL Channel 5 software,
combined with the GUSTAV software.
Two different types of measurements have been carried out: in a first measure-
ment, EBSD data was collected in 420 000 individual measurement points, on a
rectangular grid with a step size of 250 nm. Since the step size is as large or larger
than the grain size, each data point is measured in a different grain. In this way,
one can obtain texture information on a significant number of grains (105) in a
reasonable measurement time. A second type of measurements uses a smaller step
size, assuring that multiple data points are collected within each grain.
7.3.2 Identification of axiotaxy
From the EBSD measurements, pole figures were calculated and plotted on a log
scale. These are shown in figure 7.6, where both the {103} and the {202}+{211}
pole figures are shown for the 60 nm NiSi sample. If one compares them with
the X-ray pole figures from figure 7.3, one can see that they are qualitatively iden-
tical, with the advantage that those calculated from the EBSD data do not suffer
from substrate peak contamination as the EBSD signal originates from the top few
nanometers of the sample.
The orientation densify function, and the Rodrigues-Frank space for the same data
are shown in figure 7.7. The curved features in the ODF correspond to axiotaxy,
and spots to epitaxy. The nature of the ODF makes it difficult to identify these
features. On the other hand, the straight lines in Rodrigues-Frank space, and high
intensity spots provide a much more clear representation of the texture.
On the 90 nm NiSi films, the results are identical and this confirmed that features
on both the XRD and EBSD pole figures are identical. However, it was not possible
to get EBSD patterns from the 24nm NiSi films annealed at 550◦C, most likely due
to the very small size of the grains.
7.3.3 Quantitative analysis of the texture
For the quantitative analysis, 4 axiotaxy components were considered, which will
be indicated by specifying the plane normal ( {211}, {202}, {103} or {112})
which serves as fiber axis, and 1 epitaxial component. Because EBSD measures
the complete orientation, one can simply walk through this list of data points and
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Figure 7.6: {103} and {202}+{211} pole figures, either recorded with XRD pole figures
(Schulz method) or calculated from EBSD measurements on a 60 nm NiSi sample. The
correspondence is clear, with the EBSD pole figures exhibiting more detail near the edges
of the pole figure.
calculate the misorientation for each with respect to the texture component, taking
into account the symmetry of the crystal lattice to obtain the disorientation. In
the case of an epitaxial component, this is the minimum of all possible misorien-
tation angles between the grain and the epitaxial orientation or a symmetrically
equivalent orientation. As axiotaxy is defined as the fixed orientation of a specific
plane, the misorientation is the minimal additional rotation a grain has to undergo,
to make sure that in the resulting grain, this plane or a symmetrically equivalent
one, has the specified orientation. From the disorientation for each combination of
a data point and a texture component, the volume fractions for the various texture
components are determined, as shown in table 7.1 for blanket films of 60 and 90
nm NiSi, where a maximum disorientation of 2◦ for axiotaxy components, and
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Figure 7.7: ODF and Rodrigues Frank visualization of the EBSD data with an epitaxial
and axiotaxy texture component indicated.
Component 60 nm NiSi 90 nm NiSi (1) 90 nm NiSi (2)
211 19 16 15
202 17 17 15
103 5 4 4
112 3 2 2
epitaxy 3 2 2
total 45 41 38
Table 7.1: Volume fractions in % for a maximum misorientation of 2◦ for axiotaxy, and 3◦
for epitaxy
3◦ for epitaxy components is considered. The NiSi films are strongly textured, as
almost 1 in 2 grains (≈ 40%) belongs to one of the specified texture components.
This also supports the division of the axiotaxy components into two groups, one
with strong intensity ({211} and {202}), and another with lower intensity ({103}
and {112}), corresponding to the better stability of the 1D periodic nature of the
interface with respect to the curvature of the interface, for the {211} and {202}
axiotaxy. The measurement on the 90 nm NiSi sample has been repeated using
different settings for the SEM and the EBSD analysis software (last 2 columns of
table 7.1): there is not a big impact on the volume fractions, suggesting that the
error on the latter is of the order of a couple percent.
All of the axiotaxy features on the pole figures are sharply defined. One can quan-
tify the variance within the various texture components by plotting the volume
fractions as a function of the disorientation (figure 7.8). For all of the axiotaxy
texture components, a peak in the fraction of grains can be seen at l◦ or less of dis-
orientation, after which this fraction quickly falls off. This is especially clear for
the strong axiotaxy components, {202} and {211}: at around 2◦, it has dropped
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to less than half its peak value, which is the reason why a disorientation of 2◦
was chosen as the cut-off value in determining whether an orientation belongs to a
specific axiotaxy texture component.
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Figure 7.8: Volume fractions for a 60 nm NiSi film. One data point every 0.2◦ of
misorientation.
For the epitaxial component, the peak value for the volume fraction occurs at 2◦,
and drops down a lot slower than for the axiotaxy. This is consistent with the obser-
vation that the epitaxial spots are quite broad on XRD pole figures. As a trade-off
between accepting all the epitaxial data points, but not including too many ran-
domly orientated points, a 3◦ cut-off value was selected.
These cut-off values can be compared to the intrinsic resolution of the measure-
ment technique, which is limited by two factors. Firstly, the reported angular preci-
sion for EBSD when using a FEGSEM is about 1◦ [14], which could be reproduced
by measuring a single crystal silicon wafer and calculating the misorientation be-
tween the successive data points. Secondly, the texture components are always
defined in the reference frame of the single crystal substrate. However, EBSD
measurements result in data in the reference frame of the microscope, which can
be translated to the reference frame of the substrate if one knows how the sample
was aligned inside the microscope. Based on a comparison between XRD pole
figures, where the alignment of the sample can be done very precisely, and the
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calculated EBSD pole figures, an estimate of the alignment of the sample in the
microscope can be made with a precision of about 1◦. Combining these two con-
tributions, one can conclude that, for the axiotaxy components, the total error is
about the same as the width of the peak, 2◦. The spread on the orientation of the
epitaxial component however, is larger, which indicates that the epitaxial grains
have a few degrees of misorientation to one another.
7.3.4 Microstructure
A second type of measurements uses a smaller step size, assuring that multiple
data points are collected within each grain. These EBSD measurements result in
maps of grain orientation, showing the complete microstructure.
Figure 7.9: Map of a 90 nm NiSi film, showing band contrast (a) and texture components
(b)
The left image in figure 7.9 is measured on the 90 nm NiSi sample with a step
size of 40 nm and shows the band contrast, which is the measure for the quality of
the Kikuchi pattern. Grain boundaries will typically result in worse contrast, and
the band contrast map can therefore be used to get a qualitative idea of average
grain size and morphology. The right image shows a false color image of the
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location of grains that belong to different texture components. Again, a maximum
disorientation of 2◦ (axiotaxy) or 3◦ (epitaxy) was used as the criterion to consider
a grain as belonging to a certain texture component. From these maps, the spatial
distribution of the texture components can be determined. The presented map
clearly shows that almost all of the big grains belong to one of the axiotaxy texture
components. These measurements show that the texture of NiSi also contains
an important random fraction which consists mainly of very small grains. This
suggests that the influence of interface energy on the nucleation is limited and that
the origin of the axiotaxy texture is from a preferential growth of these axiotaxy
nuclei. This can be caused either be a faster transport of material to the growing
axiotaxy grains, or by strain effects, where the 1 dimensional matching of axiotaxy
results in less strain during growth than in the case of randomly orientated grains.
A second conclusion can be drawn from the EBSD measurements: the rotational
degree of freedom in orientation of the axiotaxy texture component is obtained
through a different orientation of separate grains. This clearly distinguishes axio-
taxy from transrotational structures, as the rotation in axiotaxy is between different
grains, while the transrotation is within one grain.
7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the texture of NiSi on Si (100) substrates was discussed, and the
importance of axiotaxy was established. It was shown the EBSD can be used to
provide valuable information on the texture of silicides, making it possible to quan-
tify the importance of texture components, get spatial and grain size information
and relate this to specific texture components. Axiotaxy is confirmed as being the
major texture component in NiSi films on Si(100) substrates, and a difference in
grain size between axiotaxy and non-axiotaxy grains was observed.

8
Texture of CoSi2 on Si (001), (111) and
(110)
In view of the small lattice mismatch and similar crystallographic structure be-
tween CoSi2 (cubic CaF2 structure with a = 5.36A˚) and Si (cubic diamond
structure with a = 5.43A˚), one expects that CoSi2 will have a natural tendency
to form epitaxially on Si substrates. However, it has proven surprisingly dif-
ficult to grow epitaxial CoSi2 layers, especially on (001) oriented Si substrates
[75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. Bulle-Lieuwma et al. reported a detailed
transmission electron microscopy study of CoSi2/Si (001) interfaces [85], where
it was observed that a variety of different alignments occur simultaneously. Each
of these alignments can be considered as epitaxy by itself, but their combination
results in the polycrystalline nature of the CoSi2 on Si (001) film. In this chapter,
the naturally occurring texture that is the result of a standard solid-state reaction
between a Co film and three differently oriented Si substrates, i.e. Si (001), Si
(111) and Si (110) will be discussed.
The results discussed in this chapter have been published in:
De Keyser K., Detavernier C., Jordan-Sweet J. and Lavoie C., Texture of CoSi2
films on Si(111), (110) and (001) substrates, Thin Solid Films 519 (4), 1277-1284
(2010)
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8.1 Experimental details
A 30 nm Co film was sputter deposited onto HF-cleaned Si(001), (110) and (111)
substrates using an ultra-high-vacuum sputtering system. CoSi2 was formed by
a solid-state reaction between the Co film and the Si substrate, by annealing the
sample for 30 seconds at 950◦C in forming gas (N2/H2).
The samples were characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD). Both θ-2θ scans,
as well as pole figures using the Schulz method (point detector) were recorded,
using an X-ray wavelength of λ = 0.154 nm. The pole figures were acquired in
steps of 0.5◦ in χ and φ (0 ≤ χ ≤ 85◦ and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 90◦ for Si(001) and Si(110),
0 ≤ φ ≤ 120◦ for Si(111) substrates). The location of low-index substrate poles
for the three types of substrates is indicated in figure 8.1. In view of the symmetry
of the Si lattice, one only needs to measure 0 ≤ φ ≤ 45◦ for Si(001), 0 ≤ φ ≤ 90◦
for Si(110) and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 60◦ for films on Si(111) substrates. It was decided to
measure twice the necessary angular φ range for Si(111) and Si(001) substrates,
to enable straightforward verification of the observed features in the pole figures.
The complete pole figures were obtained by extending the measured data to the
full range 0 ≤ φ ≤ 360◦ by taking into account the symmetry of the Si substrate.
The intensities are plotted using a logarithmic gray scale, where white corresponds
to low intensity, and black to high.
8.2 Measurements
8.2.1 θ-2θ XRD scans
Standard θ/2θ measurements for the three samples are shown in figure 8.2. The
observation of many diffraction peaks in each of the three samples proves that
the films are polycrystalline. Since the peak intensities strongly depend on the
orientation of the substrate, and since the intensities in all three measurements are
very different from what is expected for a CoSi2 powder, one may conclude that
the grains in the polycrystalline CoSi2 films exhibit a high degree of preferential
orientation, i.e. all three films are surely textured.
8.2.2 Pole figures for CoSi2 on Si(111)
Pole figures were measured for the CoSi2{111} and {110} planes (fig. 8.3). The
features on these pole figures were used to identify the various texture components
that are present in the film (table 8.1), using GUSTAV.
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Figure 8.1: The location of low-index poles of the Si substrate for the sample alignments
for (a) a Si(111) substrate, (b) a Si (110) substrate, (c) a Si (001) substrate
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Figure 8.2: θ/2θ XRD measurements for CoSi2 films on Si(001), (111) and (110)
substrates. The peaks are indexed according to cubic CoSi2 (JCPDS 74-1371)
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Figure 8.3: The {111} (top) and {110} (bottom) pole figures for a CoSi2 film on Si(111).
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Figure 8.4: The (111) pole figure for a CoSi2 film on Si(111), with the calculated patterns
for α111 and γ111 type axiotaxy.
8.2.2.1 Axiotaxy
The patterns of lines on the pole figures are indicative of axiotaxy. They are caused
by grains for which the CoSi2{110} plane is aligned parallel to Si{110}. Table 8.1
presents an overview of the different axiotaxy components that were observed in
the CoSi2 film on Si(111). Calculated patterns for the α111 and γ111 components
are shown in figure 8.4, overlaid on top of the measured data. The α111 and β111
types of axiotaxy are both characterized by the preferred alignment of CoSi2{110}
with Si{110}, i.e. with the fiber axes at either (χ = 35◦, φ = 0, 120, 240◦) or at
(χ = 90◦, φ = 30, 90, 150, 210, 270, 330◦). A third type of axiotaxy is a twinned
version of α111, with the fiber axes rotated over 180◦ around the Si[111] direction.
8.2.2.2 Epitaxy
According to figure 8.5, the brightest spots on the pole figures are caused by five
different types of epitaxial alignment, with either a CoSi2 {111} or CoSi2 {100}
plane parallel to the Si (111) surface plane. The occurrence of different types of
epitaxial components is somewhat surprising. Indeed, in view of the close lattice
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Figure 8.5: The (111) pole figure for a CoSi2 film on Si (111), with the calculated locations
for the epitaxial components from table 8.1 overlaid on top of the measurement. Poles
labeled + refer to grains with type A111 epitaxy (with CoSi2 (111) parallel to the surface),
× indicates type B111 epitaxy (twin of type A111), ◦ refers to type C111 epitaxy (with CoSi2
(100) parallel to the surface),  and  refer to types D111 and E111 (with CoSi2 (111)
parallel to the surface).
match and similar structure of CoSi2 and Si, one could a priori expect a behavior
similar to the growth of single crystal SiGe films on Si, which would only result
in type A111 epitaxy (which is a simple continuation of the cubic substrate lattice
into the film). The type B111 epitaxy has been studied extensively [75], and is a
twinned version of type A111 (i.e. formed by a 180◦ rotation around the Si[111]
direction).
Many of the intense spots that are indicative of the epitaxial components are lo-
cated along the pattern of lines on the pole figure, suggesting that the different
epitaxial components are somehow related to the axiotaxy, a topic which will be
discussed further on.
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8.2.3 Pole figures for CoSi2 on Si (110)
As could be expected on the basis of the θ/2θ measurement shown in figure 8.2,
the CoSi2 film on Si (110) is strongly textured. The pole figures are shown in
figure 8.6. The different texture components are listed in table 8.2.
8.2.3.1 Axiotaxy
The patterns of lines observed in the pole figures (fig. 8.6) are caused by a vari-
ety of axiotaxial texture components, with either CoSi2{110}//Si{110} (for α110,
β110 and I110), CoSi2{111}//Si{111} (for γ110) and CoSi2{112}//Si{112} (for
δ110). In view of the large number of components and the relative complexity of
the corresponding line patterns, not all calculated patterns are shown. Figure 8.7
shows the fitted patterns for the α110, γ110 and I110 components overlaid on top of
the measured {110} pole figure.
8.2.3.2 Epitaxy
According to figure 8.8, the brightest spots on the pole figures are caused by dif-
ferent types of epitaxial alignment. Similarly as for the film on Si (111), it may be
noted that most of the intense spots that are indicative of the epitaxial components
are located along the pattern of lines on the pole figure. Further on, the relationship
between the different epitaxial components and the axiotaxy will be discussed.
8.2.4 Pole figures for CoSi2 on Si (001)
The {111} and {110} pole figures for CoSi2 on Si (001) are presented in fig. 8.9
and the list of different texture components for the CoSi2 film on Si (001) are listed
in table 8.3.
In contrast to the cases where the substrate was Si (111) or Si (110), where little in-
formation regarding the texture of CoSi2 was available in literature, CoSi2 films on
Si (001) substrates have already been studied in detail. The occurrence of axiotaxy
in CoSi2 on Si (001) has been reported in [57]. The observed axiotaxy components
that are listed in table 8.3 correspond to those. The brightest spots along the lines
on the pole figures are caused by four different types of epitaxial alignment that
coexist within the same film : A001 with CoSi2 (001) // Si (001), B001 with CoSi2
(221) // Si (001), C001 with CoSi2 (101) // Si (001) and D001 with CoSi2 (335¯) //
Si (001). The calculated locations of the poles for these epitaxial orientations are
shown in figure 8.9. All four epitaxial components that are observed in the present
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Figure 8.6: The {111} (top) and {110} (bottom) pole figures for a CoSi2 film on Si (110).
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Figure 8.7: The (110) pole figure for a CoSi2 film on Si (110) with the calculated pattern
for the α110 (full line), γ110 (dash) and I110 (dotted) axiotaxy components overlaid on top
of the measured data.
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Figure 8.8: The (111) (top) and (110) (bottom) pole figures for the CoSi2 film on Si (110),
with the calculated locations for the epitaxial components from table 8.2 overlaid on top of
the measurement. See table 8.2 for the definition of the symbols.
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film have been previously reported in a detailed transmission electron microscopy
study of the CoSi2/Si (001) interface by Bulle-Lieuwma et al. [85].
8.3 Relation between the texture of CoSi2 on Si (001),
Si (111) and Si (110)
In the previous section, analysis of the pole figures allowed for the identification
of the various texture components, and tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 provide a crystal-
lographic description of the preferred orientation in the three films. During the
following discussion, an attempt will be made to rationalize why these particular
grain orientations are selected, how these texture components relate to each other,
and how the choice of substrate orientation affects the texture of the film.
8.3.1 Comparison of axiotaxial components for the three sub-
strates
The line patterns on the pole figures are caused by grains for which lattice planes
in film and substrate with similar d-spacings are aligned with each other. For in-
stance, at the formation temperature of CoSi2 (600◦C [86], thermal expansion
CoSi2 = 14.2 ppm/K [87], thermal expansion Si = 2.6 ppm/K) the difference
in d-spacing between CoSi2 {110} planes (d = 1.920A˚) and Si{110} planes
(d = 1.924A˚) is only 0.21%, and the alignment of these planes across the in-
terface results in the creation of an interface structure which is periodic along a
Si[100]-type direction in the plane of the interface. This axiotaxy results in a 1D
periodicity within the plane of the interface, and axiotaxy can be considered as an
intermediate case between the 2D periodicity characteristic of epitaxial alignment
and the absence of periodicity for a random interface.
A cross-comparison of the different axiotaxy components that were observed for
the three substrate orientations suggests that plane-alignment of CoSi2{110} with
Si{110} planes is strongly favored. A similar preference for alignment with Si{110}
planes has been previously observed for NiSi and α-FeSi2 [2, 58]. While this ap-
parent preference for alignment with Si{110} is presently not fully understood,
one possible explanation is related to the covalent bonding in the Si substrate. The
bonds in Si are along [111] directions, and two of the four bonds per atom are
within a Si{110} plane. None of the covalent bonds are within Si{100} planes.
If plane alignment occurs with Si{110} planes, the fiber axis is perpendicular to
two of the four covalent bonds. Any rotation of the CoSi2 grain around the fiber
axis (which is oriented along a Si[110] direction) will result in a deformation of
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Figure 8.9: The (111) (top) and (110) (bottom) pole figures for the CoSi2 film on Si (001),
with the calculated locations for the epitaxial components from table 8.3 overlaid on top of
the measurement. Poles labeled ◦ refer to grains with type A001 epitaxy (with CoSi2 (001)
parallel to the surface), × indicates type B001 epitaxy (with CoSi2 (122) parallel to the
surface),  refers to type C001 epitaxy (with CoSi2 (101) parallel to the surface) and 
refers to type D001 epitaxy (with CoSi2 (335) parallel to the surface).
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the bonds for Si atoms located within the plane of the interface. The deforma-
tion of the Si bonds in this case actually resembles what happens when forming
dimer-rows during the surface reconstruction of non-hydrogen terminated Si (001)
substrates, suggesting that such deformation is energetically ‘inexpensive’. For
plane alignment with e.g. Si{100} planes, there is no straightforward relationship
between the direction of the fiber axes and the bonding directions for the Si atoms.
Therefore, any rotation around such a fiber axis would imply severe deformation
of the Si bonds.
Alternatively, in the edge-to-edge model [8], which is conceptually related to ax-
iotaxy as it considers plane-to-plane matchings, the argument is made that atom
rows that are close-packed will preferentially align. One can show that there is a
relation between the structure factor of a plane and its packing [88], resulting in
close-packed planes having the highest structure factors. If one lists the four planes
with the highest structure factors, one gets in descending order for CoSi2: {220},
{111}, {113} and {224}, and for Si: {111}, {220}, {113} and {224}. One can
indeed observe that the axiotaxy texture components correspond to the alignment
of CoSi2 and Si planes from this selection, with the strongest components corre-
sponding to the crystallographic planes with either the highest or second highest
structure factors.
8.3.2 Relationship between axiotaxy and epitaxy
Both the location and shape of the epitaxy-related spots on the pole figures pro-
vide strong indications for a relationship between axiotaxial and epitaxial texture
components. Indeed, the spots are often located along the pattern of lines on the
pole figures, sometimes even at the intersection between two patterns of axiotaxy-
related lines. This suggests that the epitaxial components are in fact special cases
(subsets) of the axiotaxial components.
When placing a grain on a substrate, there are three degrees of freedom for orien-
tation. Axiotaxy fixes the orientation of e.g. one of the CoSi2{110} planes parallel
to a certain Si{110} plane. Fixing the orientation for one plane in the grain pro-
vides a constraint which leaves a single degree of freedom (i.e. rotation around the
fiber axis), creating one-dimensional features on the pole figures. The interfaces
of all grains that belong to this axiotaxial component will be periodic along a cer-
tain low-index direction within the plane of the interface (1D periodicity). It can
be expected that certain specific rotations around the fiber axis may result in the
occurrence of periodicity along a second, independent direction within the plane
of the interface, thus providing better matching across the interface and therefore
resulting in a lower interface energy. This explains why the diffracted intensity is
not homogeneously distributed along the axiotaxy-related lines on the pole figure:
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certain angles for rotation around the off-normal fiber axes are preferred because
they result in a higher degree of periodicity within the plane of the interface. The
choice for the rotation angle around the off-normal fiber axis is actually defining
a second constraint, which results in a situation with zero remaining degrees of
freedom, i.e. the orientation of the grain is completely defined with respect to the
single crystal substrate, and one obtains an epitaxial alignment. This explains why
the epitaxial texture components can be located along the axiotaxy lines.
8.3.3 Relationships between the epitaxial components
At first sight, the epitaxial components listed in tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 appear to
be unrelated to each other. Traditionally, one considers these epitaxial components
as the main texture components (as one is tempted on the basis of either a trans-
mission electron microscopy study with a limited number of grains, or from a low
resolution pole figure with limited signal to noise ratio [85]). In this interpretation,
one emphasizes the 2D matching within the plane of the interface (i.e. plane-on-
plane matching between the topmost lattice plane of the substrate and the lowest
lattice plane in the silicide grain) as the main driving force for texture selection.
Alternatively, one can interpret the occurrence of the axiotaxy-related lines as an
indication that the primary constraint on grain orientation concerns the preferred
alignment of lattice planes across the interface (i.e. edge-to-edge matching of lat-
tice planes that continue seemingly uninterrupted from the substrate into the film).
In this view, the epitaxial components are special cases or subsets of axiotaxy,
whereby the selection of a second constraint results in a 2D periodic interface.
Apart from explaining the patterns of lines on the high-resolution pole figures, this
approach has the additional advantage that it offers a unified view of the different,
seemingly unrelated epitaxial components.
Indeed, table 8.4 shows that nearly all of the observed epitaxial components can
in fact be considered as special cases or subsets of the axiotaxial texture compo-
nents. One can distinguish two subcategories: epitaxial components for which
axiotaxy occurs for two independent sets of CoSi2 {110}-type planes within the
same grain (a situation which will henceforth be referred to as ‘double axiotaxy’),
and epitaxial components for which the interface structure is periodic along one
direction because of axiotaxy, while the periodicity along a second independent
direction is not related to axiotaxy, but is a result of the specific properties of
either the Si (001), (111) or (110) interface plane. This classification of the epi-
taxial components offers a way of predicting which components are transferable
between substrate orientations. Since axiotaxy is a matching across the interface,
the influence of the specific interface plane is only limited. Thus, the epitaxial
components that are caused by double-axiotaxy are transferable between different
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substrate orientations. For instance, types A001 and A111 are crystallographically
identical, and the same is valid for B001 and D111. However, the epitaxial com-
ponents that are not related to double axiotaxy (e.g. C111, C110 and C001) depend
on a particular substrate orientation. For example, it can be verified that transfer-
ring the C001 component to a Si (111) substrate would result in an orientation with
the CoSi2{105} plane parallel to the Si (111) interface, a situation which is not
observed experimentally.
8.3.4 Double axiotaxy
The case of double axiotaxy deserves some further discussion. One can think
of the axiotaxial components as families or sets of grains which share a certain
constraint on grain orientation (e.g. CoSi2 (011)//Si (011)). The case of dou-
ble axiotaxy should be considered as the intersection between two different sets of
grains, i.e. it defines a subset of grains that fulfil both constrains. For instance, type
A001 corresponds to a situation whereby CoSi2 (011)//Si (011) and CoSi2 (110)//Si
(110), and therefore constitutes the intersection between α001 and β001. When two
independent types of axiotaxy are combined within the same grain, there are two
independent directions within the plane of the interface along which a periodic in-
terface structure is achieved. Since periodicity is achieved along two independent
directions, the whole interface consists of a two-dimensional periodic structure,
which leads to the interface “matching” well-known for epitaxial alignment.
Double axiotaxy can thus occur in films which have more than one axiotaxial
texture component (either due to different types of planes that match, or due to
symmetry), and each combination of any two of these axiotaxial texture compo-
nents can in principle lead to a double axiotaxy. However, some combinations
will not be geometrically possible due to the specific symmetry and size of the
lattice. GUSTAV was used to determine which combinations of double-axiotaxy
are geometrically allowed for the CoSi2 case.
8.3.4.1 Double axiotaxy on Si (110)
For the Si (110) substrate, it was found that combinations of α110 and β110 can
only result in type A110 and B110 epitaxy, with CoSi2 {110} or {114} planes
parallel to the Si (110) substrate.
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8.3.4.2 Double axiotaxy on Si (001)
For the Si (001) substrate, it was found that combinations of type α001 and β001
axiotaxy can only result in types A001 or B001 epitaxy (i.e. with CoSi2 {100}
or {221} planes parallel to the Si (001) substrate). When also taking into account
combinations with the weaker type γ001 axiotaxy, one finds two other possible epi-
taxial alignments with either a CoSi2 (112) or (455)-type plane parallel to the sur-
face. The (112)-type of epitaxial alignment has been observed by Bulle-Lieuwma
et al. using transmission electron microscopy [85].
8.3.4.3 Double axiotaxy on Si (111)
A similar analysis for the Si (111) substrate showed that combinations of α111 and
β111 can result in two types of epitaxy : A111 (with CoSi2 {111} parallel to the
Si (111) interface), or an orientation with the CoSi2 (115)-type plane parallel to
the surface and interface of the film. While this type of alignment is geometrically
allowed, it does not preferentially occur within the measured film. One could argue
that the relatively high index nature of the surface plane for this type of orientation
may explain why the A111-type epitaxy (with the lower index CoSi2 (111) plane
parallel to the surface) is apparently favored.
8.3.5 Twinning
Apart from the apparent preference in the three films for the preferred alignment
of CoSi2 (110)-type planes with Si (110)-type planes in the substrate, one also
observes a general tendency for twinning around the Si[111] direction. For the ax-
iotaxial components, it was previously mentioned that γ111 is a twinned version of
α111-axiotaxy. For the epitaxial components, twinning relationships exist between
e.g. A111 and B111, between A110 and B110, and between A001, B001 and D001
(as previously mentioned by Bulle-Lieuwma [85]).
8.4 Conclusions
We used x-ray diffraction to study the texture of about 100 nm thick CoSi2 films
that were formed by a solid state reaction on Si substrates. All measured pole
figures consist of two different types of features : patterns of lines and bright spots.
The patterns of lines are generated by axiotaxy, i.e. by the preferred alignment
of lattice planes in film and substrate that share the same d-spacing. The bright
spots are related to epitaxial alignment of grains in the film with the single crystal
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substrate. The axiotaxial and epitaxial texture components were identified, and the
different texture components were shown to be inter-related. Comparison of the
different texture components observed on the three substrate orientations suggests
a strong preference for the alignment of CoSi2 (110)-type planes in the film with Si
(110)-type planes in the substrate, and twinning around Si[111] directions. These
results show that the origin of most texture components is related to a matching of
planes across the interface (i.e. axiotaxy), rather than a plane-on-plane matching
at the interface.
9
Phase formation and texture of Co/Ge
on Ge (100) and Ge (111)
Of all the germanides, only a fraction has the potential of being used as an electrical
contact, as the electrical resistance of the germanide must be low, while at the same
time it should exhibit a high thermal stability. A systematic overview of the phase
sequence during reaction of germanium with a wide range of metals has been
reported by Gaudet et al. [42] and resulted in a list of materials that fulfill these
criteria: NiGe[61], PdGe and CoGe2. In this chapter, the phase sequence during
reaction of Co films on Ge (100) and Ge (111) substrates is investigated and the
texture of the Co5Ge7 and CoGe2 phases reported. The relation between texture
and the formation temperature of CoGe2 is pointed out.
The results discussed in this chapter have been published in:
De Keyser K., Van Meirhaeghe R.L., Detavernier C., Jordan-Sweet J., Lavoie C.,
Texture of cobalt germanides on Ge(100) and Ge(111) and its influence on the for-
mation temperature, Journal of the Electrochemical Society 157 (4), H395 (2010)
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9.1 Experimental details
Films of 30 nm of Co were sputter-deposited in ultra-high-vacuum conditions on
HF cleaned, single crystal Ge (100) and (111) substrates. The samples were heated
from 100 to 850◦C, at a rate of 3◦C/s in a high purity helium flow, during which
the phase sequence was monitored using X-ray diffraction (XRD). These in-situ
XRD experiments were performed at the X20C beam line at the National Syn-
chrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) using
monochromatic X-rays with a wavelength of 0.18 nm and a linear detector capa-
ble of recording a 2θ range of 14◦. During a first run, the diffracted X-ray intensity
was recorded in a 2θ range from 35◦ to 49◦ with an incident angle of 21◦, and dur-
ing a second run from 48◦ to 62◦ with an incident angle of 25.5◦, resulting in a
total 2θ range of 35◦ to 62◦.
Quenches were made at 600◦C and 725◦C, on both substrates. At the X20A beam
line at NSLS in BNL, high-resolution reflection pole figures and θ-2θ scans using
synchrotron radiation and a point detector (Schulz method) were recorded (both
using X-rays with a wavelength of 0.154 nm), to study texture and crystal phase.
For the pole figures, a step size in χ (tilting of the sample) and φ (rotation of the
sample about its normal) of 0.5◦ was used, and a 2θ range of roughly 1.5◦ is col-
lected (±0.75◦ on the selected 2θ value). This relatively large 2θ collection range
was used to collect as much information possible, including diffraction peaks that
are shifted to different 2θ values, which can be caused by stress in the film. In some
cases, this also results in multiple lattice planes with similar d-spacings, contribut-
ing to the diffracted intensity. The pole figures were analyzed using GUSTAV:
the different texture components were identified and a rough estimate of their im-
portance was based on the relative intensity in the pole figures. All of the pole
figures are plotted on a logarithmic scale, allowing both weak and strong texture
components to be visualized in a single figure, with white corresponding to a low
intensity, and black to a high.
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements were carried out in a FEI
Quanta 200F field emission gun scanning electron microscope (FEGSEM) using
an Oxford Instruments/HKL Channel 5 EBSD system.
9.2 Measurements
9.2.1 In-situ XRD
The phase sequence during annealing was monitored using in-situ X-ray diffrac-
tion. Figure 9.1 shows the reaction of the Co film with a Ge (100) substrate, and
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figure 9.2 with a Ge (111) substrate. The diffracted intensity is plotted as a function
of both temperature (X-axis) and 2θ angle (Y-axis), on a gray scale with darker col-
ors corresponding to higher intensities. Regions with high intensity indicate that
at a certain temperature, a certain plane is in diffraction condition. These regions
have been identified, and the best matching plane for any of the cobalt-germanide
phases is indicated. This allows the temperature range to be divided in regions
where different phases occur.
On Ge (100), four regions can be distinguished. At low temperatures (100-340◦C),
the as-deposited Co layer is visible, although with very low intensity, since the
crystallinity of the layer will be low, due to the sputter deposition process at room
temperature. Around 340◦C, CoGe starts to form, making up the second region,
which is transformed to Co5Ge7 in a narrow temperature range of 440-450◦C. This
Co5Ge7 phase appears to be stable in the range of 450-650◦C (third region), and
is finally converted to CoGe2 (fourth region), which only disappears at 820 ◦C, its
melting temperature.
On Ge (111), diffracted intensity is only visible in the temperature range of 680◦C
to 820◦C, indicating the occurrence of CoGe2. Below 680◦C, no information is
available from the in-situ XRD measurements.
Comparing the data on both substrates, one can conclude that there are two striking
differences between the reaction of Co with Ge (100) on the one hand, and Ge
(111) on the other. Firstly, the formation temperature of the CoGe2 phase depends
on the substrate orientation: on Ge (100), it forms at 650◦C, while on Ge (111),
the CoGe2 XRD peaks only show up at 680◦C. Secondly, the sequence of XRD
peaks is dependent on the substrate orientation: on Ge(100), the XRD peaks allow
the phase sequence to be identified as the previously reported [42] sequence of
CoGe, Co5Ge7 and finally CoGe2, while on Ge(111), prior to the formation of the
CoGe2 phase, almost no XRD peaks are visible, indicating that only amorphous or
epitaxial crystalline phases precede the growth of CoGe2 on Ge(111). From these
results, it is clear that the phase formation sequence/temperature and the texture of
the phases depend on the substrate orientation.
9.2.2 θ-2θ XRD scans
High resolution ex-situ θ − 2θ scans were carried out on the quenches, both in
the temperature window where the in-situ measurement indicated that CoGe2 had
formed (725◦C), and at a temperature (600◦C) before the formation of CoGe2.
Figure 9.3 shows the θ-2θ XRD spectra of the samples quenched at 600◦C. The
peak positions indicate that the films consist of the Co5Ge7 phase, however, the
number of visible XRD peaks and their relative intensity differ from the powder
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Figure 9.1: Diffracted X-ray intensity during in-situ XRD of 30 nm Co on Ge(100) during
annealing at 3◦C/s.
Figure 9.2: Diffracted X-ray intensity during in-situ XRD of 30 nm Co on Ge(111) during
annealing at 3◦C/s.
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Figure 9.3: θ-2θ X-ray diffraction data recorded on the samples annealed to 600◦C, on Ge
(100) (top), and Ge (111) (bottom). The peaks can be attributed to Co5Ge7.
diffraction spectrum. The {222} diffraction peak has the largest structure factor, 3
times higher than any other. This clearly does not show in the measured spectrum,
where other peaks have much higher intensity, and especially on the Ge(111) sub-
strate, the high intensity of the {402} peak, which has a structure factor of only
1% of the {222} peak, indicates that the grains making up the film have a strong
preferential orientation.
Figure 9.4 displays the XRD spectra for the samples annealed to 725◦C. A variety
of peaks is visible, which allows the phase to be identified as CoGe2. On Ge (111),
the XRD spectrum closely resembles that of a CoGe2 powder, while on Ge (100),
three peaks (i.e. {002}, {004}+{113} and {204}) have a high intensity, indicating
some degree of preferential orientation.
9.2.3 XRD pole figures
Pole figures were recorded on the quenches to investigate the texture of the films.
Since the pole figures describe the orientation of grains in the film with respect to
the single crystal substrate, the pole figures are meaningless without a description
of the reference frame, in this case the orientation of the Ge wafer: for pole figures
recorded on (111) substrates, the samples were positioned so that the Ge poles are
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Figure 9.4: θ-2θ X-ray diffraction data recorded on the samples annealed to 725◦C, on Ge
(100) (top), and Ge (111) (bottom). The peaks can be attributed to CoGe2.
at the χ, φ locations shown in figure 9.5a. For those with a (100) oriented substrate,
their positions are shown in figure 9.5b.
On each of the samples, the analysis of the pole figures allowed for the identifi-
cation of a series of texture components (epitaxy and axiotaxy). A summary is
provided in table 9.1. The axiotaxy texture components are characterized as a
matching of a plane of the film material, with a plane of the Ge substrate. The
epitaxial orientations are described by a pair of matching planes of the film and
the substrate. Simulations of these texture components are shown during the dis-
cussion of the pole figures, to allow for a comparison with the measurements. A
legend, indicating the symbols (for epitaxy and substrate poles) and colors (epi-
taxy, substrate poles, as well as axiotaxy) used in these simulations, can be found
in table 9.2.
9.2.3.1 Co on Ge (111)
Sample annealed to 600◦C
A first pole figure was recorded at 2θ = 30.74◦ (d-spacing of 2.906 A˚), corre-
sponding to the Co5Ge7 {002} plane. Since the {211} plane is diffracting at a
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Figure 9.5: Location of the substrate poles in the pole figures for (a) Ge (111) and (b) Ge
(100).
Epitaxial texture components
Texture component Symbol Color Figure(s)
Epitaxy A111 × red 9.6, 9.7
Epitaxy B100 + red
9.10, 9.11Epitaxy C100 ♦ black
Epitaxy D100  blue
Epitaxy E100 ◦ cyan
9.12, 9.13
Epitaxy F100  green
Epitaxy G100 + blue
Epitaxy H100 ♦ red
Epitaxy I100 4 black
Epitaxy J111  purple 9.8
Substrate
Texture component Symbol Color Figure(s)
Ge substrate ? yellow 9.13
Axiotaxial texture components
Texture component Color Figure(s)
Axiotaxy α yellow 9.10, 9.11Axiotaxy β green
Axiotaxy γ red
9.12, 9.13Axiotaxy δ black
Axiotaxy  yellow
Table 9.2: Colors and symbols used in the pole figure simulations of the different texture
components.
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Figure 9.6: a: pole figure recorded on the quench at 600 ◦C on Ge(111), at 2θ=30.74◦
with the Co5Ge7 {002} and {211} planes in diffraction. b: simulation of the poles from
the A111 epitaxy, overlaid on the measured data.
2θ value which is separated by only 0.4◦ from the value of the {002} plane, the
measured pole figure contains contributions from both {211} and {002} planes.
The result of this measurement is shown in figure 9.6a and reveals a number of
high intensity spots (ratio between the maximum and minimum diffracted X-ray
intensity is 10000), indicating a strongly epitaxial film.
A second pole figure was recorded at 2θ = 47.57◦ (d-spacing of 1.910 A˚), re-
sulting in the Co5Ge7 {400} plane being in diffraction. It is shown in figure 9.7a
and confirms that the texture of the film is very strong, as evidenced by the limited
number of spots on the pole figure, having a very high intensity. In this pole figure,
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Figure 9.7: a: pole figure recorded on the quench at 600 ◦C on Ge(111), at 2θ=47.57◦
with the Co5Ge7 {400} planes in diffraction. Contributions from the Co5Ge7 {222} and
Co5Ge7 {103} planes are showing up as well. b: simulation of the poles from the A111
epitaxy, overlaid on the measured data.
weak contributions from the {222} and {103} planes are picked up as well, even
though the 2θ value at which they diffract should be just outside the detector range.
It is likely that both the high intensity of the spots and the fact that stress in the
film can shift the 2θ values results in these poles being visible in the pole figure.
Combining the data from both pole figures, one epitaxial orientation could be iden-
tified, and is labeled as A111 (see table 9.1 for details). Due to the threefold sym-
metry of the Ge(111) substrate, three orientational variants of this epitaxy can
occur and are indeed observed. A simulation of the location of the epitaxial spots
in the pole figures was made, and is displayed in figures 9.6b and 9.7b, overlaid
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on the recorded pole figures. It shows that it can indeed account for all of the high
intensity spots. There remain some very weak features in the background, which
were not assignable to a specific texture component, but since the pole figures are
plotted on a logarithmic scale, and these features still have a very low intensity,
they represent only a tiny fraction of the texture.
In summary, one epitaxial Co5Ge7 orientation is formed after an anneal to 600◦C
of Co on Ge (111).
Sample annealed to 725◦C
Based on the θ-2θ spectrum for this sample (figure 9.4), which was discussed in a
previous section, one can expect the film to consist of randomly oriented CoGe2.
This should result in featureless pole figures.
A first pole figure, recorded at 2θ = 46.33◦ (d-spacings of 1.958 A˚) has the CoGe2
{204} planes in diffraction and is shown in figure 9.8a. It displays a series of
intense spots. While some of these spots originate from the Ge {220} poles of the
substrate, the others are caused by the film, which indicates the occurrence of an
epitaxial phase and seems to conflict with the θ-2θ results of nearly random CoGe2
texture.
The second pole figure (figure 9.9a), recorded at 2θ = 51.66◦ (d-spacings of 1.768
A˚), with the CoGe2 {311} planes in diffraction, shows no features, except for
the Ge {311} substrate poles which are indicated in figure 9.9b. This indicates a
largely random orientation of the CoGe2 phase on Ge (111).
Comparing the data from both pole figures and the θ-2θ scan, there seems to be
a discrepancy between the first pole figure, which suggests epitaxy, and the sec-
ond pole figure and the θ-2θ results, both indicating random CoGe2. However,
an analysis of the locations of the spots on the first pole figure, which translate
into angles between planes of the lattice of the film material, showed that these
spots are incompatible with the CoGe2 lattice and must be produced by a different
phase. Taking into account the strong epitaxy of the preceding A111 Co5Ge7 epi-
taxy which was identified at 600◦C, and the fact that the {222} Co5Ge7 plane has
a d-spacing of 1.979 A˚, which is very close to the 1.958 A˚ of the CoGe2 {204}
plane for which the first pole figure is recorded, one can conclude that the spots in
this pole figure can only be caused by some remaining epitaxial Co5Ge7 with the
A111 orientation. This was confirmed by carrying out a simulation of the Co5Ge7
{222} poles for epitaxy A111 and comparing this with the position of the spots in
the pole figure. It is also consistent with the fact that in the second pole figure
(with CoGe2 {311} in diffraction) no Co5Ge7 spots are observed: due to the fact
that the only Co5Ge7 plane with similar d-spacing to CoGe2 {311} is the Co5Ge7
{411} plane, which has a very low structure factor, so no traces of the remaining
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Figure 9.8: a: pole figure recorded on the quench at 725 ◦C on Ge(111), at 2θ=46.33◦
with the CoGe2 {204} plane in diffraction. b: simulation of the poles from the J111 epitaxy
(CoGe2), the A111 epitaxy (Co5Ge7), and the Ge {220} substrate poles, overlaid on the
measured data.
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Figure 9.9: a: pole figure recorded on the quench at 725 ◦C on Ge(111), at 2θ=51.66◦
with the CoGe2 {311} plane in diffraction. b: simulation of Ge {311} substrate poles on
top of the measured data.
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epitaxial Co5Ge7 grains are visible.
There remains one spot in the center of the first pole figure (figure 9.8a) which a
combination of epitaxial Co5Ge7 and Ge {220} poles cannot explain. It originates
from a small amount of epitaxial CoGe2 grains (epitaxy J111). This epitaxy results
in the grains having a CoGe2 {204} plane parallel to the Ge {111} interface. Even
though this epitaxy is very weak, the CoGe2 {204} spot in the center of the pole
figure is still observed because all of the orientational variants of J111 have this
plane parallel to the substrate and will contribute to the intensity of this single spot.
The weak J111 epitaxy is not visible in the second pole figure (figure 9.9a), due to
the fact that the {311} poles of its variants do not coincide, no longer resulting
in one spot with combined intensity, but in multiple spots all over the pole figure,
each with such a low intensity that they are lost in the background.
In figure 9.8b, a simulation of the Co5Ge7 {222} poles for epitaxy A111, combined
with the Ge {220} substrate poles and CoGe2 {204} poles for the weak epitaxy
J111 is shown. It produces a good agreement with the recorded pole figure of
figure 9.8a. Figure 9.9b shows the simulation for the second pole figure, which
only contains the Ge {311} poles.
In summary, the reaction of Co on Ge(111) results in two phases at 725◦C: CoGe2
has grown on Ge (111) with a largely random texture and a fraction of the epitaxial
Co5Ge7 that was found at 600◦C, is still present. The phase formation during the
reaction of Co with Ge (111) is thus not purely sequential, but Co5Ge7 and CoGe2
are found to coexist in a temperature window of at least 45◦C, as the in-situ XRD
results (figure 9.2) show that on Ge (111), CoGe2 starts forming at 680◦C, but
epitaxial Co5Ge7 is found up to a temperature of at least 725◦C, the temperature
of the quench the pole figures were collected on.
9.2.3.2 Co on Ge (100)
Sample annealed to 600◦C
The recorded pole figures are shown in figure 9.10a (for 2θ = 30.74◦ (d-spacing
of 2.906 A˚), corresponding to the Co5Ge7 {002} and {211} planes) and 9.11a
(2θ = 47.57◦ (d-spacing of 1.910 A˚), corresponding to Co5Ge7 {400}). They are
complex, consisting of a large number of small spots, larger line shaped features
and some broad regions of increased diffracted intensity. The texture was identified
as a mixture of three different epitaxial orientations (B100, C100 and D100), in
addition to two axiotaxy components (α and β). The crystallographic definitions
of these texture components are given in table 9.1. The orientational variants,
caused by the symmetry elements (four-fold [001] rotation axis, and two mirror
planes) of the substrate are observed as well.
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Figure 9.10: a: pole figure recorded on the quench at 600 ◦C on Ge(100), at 2θ=30.74◦
with the Co5Ge7 {002} and {211} planes in diffraction. b: simulation of the poles from
the epitaxial orientations B100, C100 and D100. c: simulation of the axiotaxy texture
components α and β. d: simulations overlaid on the measured data.
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Figure 9.11: a: pole figure recorded on the quench at 600 ◦C on Ge(100), at 2θ=47.57◦
with the Co5Ge7 {400} planes in diffraction. b: simulation of the poles from the epitaxial
orientations B100, C100 and D100. c: simulation of the axiotaxy texture components α and
β. d: simulations overlaid on the measured data.
For the first pole figure, a simulation of the 3 epitaxial relationships is shown in
figure 9.10b for the {002} and {211} poles. Figure 9.10c shows the location of
the simulated axiotaxy patterns, but only for the {002} poles. Due to their limited
intensity (the total diffracted intensity of an axiotaxy texture component is spread
out along a line, while in the case of epitaxy, it is concentrated in a single point),
the {211} contributions hardly show up in the pole figure. In figure 9.10d, all of
the simulated texture components are superimposed on the measured pole figure,
showing that they can indeed account for all of the observed features.
For the second pole figure (figure 9.11a), which was recorded at the 2θ value cor-
responding to the Co5Ge7 {400} poles, a first simulation of the identified epitaxial
texture components for the {400} poles was carried out and it was found that
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this could account for most of the observed spots. However some spots remained
unexplained and were found to originate from {103} poles of epitaxy B100. A sim-
ulation combining the {400} poles for epitaxy B100, C100 and D100 and the {103}
poles for epitaxy B100 is shown in figure 9.11b, and does indeed correspond to all
of the spots in the recorded pole figure.
While this fit agrees with the measured pole figure, it is rather surprising to detect
the {103} poles for epitaxy B100: according to the Co5Ge7 powder-diffraction
spectrum, the {103} plane should diffract at a 2θ angle about 1◦ higher than the
{400} plane, which should put it out of the 2θ range of the detector. A compressive
stress in the film could change the d-spacing of the {103} planes, shifting the 2θ
angle back within the detector range. This idea is supported by the fact that the
{103} poles are only observed for epitaxy B100, and not for C100 or D100. Since
the {103} planes in epitaxy B100 make an angle of 82◦ with the interface plane,
which is much higher than for epitaxy C100 (62◦) or D100 (17◦), a compressive
stress in the film will influence the d-spacing of the {103} plane in epitaxy B100
the most.
In figure 9.11c, a simulation of the axiotaxy lines for the {400} poles is provided,
which explains the lines in the measured data. Both the epitaxy and axiotaxy
simulations are overlaid on the measured data in figure 9.11d, showing an excellent
agreement.
In summary, the reaction of Co with Ge (100) at 600◦C results in the formation of
Co5Ge7 with a complex texture consisting of 3 different epitaxial orientations and
2 axiotaxy components.
Samples annealed to 725◦C
On the samples annealed to 725◦C, two pole figures were collected. A first one is
shown in figure 9.12a and was recorded at 2θ = 46.33◦, (d-spacings of 1.958 A˚)
resulting in the CoGe2 {204} planes being in diffraction condition. The second
one is shown in figure 9.13a, and was recorded at 2θ = 51.66◦ (d-spacings of
1.768 A˚), with the CoGe2 {311} planes diffracting.
In both pole figures, features are clearly visible, which confirms the non-random
texture. The analysis of the spot locations allowed the identification of 5 preferen-
tial orientations of CoGe2 grains (E100, F100, G100, H100 and I100). In addition to
this, 3 CoGe2 axiotaxy texture components were found (γ, δ and ), 2 of which (δ
and ) have a very low intensity. Simulations of the epitaxial texture components
are shown in figure 9.12b (for the first pole figure, CoGe2 {204}) and 9.13b (for
the second pole figure, CoGe2 {311}, which also contains some contributions from
the substrate, as the Ge {311} poles are visible as well). Figures 9.12c and 9.13c
show the axiotaxy simulations, while figure 9.12d and 9.13d provide an overlay
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Figure 9.12: a: pole figure recorded on the quench at 725 ◦C on Ge(100), at 2θ=46.33◦
with the CoGe2 {204} plane in diffraction. b: simulation of poles from the epitaxial
orientations E100, F100, G100, H100 and I100. c: simulation of the axiotaxy texture
components γ, δ, . d: simulations overlaid on the measured data.
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Figure 9.13: a: pole figure recorded on the quench at 725 ◦C on Ge(100), at 2θ=51.66◦
with the CoGe2 {311} plane in diffraction. b: simulation of poles from the epitaxial
orientations E100, F100, G100, H100 and I100. c: simulation of the axiotaxy texture
components γ, δ, . d: simulations overlaid on the measured data.
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Figure 9.14: EBSD maps recorded on the films annealed to 600◦C, both on (a) Ge (111)
and on (b) Ge (100). On Ge (100), small grain with a variety of orientations are observed,
whereas on Ge (111), an epitaxial background of Co5Ge7 is observed, containing isolated,
differently orientated grains.
of the simulations on top of the measured data, showing a good match between
simulation and measurement.
In summary, the reaction of Co with Ge (100) results in the formation of texture
CoGe2 at 725◦C. This texture can be described as a combination of 5 epitaxial
orientations and 3 axiotaxy texture components.
9.2.4 EBSD
EBSD measurements were carried out to determine grain size. They also provided
information on the orientation of the grains, corroborating the XRD pole figure
data.
Figure 9.14 shows EBSD maps recorded on the samples annealed to 600◦C. After
a preliminary scan to get an estimate of the grain size, an appropriate measurement
grid was chosen for the film on Ge (100) (figure 9.14a, step size of 50 nm) and on
Ge (111) (figure 9.14b, step size of 150 nm). The color code in these maps is euler
coloring, showing different orientations of the grains, as different colors.
On Ge (100), a typical poly-crystalline thin film is visible, with an average grain
size of 250 nm. The contrast with the microstructure of the same material on Ge
(111) is big: figure 9.14b, which is shown on a much larger scale, shows a small
number of large grains embedded in a background consisting of three different
colors. Manual inspection of the EBSD patterns showed that this three-colored
background is both caused by the different orientational variants, as well as due
to the indexing software, which has difficulties to distinguish between the EBSD
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Figure 9.15: EBSD maps recorded on the films annealed to 725◦C, both on (a) Ge (111)
and on (b) Ge (100). A large difference in grain size is visible.
patterns of these variants, since their patterns are similar and the pattern quality
was found to be rather poor. Manual inspection of the patterns showed that the
epitaxial grains are at least 5 µm in size. The average grain size of Co5Ge7 on
Ge(111) is therefore at least a factor 20 higher than on Ge(100), leading to a much
lower density of grain boundaries in the Co5Ge7 on Ge (111) film, compared to
Ge (100) substrates.
The samples annealed to 725◦C were also investigated using EBSD. On Ge (111),
they revealed huge grains of CoGe2 (figure 9.15a) with an almost completely ran-
dom orientation. On Ge (100), much smaller grains were found (figure 9.15b).
This difference in grain size suggests that the conversion of Co5Ge7 to CoGe2 is
nucleation controlled: as the density of grain boundaries is much smaller in the
Co5Ge7 film on Ge (111), less nucleation centers are available, leading to larger
grains on Ge (111) since the nuclei can grow larger before encountering a compet-
ing CoGe2 grain.
9.3 Discussion
The identified texture components were compared with literature on the oriented
growth of cobalt germanides, both on Ge (100) and Ge (111) substrates.
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9.3.1 Texture formation on Ge (100)
On Ge (100), Sun et al. [59] used transmission electron microcopy (TEM) to
report on the epitaxial growth of Co5Ge7 in very thin films, with an orientation of
Co5Ge7 < 110 > (001)//Ge < 010 > (001). No grains with the exact same
orientation could be found in the sample investigated here, but the grains belonging
to epitaxy D100 (table 9.1) have a misorientation of just 3◦ (rotation about the
Ge(100) plane normal) to the reported orientation. This 3◦ misorientation is likely
the result of the increased thickness of the films compared to those of Sun et al..
As indicated in [59], the proposed epitaxy would require a large amount of strain,
especially in thicker films, as the difference in d-spacing between the Ge (200)
plane and that of the matching Co5Ge7 (110) plane is about 4.5%. The introduction
of misfit dislocations to accommodate this mismatch has been shown to result in a
tilting (typically of a few degrees) of the epitaxial grains[89, 90].
They also pointed out that, using TEM, one cannot exclude the existence of grains
with a Co5Ge7 < 100 > (110)//Ge < 100 > (001) orientation, which corre-
sponds to the orientation that was labeled as epitaxy B100. From the pole figures
it is clear that this epitaxy does occur, and in a significant number of grains, as the
diffracted intensity in the spots caused by epitaxy B100 and D100 is roughly equal.
Epitaxy C100 was not reported in [59].
Concerning the texture of CoGe2 on Ge (100), no information is available in liter-
ature.
9.3.2 Texture formation on Ge (111)
On Ge (111), the partial epitaxial growth of Co5Ge7 was reported [91], with a
Co5Ge7 [011] // Ge [111] and Co5Ge7 (200) // Ge (22¯0) orientation. This was
found to correspond to epitaxy A111. In the same work, two epitaxial orientations
for CoGe2 were reported as well, none of which correspond to the J111 orientation
that was found both in the pole figures and the EBSD measurements. A simulation
of the location of the poles corresponding to the previously reported orientations,
indicated that these orientations do not occur in a significant amount in the films
under investigation.
9.3.3 CoGe2 formation temperature
A dependence of the formation temperature of CoGe2 on the Ge substrate prop-
erties was reported in [92], where it was shown that the degree of substrate crys-
tallinity influences the formation temperature of the germanide phases. In contrast,
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in the current experiments, both samples have a single crystal substrate, so a dif-
ferent reason for the change in CoGe2-formation temperature must exist.
As the Co5Ge7 grains grow almost completely epitaxially on Ge (111), the re-
sulting film is stabilized, since the lower interface energy of the epitaxial grains
(compared to randomly oriented grains), leads to a lower driving force for the con-
version to CoGe2. This change in the energy balance of the system will shift the
formation of CoGe2 to higher temperatures.
9.3.4 Sequential vs. simultaneous phase occurrence
The change from the sequential occurrence of Co5Ge7 and CoGe2 on Ge (100), to
the simultaneous existence of both phases on Ge (111), can also be explained by
the microstructure of the Co5Ge7 phase. On Ge (100), the EBSD measurements
revealed a typical microstructure for a polycrystalline film: small grains, leading
to a high density of grain boundaries, and triple and quadruple points, ideal places
for nucleation. In contrast, only large, isolated, grains in an epitaxial background
are observed for the Co5Ge7 film on Ge (111). Since the rate of heterogeneous
nucleation is heavily dependent on the amount and type of nucleation sites, it will
be much lower on Ge (111). On Ge (100), all of the Co5Ge7 will be converted
to CoGe2 in a small time, and thus a small temperature window, leading to the
observed sequential occurrence. On Ge (111), the nucleation rate is much lower,
spreading the conversion to CoGe2 over a much larger time (equivalent to a large
temperature range for a ramp anneal) resulting in the observation of simultaneous
occurrence.
9.4 Conclusions
A detailed analysis of the phase formation and texture of Co5Ge7 and CoGe2, on
Ge (100) and Ge (111) was carried out. Co5Ge7 was found to grow epitaxially
on Ge (111), while on Ge (100), axiotaxy and a combination of 3 epitaxial ori-
entations is observed. A large difference in grain size was observed, and these
difference in microstructure were found to influence both the formation temper-
ature and the grain size of the CoGe2 phase: on Ge (100), all of the Co5Ge7 is
converted to CoGe2 at 650◦C, which grows as a combination of epitaxy, axio-
taxy, and randomly oriented grains. In contrast, on Ge (111) the microstructure of
Co5Ge7 shifts the formation of randomly oriented CoGe2 to higher temperatures,
leading to the coexisting of both phases.

Part III
Impact of texture on
technological properties

10
Thermal stability of NiSi and its
relation to texture
The adoption of NiSi as the contacting material of choice, has enabled the contin-
ued downscaling, due to its ease of formation in narrow lines and limited silicon
consumption. However the thermal stability of NiSi is problematic. In contrast to
CoSi2 and TiSi2, the NiSi phase is not the end-phase of the metal-silicon reaction
when there is a surplus of silicon (NiSi2 is), which leads to the thermodynamical
instability of NiSi, as in contact with the silicon substrate it can be converted to
the higher resistive NiSi2 phase, resulting in poor device performance. Secondly,
thin NiSi films are morphologically unstable: they exhibit the problem of agglom-
eration, which is the tendency of thin films to break up into islands.
In this chapter, the thermal stability of NiSi will be investigated. A short overview
of the literature regarding NiSi agglomeration is presented, and the main models
regarding thin film agglomeration will be briefly discussed. Next, an investigation
of the relation between texture and agglomeration for the case of NiSi on Si(100)
is carried out.
The results discussed in this chapter have been published in:
De Keyser K., Detavernier C., Van Meirhaeghe R.L., Jordan-Sweet J., Lavoie C.,
The texture of thin NiSi films and its effect on agglomeration, Ceramic Transac-
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tions, Volume 201, p. 3-10 (2008)
10.1 Agglomeration of NiSi
The agglomeration of NiSi on Si(100) leads to a huge increase in the resistivity of
the contact, as the uniform, low-resistive contact is replaced by small islands of low
resistivity (NiSi) embedded in a background of high resistive silicon. Figure 10.1
demonstrates this, by showing the sheet resistance of the NiSi contact as a function
of annealing temperature. One can notice that it dramatically increases when an-
nealing temperatures above 550◦C are used. Top-view SEM images (figure 10.2)
show the morphological evolution of the NiSi film: breakup and formation of NiSi
islands (light) on the silicon background (dark) is clearly visible.
Figure 10.1: In-situ sheet resistance of thin Ni layers on SOI substrates, for 3 different
layer thicknesses. Low resistive NiSi is formed around 380◦C, but the resistance increases
again when annealing to 550◦C or higher.
It has been shown that depending on the thickness of the NiSi contact, either the
thermodynamic or morphological instability presents the major problem. When
the initial nickel layer thickness is less than 15 nm, which is the case for the most
recent CMOS processes, it was shown [39] that the agglomeration of the layer oc-
curs before the conversion to NiSi2 has started, making methods of improving the
morphological stability of NiSi crucial for the fabrication of reliable devices. The
most common way to reach this goal is by alloying the nickel film with additional
elements. In particular, the addition of Pt to the nickel layer results in both an
increased thermodynamical stability [40] of the resulting NiSi contact (by shifting
the nucleation of NiSi2 to higher temperatures, as the solubility of Pt in this phase
is very low), as well as increasing the morphological stability [93].
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Figure 10.2: Top-view SEM images recorded on the 10 nm nickel film which has been
annealed to either 600, 700 or 800 ◦C at 3◦C/s. While the film annealed to 600 ◦C is
continuous, the NiSi film has broken up due to agglomeration at 700 ◦C and is converted
to isolated islands at 800 ◦C.
10.2 Atypical agglomeration of NiSi on Si (100)
While the usage of alloying elements in the nickel layer has sufficiently extended
the morphological stability of NiSi to make it usable in CMOS technology, the
fundamental understanding of the agglomeration mechanisms and how the alloy-
ing elements counteract these, is still fairly limited.
In general, agglomeration is described as a grain boundary grooving process, origi-
nating from the trade-off between the different free energy contributions in a multi-
grained film: there is the bulk free energy of the phase that exists within the grain,
the interface energy of the grain with the substrate, the surface energy of the grain,
and the grain boundary energy where one grain meets another. If the grain bound-
ary energy (per unit of area) is significantly higher that the interface or surface
energy, transport of atoms from the grain boundary to the interface or surface will
lower the total free energy and result in the grooving of the particular grain bound-
ary (see figure 10.3). Agglomeration is thus caused by material transport, i.e.
diffusion, which in itself is driven by the difference in energy between the grain
boundary and the interface or surface. Based on this conclusion, it is clear that
preventing material transport in the grain boundaries, or lowering the difference
in energy between interface/surface and grain boundary will lead to an increased
morphological stability.
In addition, if one considers a heavily agglomerated film, consisting of isolated
grains, the smallest interface area for a given grain volume will be obtained when
the shape of the interface is spherical. This means that once the grain grooving has
resulted in the elimination of the grain boundary, the resulting isolated grain will
obtain a spherical interface with the substrate.
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Nolan et al [94] applied and extended this model to the case of polycrystalline thin
films, and argued that because the curvature of the boundary of a small isolated
grain will be larger than that of a larger grain, the grain size will also have its
influence on agglomeration, with smaller, thicker grains being more stable. One
problem with this model is that is essentially an equilibrium model: the shape of
the interface is calculated by considering the equilibrium groove angle. The way
and speed this equilibrium is reached is not considered, even though many thin
films are in a non-equilibrium state, e.g. by quenching. This is certainly true for
thin NiSi films on silicon substrates.
Figure 10.3: Origin of grain boundary grooving from a difference in free energy between
surface, interface and grain boundary. Mass transport is driven by this difference,
resulting in the grooving.
If one looks at a cross-section TEM image of the agglomeration of a NiSi film
(figure 10.4), this indeed seems to confirm the grain boundary grooving: curved,
isolated grains are visible which are consistent with the case where the interface
energy is lower than the grain boundary energy.
When studying the agglomeration of NiSi, one observes an important dependence
of the agglomeration on the orientation or type of the substrate, which is shown in
figure 10.5, where the ex-situ sheet resistance of a 10 nm nickel film on poly-Si, Si
(100), Si (111) and Si (110), is plotted as a function of the annealing temperature
of the sample. A striking observation is that NiSi films of identical thickness will
agglomerate at a lower temperature on Si (100) than on polycrystalline silicon.
The possible impact on devices is illustrated in figure 10.6, where a test pattern
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Figure 10.4: TEM cross section of the evolution in grain morphology for a NiSi film on a
SOI substrate. A 10 nm Ni layer was heated for 80 s to 450, 500 and 550◦C (taken from
[39]). The agglomeration and curvature of the NiSi grains at 550 ◦ C indicates mass
transport from the grain boundaries to the interface.
of NiSi lines for source/drain contacting on Si (100) and for gate contacting on
poly-Si have been formed and exposed to a post-silicidation anneal. The contacts
on single crystal Si (100) exhibit severe agglomeration, while those on poly-Si are
still intact. This is unlike TiSi2 or CoSi2, where a single crystal substrate typically
provides a more stable substrate as no grain growth or moving of grain boundaries
can occur in the substrate.
Because the grain boundary grooving is driven by the interface energy, one can ar-
gue that the difference between the poly-Si and Si (100) substrates must be caused
be a lower interface energy of NiSi on Si(100) when compared to poly-Si, which
in the case of Si (100) results in a larger driving force for material transport from
the grain boundary to the interface. If one extends this reasoning to epitaxial films,
which have a very low interface energy due to the good atomic matching at the
interface, this would however mean that epitaxial films should be the most prone
to agglomeration. While this is also a result obtained from the Nolan model, this
is not observed in experiments, as epitaxial films are typically much more stable.
The cause of this discrepancy lies in the fact that the grain boundary grooving
model implicitly assumes that there is no influence of the interface shape on the
interface energy, which is clearly not the case for epitaxial films where specific
planes of the substrate and film match: any material transport from the grain
boundary to the epitaxial interface results in the local disturbance of this matching
and the generation of a high energy interface. Grain boundary grooving can there-
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Figure 10.5: Sheet resistance measured on NiSi films obtained after rapid thermal
annealing of 10 nm nickel films to different temperatures, deposited on different silicon
substrates. The increase in resistivity is caused by agglomeration of the film, and this
behavior is significantly dependent on the substrate orientation.
Figure 10.6: Top-view SEM picture of NiSi on SOI and on poly-Si, showing the difference
in thermal stability. (from [39])
fore not occur. A similar argument can be made for a fiber texture, which is defined
by a specific crystal plane that is aligned with the interface or surface. Therefore,
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interface or surface curvature would also influence the interface or surface energy.
On the other hand, if the film is not epitaxial or fiber textured, but exhibits the
axiotaxy texture, this problem does not exist: as axiotaxy is a matching across the
interface which is not influenced by the shape of the interface, the change of the
interface shape will in this case leave the interface energy value unchanged, as is
shown in figure 10.7. This is consistent with the observed axiotaxy in NiSi on
Si (100) and might be the reason for an extremely fast agglomeration when axio-
taxy is present. In the case of a random texture, one can assume that the interface
shape will also have little influence on the interface energy, and the grain boundary
grooving model applies. However, due to the higher interface energy of a random
interface compared to axiotaxy, agglomeration will occur more slowly when a ran-
dom texture is observed than in the case of axiotaxy. This is consistent with the
observed texture of NiSi on Si(100) (strong axiotaxy, poor stability), poly-Si (ran-
dom texture, medium stability) [71] and Si(111) (strong epitaxy + weak axiotaxy,
good stability) and the reported sheet resistance during annealing in figure 10.5.
For NiSi on Si(110), the quantitative information on the texture provide in [71] is
too limited to verify if it completely fits the model, however, the texture can be
described as a combination of relatively weak axiotaxy, fiber and epitaxy, which
would put it between NiSi on Si(100) and Si(111) in terms of thermal stability.
Figure 10.7: Example of grain morphology and interface matching for NiSi on Si (100). If
axiotaxy is present, the interface structure is not influenced by the shape of the interface.
The effect of alloying elements on the agglomeration can be looked at from dif-
ferent perspectives: alloying elements might change the interface energy values,
therefore changing the driving forces for agglomeration. This can either happen
through a chemical effect, where the alloy element actively participates in the in-
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terface formation between film and substrate, but might also be a crystallographic
effect, where the periodic interface is destroyed or reinforced by the shrinking
or extending of the crystal lattice of the film. In literature, the concept of grain
boundary pinning is often used [95], where a mechanistic origin is given to the
prevention of the agglomeration, as the slowly diffusing alloying atoms become
concentrated in the grain boundaries and prevent further grain boundary diffusion.
Here, the alloying element does not change the driving force for agglomeration,
but slows it down by limiting grain boundary diffusion. This view however does
not take the anisotropy of the interface energy into account. Considering only the
diffusion speed as being the determining factor in agglomeration cannot explain
the difference in agglomeration of NiSi on poly-Si vs. Si (100).
In summary, one obtains the following model for the agglomeration of NiSi on
Si(100): as the film is heated, material transport occurs from the grain boundaries
to the interface of the grain with the substrate, driven by the difference in free
energy between the grain boundary and the interface. This process can only occur
when the interface energy is relatively independent of the interface shape, and the
transport will preferentially move towards the interface of the lowest free energy.
This results in mass transport from grains with a random orientation (i.e. a high
interface energy) towards the axiotaxy grains, which have a lower interface energy
and obtain a curved interface with the Si (100) substrate.
Of course, this model is only valid in so far that it agrees with the experimental
results. To investigate this, the texture evolution was studied, both during agglom-
eration, as well as during extended annealing of thicker films, where grain growth
of grains with a low interface energy could occur. If the model is correct, one
should see an increase in the volume of the grains that have the axiotaxy texture.
10.3 Experimental details
Ni films with a thickness of 10 and 30 nm were sputter deposited on HF cleaned Si
(100) substrates, resulting in 20 and 60 nm NiSi films after annealing. The films
consisting of 30 nm Ni received a 2nm Si cap.
In case of the 10 nm Ni samples, the goal is to investigate texture evolution during
agglomeration. For this, the samples were ramp annealed at 3◦C/s to either 500,
650, 700, 800 and 840◦C, resulting in the formation of NiSi, after which the {112}
pole figure was recorded at the X20A beam line using a point detector (Schulz
method). EBSD measurements could not be completed successfully due to the
small grain size.
For the 30 nm Ni samples, grain growth was investigated during prolonged an-
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nealings at a temperature below the typical formation temperature of NiSi2. This
should indicate whether there is preferential grain growth in the NiSi films. Both
XRD pole figures using a point detector (Schulz method) and EBSD measurements
in an FEI Quanta 200F FEGSEM were performed.
10.4 Texture evolution of 20nm NiSi films during ag-
glomeration
Figure 10.8: NiSi {112} pole figures recorded on 20nm NiSi films after annealings at
different temperature, showing the texture evolution. A decrease in the uniform intensity of
the pole figure, caused by randomly oriented grains is observed, as well as an increase in
intensity of the axiotaxy lines and epitaxy spots, when the temperature is increased.
Figure 10.8 shows the evolution of the texture of the film in a {112} pole figure.
All pole figures are plotted on the same logarithmic scale. From left to right (=
increasing annealing temperature) one sees a clear evolution in the texture of the
film. At 700 ◦C, the intensity in certain regions of the pole figures has significantly
changed and the axiotaxy lines have increased in intensity. Further heating to 840
◦C results in an increase of intensity in the epitaxial spots and a lower background
signal. Since a {hkl} type of axiotaxy reduces to a spot in an {hkl} pole figure,
the number of XRD counts in this spot is proportional to the volume of the grains
having the axiotaxial orientation. One can therefore use the X-ray intensity in this
spot to get an estimate of the importance of a specific axiotaxy texture component.
However, for the {202}, {211} and {112} axiotaxy, the d-spacing of the NiSi
planes is close to the one of the Si {220} plane, making it impossible to isolate the
XRD signal of NiSi from the Si {220} signal, since they both result in spots at the
same location in the pole figure. For NiSi {103}, this problem does not occur, and
figure 10.9 shows the X-ray intensity, corrected for background, generated by the
{103} axiotaxy as a function of annealing temperature. On the same figure, the
sheet resistance (at room temperature) of the resulting NiSi layer is plotted.
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Figure 10.9: X-ray counts produced by the {103} NiSi axiotaxy in 20nm NiSi films
annealed to different temperatures. This is correlated to the sheet resistance of the films,
showing a clear correspondence between the increase in axiotaxy and the increase in sheet
resistance due to agglomeration.
One can observe that the X-ray intensity stays constant up to 650◦C, after which
a sharp increase is visible. If one compares this to the resistance measurements,
this can be correlated to the sharp increase in sheet resistance of the NiSi film as it
starts to agglomerate.
Due to the experimental problems discussed above, no such quantitative data is
available for the {202}, {211} or {112} axiotaxy components, but in the pole
figures in figure 10.8, the qualitative trend of the increasing volume fractions of
axiotaxy during agglomeration can be observed as well, indicating a correlation
between axiotaxy and agglomeration.
10.5 Texture evolution of 60nm NiSi films during grain
growth
Due to their increased thickness, agglomeration will occur much slower in a 60
nm NiSi film when compared to the 20 nm NiSi film. In fact, the layer will most
likely convert to NiSi2 before agglomerating, when heating to the higher tempera-
tures (> 700◦C) at which agglomeration occurs more rapidly. However, the initial
stages of grain boundary grooving and grain growth of the grains with low inter-
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Axiotaxy 550◦C, 0h dwell time 550◦C, 72h dwell time
{211} 9 11
{202} 10 12
{103} 3.5 5.5
{112} 1.5 1.5
Total axiotaxy 24 30
Table 10.1: Volume fractions of the axiotaxy texture components in % (with a maximum
disorientation of 2◦)
face energy can still occur below this temperature. To study this, a sample was first
annealed to 550 ◦C to allow for NiSi formation. Part of the sample was then kept at
550◦C for 72 hours to induce grain growth. On the samples, EBSD measurements
were carried out by collecting 200000 data points, in both cases using identical
settings for measurement and analysis parameters. Even though the resulting NiSi
is thicker than in the previous section, the grain size is still in the range of 100-200
nm, making it impossible to collect reliable statistics on the grain size distribution
(i.e. to follow its evolution during grain growth and possibly observe the typi-
cal bimodal size distribution associated with abnormal grain growth), since many
individual measurement points would need to be collected in one single grain. In-
stead, the 200000 data points were collected using a step size of 250 nm between
consecutive points, resulting in the sampling of 200000 different grains and excel-
lent statistics of the volume fractions of the texture components. From this data,
the volume fractions for each of the axiotaxy texture components were calculated
and are shown in table 10.1. One can observe an increase in the volume fractions
belonging to axiotaxy texture components during the 72h hour anneal. In total, the
amount of axiotaxial grains has increased from 24% to 30%. One should notice
that the values for the volume fractions of axiotaxy grains are lower than in the
case discussed in chapter 7, table 7.1, which is likely caused by the use of a 2 nm
Si cap in the samples investigated in this chapter, to prevent oxidation during the
72h anneal. The amorphous silicon on top of the nickel layer may promote the
formation of nickel-silicides with a random texture. Since the interest here is in
the texture evolution, these differences are of less importance.
XRD pole figures were recorded as well (figure 10.10). Plotted on the same scale,
the increase of the axiotaxial and epitaxial components after a 72h anneal is clearly
visible.
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Figure 10.10: NiSi {112} pole figures recorded on 60nm NiSi films after annealings at
550◦C, and kept at this temperature for 0 or 72 hours. The intensity in the axiotaxy lines
and the epitaxial spots has increased.
10.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the agglomeration of NiSi was discussed and it was related to
the grain boundary grooving model. It was pointed out that the dependence of
the agglomeration on the substrate type and orientation is atypical and is likely
related to the microstructure of the NiSi film. It was proposed that there exists a
relation between axiotaxy and the speed of agglomeration, due to the fact that the
axiotaxy interface structure is independent of the shape of the interface. This was
corroborated by both the XRD and EBSD results on NiSi films, where an increase
in the volume fraction of axiotaxy grains was observed during agglomeration in
thin films and preferential growth of axiotaxy grains in thicker films.
11
θ-nickel-silicide and its influence on
NiSi thermal stability
In this chapter, the relationship between the initial composition, phase formation
and texture in thin films will be illustrated for the case of the Ni/Si system. The
formation of the NiSi phase from the reaction of a pure metal film with the silicon
substrate occurs through the formation of a series of intermediate phases, initially
rich in nickel and becoming more and more silicon rich. Each phase transition in
this sequence will occur through the driving force of the gain in free energy that can
be accomplished by moving to a more silicon rich phase, but limited by both the
nucleation of a new phase and/or the diffusion to reach the specific nickel/silicon
ratio. If one intervenes artificially in this nickel/silicon ratio, by premixing the
deposited nickel film with a certain fraction of silicon, one can expect to influence
the phase selection during the solid state reaction. As phase formation, diffusion
and texture can be closely related, this can have a profound impact on the formation
of the different silicides phases, their texture and properties.
Van Bockstael et al. [96] reported a systematic overview of the effect of mixing a
variable amount of silicon in the initial nickel layer on the initial phase selection.
In this chapter, the case where 40% of silicon is mixed in the nickel film and
where Si (100) and Si (111) substrates are used, will be investigated. The increase
in thermal stability of NiSi formed from these layers will be related to the change
in microstructure, and the effect of W and Pt on the phase sequence and texture in
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the Ni/Si(40%) system will be related to the effects on the pure Ni/Si(100) system.
The results discussed in this chapter have been published in:
De Keyser K., Van Bockstael C., Detavernier C., Van Meirhaeghe R.L., Jordan-
Sweet J., Lavoie C., Epitaxial formation of a metastable hexagonal nickel-silicide,
Electrochemical and Solid-State Letters 11(9), H266 (2008)
Van Bockstael C., De Keyser K., Van Meirhaeghe R.L., Detavernier C., Jordan-
Sweet J., Lavoie C., Influence of a transient hexagonal phase on the microstructure
and morphological stability of NiSi films, Applied Physics Letters, 94(3), 033504
(2009)
11.1 Experimental details
Nickel and silicon were co-sputtered on standard RCA cleaned and HF dipped Si
(100) and Si (111) wafers, at room temperature. The sputtering power and time for
the nickel deposition were chosen so that the thickness of the nickel layer would
correspond to 50 nm if no Si would have been co-sputtered. The sputtering power
for the silicon was then chosen to result in a layer containing 40 percent silicon.
The phase formation was monitored using in-situ XRD. Quenches were then made
at 420◦C, which were studied using Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS)
to determine the composition, X-ray pole figures (Schulz method) to study the
phase and texture, X-ray reflectivity to determine layer thickness and EBSD to
determine microstructure and carry out phase identification.
11.2 Phase formation
The samples were studied using in-situ XRD at the X20C beam line using monochro-
matic X-rays with a wavelength of 0.18 nm, with an incidence angle of θ = 27◦ to
the surface normal. While heating each sample from 100 ◦C to 700 ◦C at a rate of 3
◦C/s in a high purity helium atmosphere, the diffracted X-ray intensity is recorded
every 0.5 s, in a 2θ range from 48◦ to 61◦. Figure 11.1 shows the results for the
samples starting from the nickel layer containing 40% silicon (atomic percent).
Three regions can be distinguished. In the first region, at temperatures below 370
◦C for Si (100) or 360◦C for Si (111), one sees a faint and broad peak at 2θ = 53◦,
caused by the as-deposited nickel-silicon layer. The poor crystallinity of this layer
results in the weak and broad peak. In a second region, between 370 and 480◦C (Si
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(100)) or between 360 and 510◦C (Si (111)), hardly any diffracted intensity is col-
lected, hinting at either an epitaxial or amorphous phase being formed. At 480◦C
(Si (100)) or 510◦C (Si (111)), the third region starts, where nickel monosilicide
peaks are visible. On the Si (111) substrate, these peaks have very low intensity,
once again hinting at either a strongly textured or a largely amorphous layer.
In figure 11.2, the traditional Ni/Si(100) and Ni/Si(111) phase formation is shown
if no premixing of nickel and silicon is performed, using the same in-situ XRD
setup. One can clearly see the important difference: the low-temperature range
looks much simpler in the case of the Ni/Si premixed layer, when compared to
the complex combination of different diffraction peaks that appear and disappear
again in the same temperature window when pure Ni films are used. This is not
surprising, as the changes in composition are much larger in the case of the reaction
of pure Ni with the silicon substrate than when starting from a mixture that contains
already 40% silicon. An important observation is that the premixing of 40% of
silicon in the nickel layer does not simply result in “skipping” part of the phase
formation sequence of the pure nickel case: the observed phase preceding the
formation of NiSi is clearly different.
11.3 Formation of θ-nickel-silicide
The in-situ XRD results showed that the deposited Ni/Si mixture reacts around
400◦C and forms a phase with a weak in-situ XRD signature. To study this phase,
quenches were made at 420◦C on both substrates. X-ray reflectivity measurements
showed the thickness of the samples to be 100 nm after the anneal, and RBS mea-
surements showed a slight increase in silicon content of the layer to about 44±2%
Si, uniformly distributed over the layer thickness. The crystallography of the re-
sulting samples was analyzed using EBSD and XRD pole figures.
11.3.1 Phase identification using EBSD
EBSD can provide valuable information about silicides: it allows to distinguish
between materials with different Laue groups, provides local crystal orientation in-
formation and grain sizes. Measurements were carried out on the samples quenched
at 420◦C, using an FEI Quanta 200F field emission gun scanning electron micro-
scope, and an HKL Channel 5 system attached. The EBSD patterns were ana-
lyzed by comparing the measurements to simulated patterns of 5 different phases,
which are reasonably close in Ni/Si composition to the results obtained by RBS:
the hexagonal θ-nickel-silicide, -Ni3Si2 , δ-Ni2Si, NiSi and Ni31Si12.
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Figure 11.1: In-situ XRD measurement on Ni/Si premixed with 40% Si on Si (100)
(subfigure A) and Si (111) (subfigure B) substrates
Figure 11.2: Reference in-situ XRD measurements of Ni on Si (100) (subfigure A) and Si
(111) (subfigure B) substrates
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Figure 11.3: EBSD pattern (A) and best fit using θ-nickel-silicide (B), δ-Ni2Si (C),
-Ni3Si2 (D) Ni31Si12 (E) and NiSi (F). Missing bands are indicated in white, non-existing
ones in black.
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Figure 11.4: Phase diagram of Ni/Si (ASM International)
θ-nickel-silicide has a hexagonal lattice (space group P63/mmc), with variable
composition. Typically, it has been reported containing 33% Si, resulting in lattice
parameters a= 0.3805 nm and c=0.489 nm [97]. The unit cell has a series of sites
that can be occupied by the nickel atoms. Depending on the occupation rate of
these sites, the Si to Ni ratio can vary from 33% to 50%. In the phase diagram,
θ-nickel-silicide is reported as only being thermodynamically stable at high tem-
peratures (above 825◦C) when it contains between 33% and 41% of silicon (see
figure 11.4 for the phasediagram). However, these results apply to bulk materials.
In thin films, the temperature and composition range might be different. Since
θ-nickel-silicide is not a line phase, we prefer not to use the names θ-Ni2Si or θ-
Ni3Si2 as can be found in literature, as these can give the wrong impression of a
fixed Ni-to-Si ratio.
The analysis of the EBSD patterns showed that a fit using the θ-nickel-silicide
crystal structure is consistently much better than fits based on other phases. This
has been shown for a typical EBSD pattern in figure 11.3, where subfigure A con-
tains the recorded EBSD pattern. The fit for the θ-phase is shown in subfigure
B. For each of the other phases (subfigures C-F), we show the best possible fit,
however certain bands are missing, or bands are predicted that are not visible: a
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Figure 11.5: EBSD map collected on Ni/Si(40%) on Si(100) annleaed to 420◦C, showing
band contrast. The individual grains can be observed.
few missing bands were indicated in white on each of the fits, while predicted but
not measured bands are indicated in black. Only for the θ-phase, a satisfactory
-even excellent- fit could be produced, confirming that we are in fact dealing with
a hexagonal phase which has a ratio of the lattice parameters c/a of 1.29. RBS
showed a silicon content of about 44%, which is slightly larger than the reported
composition range in the phase diagram. However, considering only a single RBS
measurement on the θ-phase was carried out, and the error on the resulting con-
centration, it is currently impossible to tell whether the silicon concentration is
significantly larger than what is reported in the phase diagram. Based on the crys-
tallographic consideration expressed above, it is certainly possible for the θ-phase
to contain more silicon.
The orientation information from EBSD showed that we have grown an epitaxial
θ-nickel-silicide film. On Si (111), the basal {0001} plane of the hexagonal θ-
nickel-silicide phase is parallel to the Si (111) surface, and a {21¯1¯0} plane was
found to be parallel to a Si {110} plane. On Si (100), the matching planes are
a {011¯1} θ-plane parallel to a Si {100} plane, and a {21¯1¯0} plane parallel to Si
{110}. The grain size of the films was found to be around 10 µm on Si (100)
(see figure 11.5). On Si (111), no grain boundaries could be found, leading to
the conclusion that the film has huge grains, larger than 500 µm, the size of the
measured area.
11.3.2 XRD pole figures
The identification of the θ-nickel-silicide phase and its epitaxial alignment us-
ing EBSD were corroborated by collecting multiple XRD pole figures. They are
shown in figures 11.6 and 11.7. Multiple high intensity spots are visible, indicating
the epitaxial texture of the film. Attempts to fit the spots on the pole figure with the
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Figure 11.6: Pole figures on sample with nickel film and 40 atomic % silicon, Si(100)
substrate, annealed at 420◦C. A fit of the data is shown using the single epitaxial
θ-nickel-silicide orientation. The spots belonging to either the {1011} and {1012} planes
are shown in red. Black, green and cyan spots correspond to superstructure spots caused
by resp. { 1
2
1 3¯
2
3
2
}, {0 3
2
3¯
2
1} and { 1
2
0 1¯
2
3
2
} planes.
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Figure 11.7: Pole figures on sample with nickel film and 40 atomic % silicon, Si(111)
substrate, annealed at 420◦C. A fit of the data is shown using the single epitaxial
θ-nickel-silicide orientation. The spots belonging to either the {1011} and {1012} planes
are shown in red. Black, green and cyan spots correspond to superstructure spots caused
by resp. { 1
2
1 3¯
2
3
2
}, {0 3
2
3¯
2
1} and { 1
2
0 1¯
2
3
2
} planes.
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different nickel silicide phases results in a good fit only when using the hexagonal
θ-phase, and using the single epitaxial orientation identified using EBSD.
In addition to the high intensity spots, a large number of weaker spots can also be
observed. It was found that these originate from superstructure planes, i.e. lattice
planes with fractional indices when expressed in the θ-nickel-silicide unit cell. The
most likely origin of the superstructure peaks is an ordering of vacancies within the
θ-nickel-silicide unit cell, with a length scale twice the size of the unit cell. As the
θ-nickel-silicide contains nickel sites with partial occupancy, these superstructure
peaks can be caused by periodic occupancy/non-occupancy of these sites. This
was also simulated in figures 11.6 and 11.7 and can indeed account for all of the
weaker spots.
11.3.3 Origin of the formation of θ-nickel-silicide
The epitaxial formation of θ-nickel-silicide on a Si (111) substrate can be under-
stood when comparing the position of the silicon atoms in the substrate and the
film. Figure 11.8A shows the topmost layer of atoms of a Si (111) substrate. The
hexagonal symmetry is visible: Si atoms are located at the vertices of the hexagons.
Half of them (the white colored ones) are located slightly below the surface. The
other half (the black ones), lay at the surface and have a dangling bond perpen-
dicular to the Si (111) interface. These atoms have a distance of 3.84 A˚, one to
another. The silicon atoms in the {0001} planes of the θ-nickel-silicide are located
at the vertices of triangles, with a distance in between of 3.805 A˚, which is shown
in figure 11.8B. These layers will have a nearly perfect fit on the Si (111) surface
atoms, saturating the dangling bonds and thus leading to a low energy interface.
On Si (100), there is no such obvious plane-on-plane match possible. However,
close inspection of both orientation relations, on Si (100) and Si (111), reveals that
they are in fact very similar: on Si (100), the {0001} plane is almost parallel to
the Si {111} plane as well -there is only a small tilt of 1.1◦- indicating that the
epitaxial orientations on Si (111) and Si (100) are in fact strongly related. Figure
11.8C shows the Si (100) substrate. The Si {111} planes are shown, arriving at the
interface, as well as the {0001} θ-planes. These are the same matching planes as in
the case of the Si (111) substrate, and since the silicon atoms in these planes have
identical spacing, dangling bonds at the interface will be saturated wherever they
meet. To have a large fraction of the Si {111} planes meet a {0001} θ-plane, the
spacing between the planes along the interface needs to be compatible. This is the
reason for the small tilting of the {0001} θ-planes in respect to the Si {111} ones,
as it leads to the shared periodicity along the interface, the same mechanism which
was reported to lead to the one dimensional periodicity of axiotaxy. This results
in about one in three of the Si {111} planes meeting a {0001} plane, which, while
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Figure 11.8: Silicon atoms at the Si (111) surface, black ones have a dangling bond (A).
Silicon atoms in the basal plane of the θ-nickel-silicide phase (B). Plane matching of Si
{111} planes and θ-{0001} planes at the interface of a Si (100) substrate (C)
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Figure 11.9: Cross section TEM of θ-nickel-silicide on Si (100). A large number of
pyramids have been formed at the interface.
not as good as the match on a Si (111) substrate, still results in a lower energy
interface than random orientation.
The matching of the basal {0001} plane with the Si(111) plane also leads to the
formation of pyramid structures at the interface, very similar to what can be ob-
served for NiSi2 on Si(100). A cross-section TEM image is shown in figure 11.9.
The different experimental characterization techniques all point toward an epitax-
ial layer of θ-nickel-silicide. However this phase is thermodynamically unstable:
the lowest temperature at which θ-nickel-silicide can exist in thermodynamic equi-
librium, is, according to the phase diagram, 825◦C, at which point an eutectoid
reaction takes place, transforming the θ-phase to a δ-Ni2Si and -Ni3Si2 mixture.
This is the case when the θ-phase contains 38% silicon. For higher concentrations
of silicon, such as in our experiment, the θ-phase will reduce its silicon content by
separating into NiSi and θ-nickel-silicde with a lower Si content, at temperatures
even higher than 825◦C. The existence of meta-stable layers such as CoSi[98] and
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FeSi[99] has been reported before, but these layers were very thin, and grown us-
ing molecular beam epitaxy. The low interface energy was found to stabilize these
epitaxial layers. For the nickel/silicon system, Gibson et al. reported [100] the
existence of very thin (maximum 2 nm) layers of θ-nickel-silicide on Si (111) and
their absence on Si (100) when depositing pure nickel on silicon, which suggests
interface stabilization as well. While the epitaxial orientation of our films does
seem to point into the direction of interface stabilization, its large thickness (100
nm) makes it unlikely that this is the sole determining factor.
All of the reactions leading up to the room temperature θ-phase take place at tem-
peratures far below 825◦C. As the θ-phase can grow in exactly the same composi-
tion as the amorphous mixture, only very limited diffusion, thus low temperature,
is needed for congruent crystallization to occur. Since the rate of nucleation dur-
ing crystallization generally depends exponentially on the supercooling, the crys-
tallization will proceed easily due to the large supercooling at around 400◦C. In
addition, since almost no diffusion is necessary for grain growth due to the con-
gruent crystallization, large grains will be formed, which agrees with the EBSD
measurements. The expected subsequential eutectoid transformation that decom-
poses θ-nickel-silicide in either δ-Ni2Si and Ni3Si2 or Ni3Si2 and NiSi, is a diffu-
sive phase transformation, and being far below the eutectoid reaction temperature
of 825◦C, it is slowed down significantly due to the limited diffusion. In addition
to this, the epitaxial orientation of the θ-phase also has an effect. It results in a low
interface energy, which makes nucleation of the thermodynamically stable phases
(δ-Ni2Si, Ni3Si2 or NiSi) more difficult, further stabilizing the θ-phase.
The fact that the interface energy is only a secondary effect was confirmed by
depositing identical mixtures of Ni/Si on polycrystalline silicon [96]. θ-nickel-
silicide still formed and could be kept at room temperature after quenching, how-
ever, it is only very briefly stable, as it forms at 370◦C and disappears again at
420◦C. The different stability range on Si (111), Si (100) (see figure 11.1) and
polycrystalline silicon clearly demonstrates the effect of interface energy on the
energy balance of the system. The fact that it still forms on polycrystalline silicon
proves that interface stabilization in itself could not be responsible for the occur-
rence of θ-nickel-silicide, but it is the composition of the amorphous mixture that
is the determining factor for the occurrence this phase.
From a technological point of view, the mixing of nickel and silicon in a 60/40
ratio makes little sense. It destroys the possibility of using the salicide process
to form the contacts, which makes integration with current deep-submicron pro-
cesses impossible. However, the Ni/Si mixture can serve as a model system for
the thin amorphous layer that is created during deposition (e.g. sputter deposition)
of nickel on silicon. The θ-nickel-silicide layer reported on Si(111) by Gibson
[100], is likely related to this amorphous mixing layer. As the nickel layer gets
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thinner, the intermixing layer will start to dominate the phase sequence. For this
reason, the results discussed in this chapter are relevant for the phase formation of
technological relevant layers. In chapter 13, these ultra-thin nickel films will be
investigated in detail.
11.4 Influence on NiSi formation and thermal stabil-
ity
The in-situ XRD results revealed the formation of NiSi when the Ni/Si(40%) sam-
ple was annealed to temperatures higher than 480◦C on Si(100), or 510◦C on
Si(111). This NiSi is formed by the reaction of the epitaxial θ-nickel-silicide layer
with the Si (100) substrate, and one can wonder what the effect of the epitaxial pre-
cursor θ-phase is on the microstructure of the NiSi film. For this, quenches were
made at 700◦C, and pole figures were recorded using the Schulz method. The NiSi
{103} pole figures are shown in figure 11.10, as well as pole figures recorded on
reference samples obtained by quenching pure Ni films on both substrates.
The large difference in texture is clear: NiSi formed from the Ni/Si(40%) mixture
exhibits strong peaks in the pole figure, indicating an epitaxial texture. On Si
(100), the epitaxial relation could be identified as NiSi (011) // Si (001) and NiSi
(100) // Si (100). On Si (111), NiSi was found to have NiSi (100) // Si (111) and
NiSi (001) // Si (11¯0).
We have thus obtained a method of producing NiSi on Si(100) which does not
exhibit the axiotaxy texture, without adding alloying elements. This provides an
interesting test case for the ideas surrounding the relation between texture and
agglomeration, as we can now isolate the effect of grain boundary pinning due to
the high concentration of alloying elements in the grain boundaries, from the pure
texture effects.
To study the thermal stability of the resulting NiSi, new samples were made, with
a nickel thickness of 10 nm, still mixed with 40% Si, deposited on a SOI substrate
to allow for in-situ sheet resistance measurements. No further experiments were
made on Si (111), because NiSi agglomeration is much less of a problem on Si
(111).
In-situ XRD (figure 11.11) showed an identical phase formation as in the thicker
(50 nm) sample, and the same NiSi epitaxial texture was obtained as in the thicker
films. This texture was confirmed with EBSD (figure 11.12), where large epitaxial
grains were found, combined with smaller, randomly oriented NiSi grains.
If one compares the in-situ sheet resistance of both films as a function of temper-
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Figure 11.10: {103} pole figures recorded on 100 nm NiSi obtained after annealing either
pure nickel, or nickel premixed with 40% silicon.
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Figure 11.11: In-situ XRD measurement on 10 nm Ni on SOI (subfigure A) and on 10 nm
Ni premixed with 40% Si on SOI (subfigure B)
Figure 11.12: EBSD map recorded on a 10 nm nickel film on SOI, annealed to 450◦C
(formation of θ-nickel-silicide) and 750◦C (formation of NiSi). The large yellow and red
grains in the NiSi film have the epitaxial relation with the substrate. Small grains (gray)
have a random orientation.
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Figure 11.13: In-situ sheet resistance of 20 nm NiSi on SOI, obtained either through the
use of a pure nickel film, or a premixed nickel/silicon (40%) film. Top-view SEM images on
quenches show the degree of agglomeration.
ature, one observes a large difference in thermal stability (see figure 11.13), as the
increase in resistance of the NiSi due to agglomeration is delayed to almost 800 ◦C
when the nickel/silicon premixture is used, compared to the traditional pure nickel
film on Si (100). The top-view SEM images corroborate this as only an increase in
roughness is observed in the NiSi formed from the Ni/Si(40%) mixture, whereas
the traditional NiSi shows severe agglomeration.
The increased thermal stability of the NiSi film formed from the premixed Ni/Si
illustrates the importance of the microstructure (both grain size and texture) in
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determining the agglomeration behavior of the film. It corroborates the proposed
relation between axiotaxy and agglomeration (see chapter 10), as the Ni/Si(40%)
system demonstrates that no additional elements such as Pt or W are necessary to
improve the morphological stability. This indicates that at least part of the effect of
alloying elements on the increased thermal stability of NiSi can be caused by the
changes in microstructure induced by the introduction of these elements. In light
of this, the observation that axiotaxy is suppressed in NiSi(Pt) [41] and NiSi(W)
[101] could be the main cause for the improved morphological stability in these
systems.
11.5 Effect of ternary elements on θ-nickel-silicide
formation
11.5.1 Ternary elements as alloy or interlayer in the Ni/Si(100)
system
Ternary elements are often introduced into the Ni/Si(100) reaction as a way to
improve the properties of the NiSi contact. The best example of this is Pt addition
to improve the thermal stability, but other elements such as W, Ti, Ta have also been
investigated [102, 101, 103] and showed a clear improvement of the morphological
stability.
11.5.1.1 W
In [101], the effect of alloying W in the Ni film was investigated, and the effect
on the phase formation sequence was reported using in-situ XRD, the results of
which are reproduced in figure 11.14b. It was suggested that in the temperature
range of 300 to 400◦C, where no diffracted X-ray intensity was recorded, only an
amorphous phase might be present. However, no proof of this was presented. If
one compares the reported Ni(W)/Si(100) in-situ XRD spectrum with that of the
Ni/Si(40%) on Si (100) reaction, repeated in figure 11.14a, the similarity is clear,
as 3 regions can be observed with similar X-ray peaks and intensity, except for a
temperature shift of 70◦C. This suggests that the W alloying might induce a similar
change in phase sequence as the Ni/Si(40%) mixture.
To investigate which phases have formed in the 300 - 400◦C temperature range, a
sample was made by quenching the Ni(W 15%) film at 350◦C. Pole figures were
recorded using a linear detector (λ=0.154 nm) and diffracted intensity was only
found in the region 45-48◦ (excluding the diffracted intensity caused by the silicon
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Figure 11.14: Phase formation sequence of (A) Ni/Si(40%) on Si (100) and (B) Ni(W) on
Si (100) (data from [101]
substrate). Two pole figures show this diffracted intensity, which is concentrated
in a number of spots (figure 11.15).
Identification of the exact 2θ values at which the peak intensity in these spots is
the highest, is challenging, as their intensity remains largely unchanged in a range
of 2◦. This could be caused be a very small grain size in the material, as peak
broadening is related to the grain size through the Scherrer equation, and makes
phase identification impossible based on the pole figures.
One can however observe that the most intense spots coincide with the location of
those caused by epitaxial θ-nickel-silicide on Si (100), if one compares with figure
11.14a, where the poles of the θ-nickel silicide {102} plane are shown, which
diffract at 2θ=46.2◦. This is indeed within the range where diffracted intensity is
observed for the Ni/W sample. However, the additional weaker peaks observed in
the Ni/W sample and lack of diffraction outside the 2θ range of 45-48◦ exclude
the possibility that this phase is exactly the same as the θ-phase.
No EBSD patterns could be collected on the sample, possibly due to the small grain
size, or due to a random distribution of W within the film, which could destroy the
diffraction pattern due to the additional random scattering of the backscattered
electrons by the W atoms.
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Figure 11.15: Pole figures recorded on a 30 nm Ni + 15% W film, annealed to 350◦C, for
(a) 2θ=45.4◦ and (b) 2θ=47.2◦.
At the moment, no successful identification of the phase is possible using any of
the in literature reported Ni/Si crystal structures. The most likely candidate, based
on the limited amount of data available, would be a hexagonal, θ-like Ni/Si/W
phase, having an epitaxial orientation identical to the one reported for θ-nickel-
silicide on Si(100), and where the added W lowers the structure factors of the
diffracting planes, resulting in only the {101¯2} and {112¯0} planes having a suf-
ficiently high structure factor to produce measurable diffracted intensity. While
this is largely speculative, a report by Ellner et al. [104] on Ni/Si mixtures in bulk
showed that a large variety of related hexagonal Ni/Si crystal structures exists, each
with distinctive but related diffraction patterns. In [104], this variety was caused
by variations in the Ni/Si composition, resulting in changes in the c/a ratio of the
hexagonal unit cell, the introduction of vacancies and inhomogeneous deformation
of the crystal structure. The introduction of a small amount of W might lead to a
similar effect and result in a θ-nickel-silicide related Ni/W/Si phase.
When the Ni/W layer is annealed to a temperature higher than 400◦C, Ni(W)Si is
formed. In [101], the texture of this Ni(W)Si was investigated using pole figure
measurements. Comparing those results with the pole figures of NiSi formed from
a Ni/Si(40%) layer, one can notice that they are very similar, as evidenced by the
pole figures in figure 11.16: in both cases, NiSi exhibits the same largely epitaxial
texture.
Both these observations seem to indicate a close connection between the effect of
alloying W in the Ni film, or mixing Ni/Si(40%), as the X-ray diffraction results
indicate a similar phase formation and texture.
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Figure 11.16: NiSi {112} pole figures recorded on NiSi formed either by alloying W in the
Ni film, or by mixing the Ni film with 40% of Si. The high intensity spots (black) indicate a
similar epitaxial texture in both films.
11.5.1.2 Pt
The effect of alloying a Ni film with Pt, both on the phase formation and the
texture of NiSi on Si(100) has received a lot of attention. Demeulemeester et al.
[105, 106] reported on the phase formation and redistribution of Pt during the
reaction of Ni(Pt) on Si(100): it was shown that the addition of 7% of Pt to the
Ni film suppresses the formation of the transient metal-rich nickel silicides (only
pure Ni, δ-Ni2Si, NiSi and NiSi2 are observed) and also leads to the simultaneous
growth of δ-Ni2Si and NiSi. The addition of Pt was also reported to suppress
axiotaxy in the NiSi phase [41], but the reported pole figures for the Ni(Pt)Si {112}
plane show a different texture than in the case of NiSi originating from Ni/Si(40%)
or Ni(W). Both the influence of Pt on the texture, as well as on the phase formation
are thus different from the effect of alloying W or 40% Si. Pt does not induce
the formation of a hexagonal Ni/Si phase - on the contrary, as it suppresses the
formation of the θ-nickel-silicide phase which is briefly observed in the metal-rich
phase sequence of pure Ni/Si(100) - and it does not produce the same epitaxial NiSi
orientation as caused be the addition of W or the use of premixed Ni/Si(40%).
11.5.2 Effect of Pt and W on the Ni/Si(40%)/Si(100) system
The observed difference between W and Pt alloying in the nickel film, on the NiSi
formation and texture, discussed in the previous section, suggests a fundamentally
different effect of W and Pt on the metal-rich nickel-silicide phases, in particular on
the θ- or θ-like nickel silicide, which W seems to promote while Pt prevents it for-
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mation. The effect of W and Pt on the phase formation and texture of Ni/Si(40%)
layers on Si(100) substrates will be investigated in this section, as a model system
for the interaction of W and Pt with this θ-nickel-silicide phase that occurs during
the metal-rich phase formation of the pure Ni/Si(100) reaction. While these results
are preliminary, as only relatively small W and Pt fractions have been investigated,
and additional characterization of the samples is required, the currently available
results already provide new insights in the effect of W and Pt on the Ni/Si reaction
on Si(100).
Samples were produced by co-sputtering Ni/W/Si(40%) and Ni/Pt/Si(40%) layers
on RCA cleaned and HF dipped Si(100) substrates, with a nickel content corre-
sponding to a 50 nm pure nickel layer. The W and Pt sputtering power was chosen
to result in a 1, 2, 3 and 5% W/Pt to Ni ratio. On these sample, in-situ XRD
was carried out (X20C, λ=0.18 nm) in the temperature range 100◦C to 900◦C, the
results of which are displayed in figure 11.17.
11.5.2.1 Phase formation
In the case of W addition, the phase sequence remains qualitatively unchanged,
when compared to the pure Ni/Si(40%) reference. There are 3 regions identifi-
able, starting with the as-deposited mixture, which is converted into a crystalline
metal-rich phase at a temperature between 440 - 510◦C, with higher temperatures
corresponding to higher concentrations of W in the mixture. This phase is then
converted to NiSi around 580 ◦C, with little influence of the W concentration on
this temperature.
The influence of adding Pt to the Ni/Si mixture is different: only in the case of a
very small amount of Pt (1%), one can observe 3 clearly distinct regions. If more
Pt is added, the phase sequence can be best described as consisting of two regions,
where the conversion from the mixture to a crystalline phase, identifiable as NiSi,
is spread out over a temperature range of about 50◦C.
11.5.2.2 Texture
For each Pt and W concentration, 2 quenches were made. In the case of W (all
concentrations) and Pt (1%), a first quench was made in the metal-rich phase. For
the other Pt concentrations, a quenching temperature was selected within the re-
gion of initial NiSi formation (380-440◦C). A second quench was made at 700◦C,
a temperature at which in all of the samples, the film has been converted to NiSi.
Pole figures were then collected using the linear detector setup (λ=0.154 nm) at
the X20A beam line.
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Figure 11.17: In-situ XRD of Ni/Si(40%)/W and Ni/Si(40%)/Pt on Si(100) at 3◦C/s, with
various W and Pt concentrations. The formation of a metal-rich nickel-silicide phase is
indicated with a black striped line, the formation of NiSi by a white striped line.
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Figure 11.18: Pole figures showing the effect on the texture of the metal-rich phase of
adding W to the Ni/Si(40%) system.
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Figure 11.18 shows the effect of W on the formation of the metal-rich nickel-
silicide phase from the Ni/Si(40%) mixture. At the top, reference pole figures are
displayed for a sample which has no W added. In both pole figures, the most in-
tense spots are 4 pairs along the outer edge of the pole figure. In addition, in the
pole figure collected at 2θ=47.2◦, four intense spots (at φ=0, 90, 180 and 270◦ and
χ=20◦) can also be observed, which are characteristic for the epitaxial θ-nickel-
silicide phase on Si(100) (the other weaker spots are mainly related to a superstruc-
ture of vacancies within the θ-phase). The effect of adding W on these features is
only limited, as it only causes intensity variations, but no significant changes in
the position of the features nor does it introduce additional texture components.
What is in fact remarkable is that the highest concentration of W (5%) leads to the
most intense spots, which could indicate that a Ni/Si/W phase is actually forming,
instead of just W being in solid solution in a Ni/Si phase. This would be consis-
tent with the reported behaviour of the alloyed Ni+W/Si(100) in [101], where the
phase formation discussed in section 11.5.1.1 was only observed if a sufficiently
large amount of W (>5%) was alloyed in the deposited nickel films.
The texture of the NiSi obtained by annealing these Ni/W/Si(40%) samples to
700◦C is shown in figure 11.19. In the case of 1% of W, a strong and complex
texture of NiSi is found, which differs both from the axiotaxy of traditional NiSi
on Si(100), as well as from the epitaxial NiSi formed from pure Ni/Si(40%) layers.
Adding 2% of W results in an almost featureless pole figure, containing some
very weak axiotaxy in the background. When 3 or 5% W was used, a completely
random texture was observed, evidenced by the featureless pole figures.
At the moment, the origin of these textures, especially the random NiSi texture
when 3 or 5% W was introduced, is unclear. If the epitaxial texture of NiSi, in the
case it originates from Ni/Si(40%)/Si(100) or Ni+W/Si(100), is related to the epi-
taxy of the θ- or θ-like phase preceding it, one would also expect it to occur when
Ni/W/Si(40%) is used, since a similar metal-rich phase and texture is observed. In
the case of Ni/W on Si(100), it could be that the redistribution of W during the for-
mation of the θ-like phase plays a crucial role in the subsequent texture selection
during the nucleation of NiSi. To clarify the role of the location of W during the
NiSi nucleation, in-situ RBS or atom probe tomography would be most useful.
The pole figures for the low-temperature (400-440◦C) quenches made on Ni/P-
t/Si(40%) samples are displayed in figure 11.20. In the case of 1 and 2% Pt, one
can still observe the high intensity spots characteristic for the θ-like phase. How-
ever, in the case of 2% Pt, some additional features are visible as well. When 3 or
5% of Pt is added, NiSi is already observed at these temperatures, and exhibits the
axiotaxy texture.
The texture of the NiSi obtained by annealing the Ni/Pt/Si(40%) samples to 700◦C
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Figure 11.19: Pole figures showing the effect on the texture of the Ni(W)Si phase of adding
W to the Ni/Si(40%) system. For the sample with 5%W, no complete pole figures have been
recorded at the moment (only χ < 60◦), but the lack of any features makes a random
texture already clear.
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Figure 11.20: Pole figures showing the effect on the texture of the metal-rich phase of
adding Pt to the Ni/Si(40%) system.
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Figure 11.21: Pole figures showing the effect on the texture of the Ni(Pt)Si phase of adding
Pt to the Ni/Si(40%) system.
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is shown in figure 11.21. 1 and 2% Pt results in NiSi with a texture that consists of
a limited number of high intensity spots, on a weak background of axiotaxy-like
line patterns. As the Pt content is increased to 3%, the axiotaxy becomes stronger,
but most intensity is concentrated in a limited number of high intensity spots along
these axiotaxy lines. This must be caused by grain growth during the annealing, as
the texture of the sample annealed at lower temperatures exhibited axiotaxy with
uniform intensity along the lines. When 5% of Pt is added, NiSi exhibits a standard
axiotaxy texure.
The return of NiSi to an axiotaxy texture as more Pt is added, is unexpected, as it
was demonstrated [41] that the addition of Pt to pure Ni films on Si(100) results
in the suppression of axiotaxy which is assumed to be caused by the incorporation
of Pt in the NiSi grains, resulting in a change in d-spacing of the NiSi planes that
match the Si {220} planes. This is caused by the incorporation of a large amount
of Pt into the NiSi seeds (i.e. larger than the average Pt concentration in the film),
as Pt is distributed from the δ-Ni2Si grains and grain boundaries to this seed layer.
While this model can explain the observed texture and RBS results [106], recent
atom-probe tomography results [107] indicate that the reality is probably even
more complicated, as lateral non-uniformity in the Pt distribution of the NiSi seed
layer is observed, which could not be resolved by RBS. It was found that only a
limited amount of Pt is incorporated in the NiSi grains, while most of it sits in the
NiSi grain boundaries and at the NiSi/Ni2Si interface, and very little Pt is found
at the NiSi/Si(100) interface. This would mean that the suppression of axiotaxy
cannot be caused by a large change in the crystal lattice of the NiSi seed grains
due to Pt incorporation within the NiSi grains, but might originate from a change
in NiSi grain boundary energy or interface energy of the NiSi/Ni2Si interface,
which would start to dominate over the NiSi/Si(100) interface energy.
A further complication arises from a recent TEM investigation of the Pt distribu-
tion in δ-Ni2Si and NiSi [108], where the Pt distribution in the NiSi phase is re-
ported as having a grain-boundary-like structure, however not coinciding with the
NiSi grain boundaries, but possibly with those of the preceding δ-Ni2Si phase. In
addition, the XRD peak shifts observed in Ni(Pt)Si [41] indicate that, in the end, a
significant amount of Pt does end up within in the NiSi. Both of these results seem
to conflict with the atom probe tomography measurements. While further research
is needed to clarify this (e.g. additional Pt redistribution from the grain boundaries
to the interior of the NiSi grains might happen at elevated temperatures), all of
these results however have in common that the Pt concentration is non-uniform at
the moment of NiSi nucleation. This contrasts with the Ni/Pt/Si(40%) samples,
where the strongest effect of Pt is preventing the θ-phase from occurring. This
eliminates the effect of this epitaxial phase on the NiSi texture, and results in the
direct nucleation of NiSi from the as-deposited Ni/Pt/Si mixture. It is likely that
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the concentration of Pt at the NiSi seeds is, at that moment, not sufficiently high to
successfully prevent axiotaxy: no previous reaction step has occurred in the Ni/P-
t/S(40%) samples prior to NiSi formation, so one can expect the Pt atoms to be
more or less uniformly distributed over the layer.
The results described in this section, while preliminary, show a clear difference
in the way Pt and W influence the formation of the θ-nickel-silicide, and allow to
understand the effect of W and Pt on the formation of the metal-rich silicides from
pure nickel films on Si(100): W, when added in sufficiently high concentrations,
will stabilize a θ-like nickel-silicide phases, while Pt prevents its formation. It
also illustrates that the effect of Pt on the texture selection is intimately connected
to the non-uniform Pt distribution and that the distribution of the elements during
the reaction, as well as the occurrence of the different phases needs to be well
characterized if one wishes to understate a given solid-state reaction.
11.6 Conclusions
This chapter showed the effect of intervening in the phase formation of nickel-
silicides in thin films, by premixing nickel and silicon before the solid-state re-
action starts. It was shown that by adding 40% of silicon to the deposited nickel
layer, the initial phase that grows becomes the metastable θ-nickel-silicide which
grows epitaxially on Si (100) and Si (111). If this θ-nickel-silicide layer is al-
lowed to react further with the silicon substrate, NiSi is formed, which exhibits
a completely different microstructure when compared to the axiotaxy dominated
texture of standard NiSi, i.e. formed from the reaction of pure Ni with Si. The in-
creased thermal stability of NiSi formed from Ni/Si(40%) is related to this change
in microstructure and it is pointed out that these results can be relevant for the un-
derstanding of the thermal stability of NiSi grown from nickel films alloyed with
alloying elements such as Pt or W, as they either prevent or promote the formation
of a θ-nickel-silicide-like phase.
12
The role of carbon in the stabilization
of NiSi
A key drawback of NiSi is its poor thermal stability, which prevents NiSi from
being used as a contact for high thermal budget applications. It is now well known
that adding certain alloying elements, such as Pt [40] and W [101], may alleviate
this problem in standard CMOS technology.
When compared with the CMOS process steps, the production steps of DRAM
contain an additional high temperature anneal (e.g. 30 minutes at 750 ◦ C) which
happens after the silicidation has occurred. Therefore, if one wants to use NiSi
contacts in the DRAM periphery logic - to achieve a similar downscaling as in the
current deep-submicron CMOS processes - the problem of the thermal stability of
NiSi becomes even bigger than in the case of CMOS, as the use of Ni(Pt)Si can no
longer prevent the thermal degradation of the contact.
Recently, it was shown that the addition of carbon to the substrate, either through
implantation or through the use of epitaxial Si1−xCx layers grown on Si(100), can
further improve NiSi thermal stability. In these Si1−xCx layers, a fraction of the
silicon atoms is replaced by carbon atoms. Device performance and morphology
of the NiSi(C) formed by depositing nickel films on these substrates were reported
by Machkaoutsan et al. [109, 110]. It was found the the resulting NiSi(C) con-
tacts exhibit a very high thermal stability, making it possible to survive the typical
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Figure 12.1: Cross-section TEM of NiSi(C) contacts after DRAM anneal (taken from
[110])
DRAM anneals, as can bee seen in figure 12.1, where a cross section of the tran-
sistors shows the good NiSi(C) morphology.
In this chapter, the results are presented of the investigation of the influence of the
Si1−xCx epitaxial layer on the phase formation and texture of the NiSi(C) silicides
as a function of the carbon content. In other silicides, e.g. CoSi2, the presence of
carbon has been shown to have a significant influence on phase formation and mi-
crostructure [111]. For NiSi, little information is available on the effect of carbon.
The role of the initial location of the carbon on the phase formation and stabi-
lization of the NiSi(C) contact is investigated, by comparing different methods
of adding carbon: through the use of a Si1−xCx layer, by alloying carbon in the
nickel film or by adding an interlayer of pure carbon between the nickel film and
the Si(100) substrate. It is investigated how this has an impact on the texture and
thermal stability of the NiSi(C) phase.
The results discussed in this chapter have been published in:
De Keyser K., De Schutter B., Detavernier C., Machkaoutsan V., Bauer M., Thomas
S.G., Jordan Sweet J., Lavoie C., Phase formation and texture of nickel silicides
on Si1xCx epilayers, Microelectronic Engineering 88 (2011), 536-540
12.1 Experimental details
The samples were fabricated by depositing 10 nm thick Ni layers using a Physical
Vapor Deposition (PVD) tool on different substrates. For the Si1−xCx samples,
the substrates consist of a 40 nm thick Si1−xCx epitaxial layer with either 1, 1.7,
2.2 and 2.5 atomic % C that were grown on Si(100) in an Epsilon reduced pressure
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Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) single wafer epitaxial deposition tool manu-
factured by ASM. The samples containing an interlayer of carbon where produced
by first depositing 0.6 nm or 1 nm of carbon on RCA cleaned and HF dipped
Si(100) substrates, followed by a 10 nm Ni deposition. The third group of sam-
ples, consisting of nickel films alloyed with carbon, was made using co-deposition
of nickel and carbon, resulting in the same total amount of nickel and carbon as in
the interlayer case, but now distributed evenly over the whole nickel layer thick-
ness.
Phase formation of the silicides was studied with in-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements that were carried out at the X20C beam line of the National Syn-
chrotron Light Source. During these measurements the samples were annealed in
a high purity He atmosphere at a rate of 3◦C/s. The incoming X-ray beam had an
incident angle of 22.5◦ to the sample surface. A linear detector was used, collect-
ing a 2θ range between 48◦ and 62◦, and using an X-ray wavelength of 0.18nm.
For the texture evaluation, a series of quenches were made. Subsequently X-ray
diffraction pole figures were measured, using a linear detector, collecting 640 pole
figures in a range of 2θ=29.2◦ to 62.6◦ (with λ=0.154 nm), with a step size of 1◦
in χ (tilting of the sample) and φ (rotation of the sample). Sheet resistance was
measured using a four-point probe. Top view scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images and EBSD maps were collected in an FEI Quanta 200F FEGSEM to study
the morphology and microstructure of the films.
12.2 Reaction of Ni with Si1−xCx
Figure 12.2 shows an overview of the in-situ XRD results, showing the diffracted
X-ray intensity on a color scale, with blue corresponding to low, and red to high
values, as a function of both temperature (X-axis) and the 2θ value (Y-axis). As a
reference, the reaction between Ni and Si (100) is shown in figure 12.2a. At room
temperature, peaks characteristic for the as-deposited nickel film can be observed.
This nickel film starts to react with the silicon at about 250-300◦C to form a series
of textured metal-rich nickel-silicides [69]. At a temperature of about 400◦C the
NiSi monosilicide phase is formed, of which only weak peaks are observed due
to its axiotaxy texture. In contrast, Figure 12.2b shows the effect of the use of
a Si1−xCx epitaxial layer with 1% C. The formation of the nickel-rich phases is
delayed to 330◦C and the peak 2θ=56.3◦, characteristic for a nickel-rich phase, is
visible over a longer temperature range. The formation of the NiSi(C) monosili-
cide phase occurs at 500◦C, about 100◦C higher than in the reference Ni/Si(100)
case. For the 2.5% C sample (figure 12.2c) the temperature range in which the
metal-rich phases exist is similar to the 1% C case, however, the intensities of
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Figure 12.2: In-situ XRD of 10nm Ni on (a) Si(100), (b) Si1−xCx (1%) and (c) Si1−xCx
(2.5%).
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Figure 12.3: Pole figures for 2θ=47.3◦±0.5◦, recorded on (a) 10nm Ni on Si1−xCx (1%),
annealed to 470◦C, and (b) 10nm Ni on Si1−xCx (2.5%), annealed to 475◦C, both plotted
on the same logarithmic scale. The ring and spots on figure (a) are much more intense
compared to (b).
the peaks originating from the metal-rich phase and monosilicide phase are very
different in the case of 2.5% C, compared to those in the 0% and 1% C cases: a
signficantly lower intensity is detected from the metal-rich phase and much higher
intensity from the NiSi(C) phase.
To investigate the effect of the Si1−xCx layer and its carbon concentration on
the metal-rich phases, quenches were made at 470◦C on the 1% C sample and
at 475◦C on the 2.5% C sample. Pole figures for 2θ=47.3◦±0.5◦ measured on
these samples are shown in figure 12.3. An identical color scale is used in both
figures to be able to compare the relative occurrence of the phases. The result for
the 1% Si1−xCx layer (figure 12.3a) is identical to the case of pure Ni/Si(100) as
reported in [69]. The high intensity spots (red) correspond to Si(100) poles from
the substrate, and the other features originate from textured, metal-rich nickel-
silicides. A circle of high intensity can be observed, which was recently attributed
to the θ-nickel-silicide phase, growing with a fiber texture. In addition, a series
of spots is visible as well, indicating an epitaxial phase. Currently, these spots
have not been uniquely attributed to a specific nickel-silicide, but they have been
reported in the pure Ni/Si reaction [69] as the transient X-phase, and are similar
to what is observed in the case of ultra-thin nickel-silicide films on Si(100), which
will be discussed in chapter 13. The pole figure recorded on the sample with the
2.5% Si1−xCx layer is shown in figure 12.3b. The intensity of the features is
significantly lower than in the 1% case. In particular, the fiber texture is much less
pronounced, and the intensity of the epitaxial spots is lower as well. This indicates
that the formation of the metal-rich phases is suppressed or results in these phases
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Figure 12.4: Pole figures for 2θ=45.8◦±0.25◦, showing the NiSiC {112} planes on an
identical logarithmic scale. (a) NiSiC formed on Si1−xCx (1%), (b) on Si1−xCx (1.7%),
(c) on Si1−xCx (2.2%) and (d) on Si1−xCx (2.2%) but with a pre-anneal, reducing the
actual substitutional C concentration to 0.9%.
having a more random texture.
In order to simulate the thermal budget of a DRAM periphery logic flow, the sam-
ples with 1% C, 1.7% C and 2.2% C were silicided and subsequently given a post-
silicidation anneal of 30 minutes at 750◦C. The XRD pole figures for 2θ=45.8◦±
0.25◦ (figure 12.4) show the diffracted intensity of the NiSi(C) {112} planes. For
the sample with 1% C, the typical axiotaxy texture of NiSi on Si (100) is observed.
The samples containing more carbon in the Si1−xCx layer exhibit a completely
different texture, i.e. a combination of NiSi(C) {202}, {211} and {112} fiber
textures, evidenced by the concentric circles in the pole figure.
EBSD maps (figure 12.5) revealed large grains, much larger than what is typically
observed in NiSi films on Si (100). This might indicate that the use of the Si1−xCx
layers lowers the nucleation rate of the NiSi(C) grains.
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Figure 12.5: EBSD maps with Euler coloring showing the large grains of NiSi(C) on
Si1−xCx epilayers.
Until now, no distinction was made between the total amount of carbon and the
fraction that is present in the Si1−xCx layer as substitutional carbon. Indeed, it
was shown before [109] that in the as-grown Si1−xCx epilayers the total and sub-
stitutional C concentrations can be considered equal for the studied Si1−xCx com-
positions. However, this leaves the question whether it is simply the occurrence
of carbon in the layer that causes the change in texture, or if this is due to the
change in lattice parameters of the Si1−xCx layer. In order to decouple the effects
of the total and substitutional carbon on the NiSi(C) monosilicide texture, a 2.2%
C Si1−xCx wafer was subjected to a spike anneal (He, 1050◦C, 1.5 s) prior to Ni
deposition. This anneal reduced the substitutional C concentration in the Si1−xCx
from 2.2 to 0.9 %, by precipitating part of the substitutional C into interstitial sites,
thus partially relieving tensile strain induced in the Si1−xCx epilayer. After Ni de-
position, an identical silicidation and post-silicidation anneal as for the previously
discussed samples was carried out, and a pole figure recorded on the resulting sam-
ple is shown in figure 12.4d. It no longer shows a fiber texture, as was the case for
the sample without initial anneal of the wafer, but once again reveals the axiotaxy
texture, which resembles the one shown in figure 12.4a for the 1% C sample.
12.3 Reaction of alloyed Ni/C and interlayer Ni/C on
Si(100)
For a better understanding of the role of the location of the carbon on the phase
formation and texture of the silicides, the comparison was made with samples hav-
ing an interlayer of carbon between the nickel and the Si(100) substrate, and with
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Figure 12.6: In-situ XRD of (a) 10 nm Ni on Si(100), (b) 10 nm Ni alloyed with 0.6 nm C
on Si(100), (c) 10nm Ni alloyed with 1 nm C on Si(100), (d) 10 nm Ni on 0.6 nm C on
Si(100), (e) 10 nm Ni on 1 nm C on Si(100)
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550 ◦ C 750 ◦ C 750 ◦ C
30 s 5 min 30 min
10 nm Ni 23.8 2463.7
10 nm Ni + 0.6 nm C alloy 23.0 2547.1
10 nm Ni + 0.6 nm C interlayer 18.0 62.3
10 nm Ni + 1 nm C alloy 23.8 2723.7
10 nm Ni + 1 nm C interlayer 36.8 40.4 41.4
10 nm Ni on Si1−xCx (1%) 23.1 24.6
10 nm Ni on Si1−xCx (2.2%) 22.4 22.8
Table 12.1: Sheet resistance (µΩ.cm) of the NiSi layer after annealing at different
temperatures / times
samples where the nickel layer is alloyed with carbon during deposition. As it is
difficult to assess what the local carbon concentrations are during the reactions in
the Si1−xCx samples, it is impossible to obtain the exact same carbon concentra-
tion in the interlayer / alloy samples. For a first test, samples with a total carbon
thickness of 0.6 nm and 1 nm were made, which should result in a C to Ni atomic
ratio of about 5% and 10% (for the Si1−xCx, the atomic fraction of C to Si is
between 0 and 2.5%, but this layer is 4 times thicker than the nickel layer).
The phase formation was studied using in-situ X-ray diffraction, up to a tempera-
ture of 600◦C, and the results are shown in figure 12.6. It is clear that the use of C
as an alloy in the Ni film has a very limited effect on the phase formation: only a
slight change in the shape of the XRD peaks from the metal-rich phases (300◦C to
350◦C) is observed, while no effect on the NiSi(C) formation temperature is found.
On the other hand, the use of the C interlayer has a more pronounced effect: in the
temperature range where the metal-rich phases were previously observed, no XRD
peaks are detected, indicating that only epitaxial or amorphous phases are formed.
The use of the 1 nm interlayer also results in a shift of the formation of NiSi(C) to
a higher temperature (420◦C).
Pole figures were recorded on the resulting NiSi(C) films, and are shown in figure
12.7. It is clear that the addition of carbon as alloy or interlayer has only a limited
effect on the texture: it can still be described as axiotaxy, but with increasing
C content, the axiotaxy lines become less pronounced. In the case of the 1 nm
interlayer, the texture of NiSi has changed the most, with isolated spots of higher
intensity showing up.
The effect of the addition of carbon as alloy or interlayer on the thermal stability
of the NiSi(C) film was also investigated. After the silicidation anneal (550◦C, 30
s), the sheet resistance of the layer was measured ex-situ, to assess the resistance
of the non-agglomerated NiSi(C) layer. Subsequently, the samples were heated to
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Figure 12.7: Pole figures for 2θ=45.8◦ ± 0.25◦, showing the NiSiC {112} planes on an
identical logarithmic scale. (a) NiSiC formed from 10 nm Ni alloyed with 0.6 nm C, (b)
NiSiC formed from 10 nm Ni alloyed with 1 nm C, (c) NiSiC formed from 10 nm Ni on a
0.6 nm C interlayer, (d) NiSiC formed from 10 nm Ni on a 1 nm C interlayer.
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Figure 12.8: top view SEM images showing the morphology of the layers after a
post-silicidation anneal. (a): 0.6 nm C alloyed in 10 nm Ni. (b): 1 nm C alloyed in 10 nm
Ni. (c): 0.6 nm C as interlayer. (d): 1nm C as interlayer. (e): 10 nm Ni on Si1−xCx (1%).
(f): 10 nm Ni on Si1−xCx (2.5%)
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750◦C for 5 minutes, after which the sheet resistance was measured and a top view
SEM image was collected. Table 12.1 shows the sheet resistance measurements
for the different samples. For both Ni/C alloyed samples, a 100x increase of the
sheet resistance is observed, due to the complete agglomeration of the layer, which
is clearly visible in the SEM images (figure 12.8a and figure 12.8b). The samples
with the C interlayer were found to be more stable: while the resistance of the 0.6
nm C interlayer sample was already tripled after the 5 minute anneal due to mod-
erate agglomeration (figure 12.8c), the 1 nm C interlayer sample did not show a
significant increase in resistance. However, the SEM top view image (figure 12.8d)
reveals that local agglomeration has occurred. Even though this has no significant
effect on the sheet resistance of the total layer, it does prevent it from being used in
devices due to the limited reliability. As a reference, top view SEM images of the
Si1−xCx samples with 1% and 2.2% carbon are shown as well, after an anneal of
30 min at 750◦C (figure 12.8e and figure 12.8f), showing agglomeration in the 1%
case, but no agglomeration in the 2.2% case, which is consistent with previously
reported results [109].
12.4 Discussion
The results on the phase formation of the Si1−xCx samples clearly show an influ-
ence of C on the phase formation of the Ni/Si reaction. Carbon was found to shift
the transition to both the metal-rich and the NiSi(C) phase to higher temperatures,
and adding more than 1% of C suppresses the axiotaxy texture of NiSi(C). This
observation is consistent with the current model of the origin of axiotaxy, as be-
ing caused by a similarity in d-spacing between crystal planes of the substrate, (
Si{220} ), and those of the silicide film, ( NiSi {202}, {211}, {103} and {112}).
The substitution of Si atoms with C in the substrate changes the d-spacing of the
Si {220} planes, and once this is sufficiently different from those of the matching
NiSi d-spacing, axiotaxy can no longer occur and the texture changes to a fiber tex-
ture. This is clearly demonstrated by the fact that it is the amount of substitutional
C that determines whether or not the axiotaxy constraint of d-spacing matching
is fulfilled, as the cases where a 2.2% Si1−xCx substrate is given a pre-anneal
(reducing the substitutional C content below 1% C), and by the cases where C is
alloyed or introduced as an interlayer, as they do not show the same suppression
of the axiotaxy texture.
The study of the thermal stability of the samples demonstrates that the increase in
stability cannot simply be explained by the occurrence of C in the NiSi(C) films: it
is clear that the location of C during the reaction is important. This dependence of
the thermal stability on the way carbon is added might be related to a different C
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distribution after NiSi(C) formation. In addition, part of the increased stability will
follow from the change in microstructure in the Si1−xCx samples: a combination
of large grains and a suppression of axiotaxy has been shown to significantly delay
agglomeration (e.g. in the case of Pt addition [41]), but even when no additional
elements are present this has been observed, as discussed in the formation of NiSi
through the θ-nickel-silicide phase in chapter 11.
12.5 Conclusions
In summary, it was found that both the formation temperature, as well as the texture
of the nickel-silicides formed during reaction of Ni with Si1−xCx , is influenced
by the amount of carbon in the Si1−xCx layer. In the monosilicide phase, the
texture of NiSi(C) is determined by the amount of substitutional carbon present in
the Si1−xCx layer prior to Ni deposition. The thermal stability of NiSi(C) layers
is shown to depend on the location of the C in the initial Ni/C/Si system. This is
due to a difference in the resulting C distribution and in the microstructure of the
resulting NiSi(C) film.
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Ultra-thin nickel-silicides
The problem of NiSi agglomeration has been discussed in chapter 10. It was shown
that the morphological stability of NiSi gets worse as the layer gets thinner, evi-
denced by figure 10.1, where the in-situ sheet resistance of thin NiSi films on SOI
was shown for NiSi films formed from nickel layers with a thickness of 10, 8 and
6 nm. If one extrapolates the current downscaling trends, the NiSi contacts will
have to become even thinner and one can expect the problem of agglomeration to
become even bigger, making the use of nickel-silicides impossible. In this chapter,
the problem of phase formation and thermal stability of these ultra-thin (< 6 nm)
nickel-silicides is investigated.
The results discussed in this chapter have been published in:
De Keyser K., Van Bockstael C., Van Meirhaeghe R.L. Detavernier C., Verleysen
E., Bender H., Vandervorst W., Jordan-Sweet J., Lavoie C., Phase formation and
thermal stability of ultra-thin nickel-silicides on Si(100), Applied Physics Letters
96 (17), 173503 (2010)
13.1 Experimental
Nickel films with a thickness of 2, 3.7, 4, 6, 8 and 10 nm were sputter deposited
onto lightly p-doped (ρ = 14− 22Ωcm), RCA cleaned and HF dipped silicon-on-
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insulator (SOI) substrates, with a top layer of 117 nm of Si (100). The deposition
chamber was first evacuated to 10−4 Pa. During deposition, the samples were
mounted on a rotating carousel to ensure a uniform deposition thickness. An argon
pressure of 0.5 Pa and a sputtering power of 100 W were used, resulting in a
deposition rate of 0.04 nm/s. After deposition, the samples were annealed in a
high-purity He atmosphere, from 100◦C to 850◦C at a rate of 3◦C/s. The sheet
resistance (using a four point probe) was recorded in-situ during annealing.
Selected samples were further analyzed. 640 pole figures in a 2θ range of 29.2◦
to 62.6◦ were recorded, using a step size in φ (the rotation of the sample about
its normal) and χ (the tilting of the sample) of 0.6◦. Electron backscatter diffrac-
tion (EBSD) measurements were carried out using an HKL/Oxford Instruments
Channel 5 system, mounted on an FEI Quanta 200F field emission gun scan-
ning electron microscope, at 7.5 kV. High resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy (HRTEM), nano-beam diffraction (NBD) and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) measurements were carried out on a Tecnai F30 microscope.
13.2 Abnormal agglomeration behavior
Figure 13.1 shows the in-situ sheet resistance of nickel films with a thicknesses
in the range 2-10 nm, on SOI substrtates. For the thickness range 6 - 10 nm, the
observed behavior is identical to what has been described in chapter 10: a huge
increase in the sheet resistance in the temperature range of 600-700◦C occurs due
to NiSi agglomeration. However, at a nickel film thickness of 3.7 nm or below,
one can observe that this typical increase in sheet resistance associated with the
NiSi agglomeration no longer occurs, indicating that the film remains relatively
homogeneous.
This observation was corroborated with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) top-
view images. The sample consisting of the 6 nm nickel film exhibits severe ag-
glomeration when annealed to 650◦C (figure 13.2a), while the SEM images recorded
on the sample made by annealing a 3.7 nm nickel film to 650◦C (figure 13.2b) and
850◦C (figure 13.2c) reveal no signs of agglomeration.
13.3 Phase formation and texture
In chapter 10, the agglomeration of NiSi on Si (100) was related to the microstruc-
ture, indicating a connection between the axiotaxy texture of NiSi and fast ag-
glomeration. The experiments carried out on the Ni(60%)/Si(40%) layers showed
that the suppression of axiotaxy eliminates the agglomeration problem. There
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Figure 13.1: In-situ sheet resistance as a function of temperature and thickness for thin
nickel films on SOI
Figure 13.2: Top view SEM images of (a) a 6 nm film annealed to 650◦C, showing severe
agglomeration (b) a uniform 3.7 nm film annealed to 650◦C and (c) a 3.7 nm film annealed
to 850◦C.
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are therefore two likely origins of the increased stability of the ultra-thin nickel-
slicides layers under investigation in this chapter: either a different (non-axiotaxy)
microstructure occurs when the thickness of the nickel film drops below a cer-
tain threshold and/or a different phase (i.e. not NiSi) is formed, which exhibits
an intrinsically higher thermal stability. These hypotheses were investigated by
comparing the phase formation and texture of the 3.7 nm and 6 nm samples.
Due to the limited thickness of the nickel and silicide layers, in-situ XRD was not
possible as the diffracted intensity was too low. Instead, quenches were made at
various temperatures, which were then analyzed ex-situ.
Pole figures (λ=0.154 nm) were first recorded on the sample made by heating a 6
nm nickel film on SOI to 600◦C at 3◦C/s. They reveal the typical axiotaxy lines,
at the 2θ values corresponding to NiSi. A selection of these pole figures is shown
in the first row of figure 13.3.
Quenches at 350, 450, 600 and 850◦C were made for the 3.7 nm film, and pole
figures were recorded: axiotaxy lines are no longer visible, but instead a series
of isolated spots appear, suggesting an epitaxial relationship between the film and
the substrate (figure 13.3, rows 2-5). Only in the range of 2θ between 45◦ and
48◦, diffracted X-rays are detected. These pole figures are shown in more detail
in figure 13.4. At 350◦C, a number of relatively intense spots is visible, which
become weaker as the annealing temperature increases.
Due to the limited thickness of the film, the diffracted X-ray intensity is very low
and the determination of the 2θ values has a large uncertainty. This makes it diffi-
cult to determine an exact 2θ value and hence determine the phase present. How-
ever, the fact that only a few spots are visible, at only a few 2θ values suggests that
it is a high symmetry phase, probably hexagonal or cubic. In addition, the strongest
poles coincide with the Si {115} poles of the substrate, indicating a preferential
alignment in the layer to these planes.
It is impossible to identify the phase based on these pole figures. In fact, none of
the currently reported nickel-silicide phases can completely explain the observed
spots without also giving rise to additional spots or diffraction peaks at other 2θ
values, which are not observed.
The samples were also investigated using EBSD, which allows to discriminate
between crystal phases with different symmetry (Laue group) or lattice parameters.
No EBSD patterns could be recorded on the 6 nm sample, due to the small grain
size of NiSi in these films, as pointed out in chapter 7.
EBSD patterns were also collected on various quenches of the 3.7 nm thick nickel
films which are shown in figure 13.5. The as-deposited 3.7 nm Ni films showed no
EBSD pattern (figure 13.5a), which confirms that the silicon substrate is covered,
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Figure 13.3: Overview of pole figures recorded on 3.7 nm and 6 nm nickel films on SOI,
annealed to different temperatures.
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Figure 13.4: Pole figures recorded on 3.7 nm nickel films on SOI, annealed to different
temperatures for the 2θ range where intensity is observed
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Figure 13.5: EBSD patterns recorded on a 3.7nm Ni film, as deposited (A), and after
annealing to (B): 350◦C, (C): 600◦C and (D): 850◦C. Sub figure E shows the simulated
EBSD pattern for the θ-phase, while sub-figure F shows a cubic EBSD pattern, where the
additional bands compared to the hexagonal pattern are indicated with arrows.
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as one would observe the Si pattern if this were not the case. At 350◦C (at which
the resistance of the film has started to drop) a weak pattern appears showing a
distinctive sixfold symmetry (figure 13.5b). At 600◦C (figure 13.5c) and 850◦C
(figure 13.5d) the pattern has become more clear. Of the currently known nickel-
silicides, the pattern was best fitted as a hexagonal phase, and the simulation when
using the θ-nickel-silicide structure is shown in figure 13.5e. Fitting a cubic phase,
like NiSi2, also leads to a good agreement, however 3 fainter bands are missing in
all of the EBSD patterns (indicated with dotted lines on a reference cubic pattern in
figure 13.5f). The EBSD results therefore seem to suggest a hexagonal symmetry
in the layer.
There exists an important discrepancy between the EBSD patterns and the XRD
pole figures: while the EBSD patterns become more pronounced when the sample
has been annealed to a higher temperature, the spots on the pole figures become
weaker. There are three possible reasons for this. Firstly, as the crystallinity of the
top-layer gets better during the annealing, the observed EBSD pattern can starts to
contain a contribution of the underlying SOI substrate. Indeed, an EBSD pattern
from Si (100) is almost identitical to the observed EBSD patterns and would in
fact be indistinguishable from a perfect NiSi2 EBSP. Secondly, there exists the
possibility that the spots observed in the pole figures originate from defects (e.g.
stacking faults) in an epitaxial film. The annealing process would then eliminate
most of the defects, resulting in a decreasing intensity of the spots in the pole
figures. At the same time, the decreasing defect concentration would result in
EBSD patterns of increasing quality. Thirdly, there might occur a phase transition
during the annealing, which converts the phase formed at 350◦C into another phase
of better epitaxial and crystalline quality, e.g. NiSi2 or θ-nickel-silicide. Both
these phases produce a very similar EBSD pattern, so that the conversion of the
initial crystalline phase into one of these would look like an increase in EBSD
pattern intensity and quality, even though a real phase transition has occurred.
The inconclusive results from the EBSD and XRD pole figures make it necessary
to further characterize the samples. Cross section TEM images were recorded
on the as-deposited 3.7 nm Ni films (figure 13.6a), and after anneals to 350◦C
(figure 13.6b) and 600◦C (figure 13.6e). The as-deposited layer was found to be
an amorphous mixture of Ni and Si, over the whole thickness range. This is due to
the sputter deposition of the Ni, which causes the creation of an intermixed layer.
EDS indicated a 47.2±0.4% Ni content. At the interface, a very thin crystalline
layer with vertical planes of atoms (d-spacing of 0.19 nm) is already visible.
After the anneal to 350◦C (figure 13.6b), the layer has become crystalline, with
a flat interface. Its thickness has increased to 4.4 nm, and the layer (EDS) was
now found to contain 52.8±0.4% Ni. The vertical planes, which match the Si
{220} planes, extend through the whole layer, and planes with an inclination of
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Figure 13.6: Cross section HRTEM images on (a) the as deposited 3.7 nm thick Ni layer
and (b) after an anneal to 350◦C. (c) shows the NBD image of the silicide at 350◦C. In (d),
the Fourier transform of picture (b) is shown, indicating the orientation of the atom layers
in the silicide. After annealing to 600◦C, the layer is no longer flat, and separate grains
become visible (e)
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Figure 13.7: Cross section HRTEM images on 3.7 nm thick Ni layer after annealing to
600◦C. Both θ-nickel-silicide and NiSi2 was found.
20◦ to the interface have become visible (figure 13.6b and 13.6d). A nano-beam
diffraction pattern was collected (figure 13.6c) and is in good agreement with the
Fourier transform of the cross section (figure 13.6d). The d-spacing and inclination
of these planes corresponds to the spots that are observed on the pole figures.
The analysis of the combined results of the EDS, TEM, EBSD and pole figure data
showed that no single epitaxy of the currently know nickel-silicides can explain all
of the data. This means that we are witnessing a new nickel-silicide phase and/or
the layer is not purely epitaxial, but consists of small (a few nm) domains which
share the alignment of a series of atomic planes, notably the vertical planes, and
those with an inclination of 20◦ to the interface. This would result in all of these
domains contributing to the diffraction pattern of the layer, as they will be averaged
over the whole thickness of the TEM sample.
After an anneal to 600◦C, the TEM cross section (figure 13.6e) shows that parts
of the interface are no longer perfectly flat: in some places, the layer thickness
has increased, and separate grains become visibl: both θ-nickel-silicide, and NiSi2
grains have been formed (see figure 13.7). This confirms the hypothesis that the
increase in EBSD pattern quality during annealing is being caused by a phase
transition.
Combining the X-ray pole figures and TEM data, we can conclude that at a thick-
ness of 3.7 nm or below, the as-deposited film is no longer pure Ni, but a mixture
of Ni and Si. This changes the phase sequence, and results in the formation of
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a currently unknown, epitaxy-like phase, which might consist of small domains
which have some shared atomic planes. This shared periodicity is what is visible
in the pole figures. The location of the spots on the pole figure at χ = 20◦ and their
corresponding d-spacing (0.19 nm) are indeed consistent with the TEM diffraction
results. During subsequent annealing, part of this layer is converted to θ-nickel-
silicide and NiSi2, keeping the sheet resistance low, but also resulting in a rougher
interface. This presents a significant problem that must be overcome before these
layers can be used in a device.
13.4 Discussion
The origin and exact structure of the epitaxy-like phase is at the moment unclear.
A similar pole figure as those shown in figure 13.4 has been reported by Gaudet et
al. in [69], where a thorough analysis of the phase formation and texture of the 10
nm Ni/Si(100) reaction at low temperatures was presented. The spots were identi-
fied as belonging to a transient phase in the Ni/Si(100) reaction and this phase was
labelled as the X-phase, indicating the unknown crystal structure. The main differ-
ence with the ultra-thin samples investigated here is that in the 10 nm Ni/Si(100)
reaction, the spots on the pole figure are only observed at low temperature (315 ◦C
or less), as they disappear during the formation of the metal-rich nickel-silicides
(δ-Ni2Si and θ-Ni2Si) and NiSi, as a result of nickel diffusion through this layer.
The results presented in this chapter seems to indicate that this X-phase occurs in
all Ni/Si films and is a natural consequence of the sputter deposition process of
the nickel film on the silicon substrate, which can be described as a two-step pro-
cess: during the initial stages of the nickel deposition, an intermixed layer of Ni/Si
is created which is relatively rich in silicon (> 50%), and which is subsequently
covered with pure nickel during the remaining part of the deposition. Upon an-
nealing, this intermixed layer becomes crystalline as the X-phase is formed. If the
intermixed layer is covered with pure nickel, the X-phase is unstable due to diffu-
sion of nickel from the pure nickel layer to the intermixed layer, which increases
the nickel content and ultimately results in the nucleation of one of the metal-rich
nickel-silicides. On the other hand, if no such pure nickel film remains on top of
the intermixed layer, as in the case of the 3.7 nm sample, the X-phase exhibits a
much higher stability, as observed for the ultra-thin nickel films. This model essen-
tially assumes that diffusion of nickel from the pure nickel layer to the intermixed
layer occurs much faster than out-diffusion of nickel from the intermixed layer to
the silicon substrate, an assumption for which there is currently no experimental
proof.
In chapter 11, it was also shown that unexpected phases can occur in the Ni/Si sys-
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tem, such as θ-nickel-silicide which crystallizes from a Ni(60%)/Si(40%) mixture.
While this θ-phase in not a thermodynamically stable phase, it does occur due to
the gain in free energy associated with the crystallization of the amorphous mix-
ture, and remains metastable due to the lack of diffusion at these low temperatures,
which prevent the nucleation of the thermodynamically stable phases. As the as-
deposited layer of the 3.7 nm film is also a mixture of Ni and Si, a similar process
might be occurring here. However, the exact phase that forms from this layer upon
annealing can be different, as the Ni/Si ratio of the spontaneous intermixed layer in
the ultra-thin films is different from the Ni(60%)/Si(40%) case we studied before
(i.e. 47.2 % Ni vs. 60% Ni). Given the similarities between the EBSD patterns
and pole figures of the X-phase and θ-nickel-silicide films, the X-phase is likely
related to the θ-phase, i.e. a hexagonal phase with variable composition due to
fractional occupation of nickel sites.
13.5 Ultra-thin nickel-platinum-silicides
Recently, the formation of ultra-thin Ni(Pt)-silicides has also received attention in
literature. Zhang et al. [112] and Luo et al. [113] have reported on the formation
of silicides from sub-10 nm Ni/Pt films, showing a similar epitaxial structure as
in the ultra-thin nickel films discussed in this chapter, when the Ni(Pt) thickness
is below a certain threshold. An interesting observation here is the dependence
of the critical thickness of the metal layer on the Pt content: an increase in Pt
concentration shifts this thickness to smaller values: from 4 nm when no Pt is used,
to 2 nm in the case of 5% of Pt, to 1 nm when 10% Pt is used [112]. Luo et al.
explained the Pt dependency of the critical thickness as being caused by the initial
nucleation of either the δ-Ni2Si or NiSi2 phase. Pt addition will prevent the NiSi2
phase from nucleating, resulting in δ-Ni2Si formation, which is then converted to
NiSi. A main problem with this explanation is that the experimental data shown
in this chapter indicates that in the ultra-thin nickel-silicide layers, NiSi2 is not
directly formed from the intermixed layer, but instead that the X-phase is formed
first, which makes it unlikely that it is the influence of Pt on the NiSi2 formation
that determines the critical thickness.
Two alternatives should be considered. Firstly, the deposition of Ni/Pt might re-
duce the thickness of the intermixed layer due to a different intermixing depth of
Ni/Pt compared to pure Ni. This would in itself shift the critical thickness to lower
values. Secondly, the Pt dependence of the critical thickness could be related to the
influence of Pt on the free energy of the X-phase. If one accepts that the X-phase
is related to the θ-phase, one can look back at the results in chapter 11, where the
influence of Pt and W on the nucleation of θ-nickel-silicide was presented. It was
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shown that Pt prevents θ-nickel-silicide formation in premixed Ni/Pt/Si layers, and
it might have the same effect on the X-phase. If the X-phase cannot nucleate, an
amorphous intermixed layer will remain, which during annealing will allow one
of the other nickel-silicide phases, e.g. NiSi in which Pt is relatively soluble, to
nucleate, returning to the traditional Ni/Si(100) reaction.
13.6 Conclusions
In conclusion, we found that there exists a specific thickness for sputter-deposited
nickel films, which determines the phase sequence and the formation of the low
resistive phase which is formed during a subsequent ramp anneal. Films with 3.7
nm of nickel or less form a low resistive phase consisting of an epitaxy-like phase.
This layer exhibit a high thermal stability, and gets converted to NiSi2 and θ-nickel
silicide at higher temperatures, resulting in low electrical resistivity up to 800◦C.
The occurrence of this phase is likely caused by the interfacial intermixed layer,
resulting from the sputter deposition.
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Conclusions
Throughout this thesis, the importance of texture for thin film reactions on single
crystal substrates has been pointed out.
It was shown that many different silicides and germanides exhibit a complex non-
random texture:
• For NiSi on Si(100), the importance of the different texture components
was quantified using EBSD. It was shown that axiotaxy represents the most
important texture component and that the axiotaxy grains are larger than
average. The one-dimensional rotational degree of freedom that defines ax-
iotaxy was observed as not being caused by subgrain boundaries within one
grain, but by a large amount of different grains that each have a well-defined
orientation.
• The texture of CoSi2 was reported on Si (100), (111) and (110), and weak
axiotaxy was found in each of these systems. It was shown that the dif-
ferent epitaxial CoSi2 orientations can be divided into two groups: double
axiotaxy and plane-on-plane epitaxy. As axiotaxy is largely independent of
the interface plane, this allowed to predict which epitaxial orientation are
observed on all of the substrates, and which are unique to specific substrate
orientations.
• The detailed study of texture in the Co/Ge system, on Ge (100) and Ge
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(111) allowed to identify both axiotaxy and epitaxy. The strong epitaxy of
Co5Ge7 on Ge (111) was found to be the cause of the coexistence of Co5Ge7
and CoGe2 in a large temperature window on Ge (111).
The thermal stability of the Ni/Si system was studied in detail:
• The texture evolution during agglomeration was studied: it was shown that
preferential grain growth occurs, as the fraction of axiotaxy grains increases
during agglomeration. This indicates that the low interface energy of axio-
taxy can provide a driving force for agglomeration.
• It was shown that by changing the initial Ni/Si ratio, one can obtain a metastable
nickel-silicide phase: θ-nickel-silicide
• The effect of changing the phase sequence on the thermal stability of NiSi
was shown to be related to a change in microstructure: axiotaxy was found
to be suppressed, which was identified as being the cause of the increased
thermal stability. This was related to the effect of W and Pt alloying elements
which were found to either suppress of promote the occurrence of a θ-nickel-
silicide-like phase.
• The effect of C on the Ni/Si(100) phase formation sequence and texture of
the resulting NiSi was found to be strongly dependant on the initial location
of the C. While mixing C in the Ni layer or depositing a C interlayer has
only limited effect, using an epitaxial Si1−xCx layer has a strong effect on
the phase sequence and promotes the formation of NiSi with a fiber texture.
Both these changes in NiSi texture and the occurrence of C in the NiSi film
have an impact on the thermal stability, as Si1−xCx layers make it possible
to produce NiSi contacts that survive DRAM annealings.
• The effect of downscaling was investigated, and a critical nickel thickness
of 3.7 nm was found below which the phase sequence and texture of the
nickel-silicides changes dramatically. This was found to originate in the
nickel/silicon intermixed layer at the interface.
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